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 Abstract
The Internet is today a world wide packet switching arena constituting enormous possi-
bilities of new services and business creation. E.g., there is a clear tendency that more and 
more real-time services are making the jump from dedicated circuit-switched and broad-
casting networks into packet switching. Examples are telephony, videoconferencing, and 
television. The Internet today is thus hosting a large set of different services, including the 
delay tolerant Web-surfing traffic, but also the non-delay tolerant real-time services. An 
additional challenge with most real-time traffic is that its traffic pattern do not adapt to the 
varying traffic load as Web-traffic do. Still, these new services work well, as long as the 
packet switching capacity is sufficient. Problems arise when the growth of real-time ser-
vice usage is larger than the capacity increase. During peak hours, users will then start to 
experience media services fall-out and excessive communication delay. 
The reason is that the Internet as we know it today was not built to handle such services 
at all. In motor traffic, as a comparison, queues build up when the traffic load is larger than 
the road and crossover capacity. The Internet behaves in a similar fashion: information is 
sent in packets that can be compared to cars. If too many packets are heading the same 
direction, queues of packets build up in the Internet routers, causing extra delay during 
such peak hours. In one way the Internet is more fearful than motor traffic: if queues get 
too long, new arriving packets are simply dropped, i.e. they just vanish. Luckily, there is 
no direct parallel to this phenomenon in the motor traffic comparison realm! To assist the 
queuing problems in motor traffic, special traffic lanes can be defined to allow e.g. only 
buses, taxis, and cars where the driver has at least one passenger, to drive in that lane. 
Thus, these road-users will experience less delay in peak hours than the rest of the popu-
lation. The Internet is tried “healed” with some comparable means. E.g. with the use of 
IntServ or DiffServ Quality of Service, packets belonging to high priority applications are 
treated in a preferential fashion. But what happens if too many applications start to use 
these “special-lanes”? What if the total capacity is over-loaded over a significant time 
period? The answer to fix the problem is simple: the aggregate traffic generation must iii
iv    slow down! In motor traffic, this means that each car carries more people (i.e. fewer cars 
in total), or, equivalently, that big cars are exchanged by smaller cars, thus producing 
smaller queues. In the multimedia real-time packet switching realm, the equivalent solu-
tion is that the same content must be compressed more efficiently, thus producing fewer 
and/or smaller packets.
This thesis proposes a solution for live interactive real-time streaming media where a tight 
interaction between the media sources and the network is very essential. A novel router 
architecture, “P-AQM”, for packet switched networks is its core component. The primary 
P-AQM design objective is native support for rate adaptive real-time multimedia flows, 
addressing low queuing delay and low packet losses even at high traffic load to assist con-
versational media flows. The second objective is bandwidth fairness among the media 
flows, but also fairness to elastic (TCP) flows. These two design objectives are achieved 
due to the aforementioned interaction between the network routers and the traffic sources: 
the routers signal the traffic congestion level, while the media and TCP sources apply rate 
adaption. TCP has built-in congestion control mechanism (e.g. Tahoe or Reno) that reacts 
on packet drops or packet ECN tags performed by the router. Real-time media using the 
UDP protocol has no standardized congestion control mechanism. While DCCP/TFRC 
has become a compelling IETF standard during the last years, the work of this thesis has 
chosen another solution for media rate control that bypasses the TFRC performance. 
Using the traffic congestion level signals from P-AQM routers, the media rate control can 
be done much more precise, react faster to traffic load changes, and obtain intra-flow glo-
bal max-min fairness. The cost of these improvements is gradual deployment of the new 
P-AQM packet switching routers, and some added signaling traffic.
The P-AQM design is following classical control theory principles, and has been devel-
oped and improved using a combination of analytical and simulation tools. As a side 
effect to the need for true decodable rate adaptive video traffic, a simulation framework 
and tool-set, “Evalvid-RA”, was developed to generate such traffic. Evalvid-RA can also 
assist other researchers in improving their own work, e.g. applying rate adaptive video 
codecs over the DCCP/TFRC protocol.
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marked with a star (*) are abbreviations for inventions of this thesis.
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HTTP Hypertext Transport Protocol
ICMP (SQ) Internet Control Message Protocol (Source Quench)
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IntServ Integrated Services
IP Internet Protocol
IPTV SDTV quality streaming over IP
IR Interlacing Resilience
ISO International Standardisation Organization
ITU-T Telecommunication Standardization Sector of the International Tele-
communications Union, formerly known as CCITT.
JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group
LAN Local Area Network
LB Leaky Bucket
LDA+ Loss Delay based Adaptation
LRD Long Range Dependence
M/M/c Markovian input / Markovian service / c services / infinite waiting 
queue — n.e.d. distribution for the interarrival times of new custom-
ers, n.e.d. distribution for service times
M/M/c/c Same as M/M/c, but no waiting queue  
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MBAC Measurement Based Admission Control
MMS “Microsoft Media Server” —  
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xxviii    MOS Mean Opinion Score
MPEG Moving Picture Expert Group. The video group within ISO
MPEG-1 First generation video codec from MPEG group, targeted “VHS”-
quality video stored on CD.
MPEG-2 Second generation video codec from MPEG group, targeting digital 
TV (interlaced video).
MPEG-4 Third generation video codec from MPEG group, targeting low- and 
high-rate video and object segmented video.
MPEG-21 The multimedia framework (digital rights, transactions, content 
adaptation)
MPLS Multi-protocol Label Switching
n.e.d. negative exponential distribution
OC Optical Carrier
OS Operating System
OSI Open Systems Interconnection 
P-AQM* Proportional Active Queue Management
PI AQM based on Proportional-Integral control logic
PRNG Pseudo Random Generator
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PTP CADPC Performance Transparency Protocol Congestion Avoidance with Dis-
tributed Proportional Control
QCIF Quarter Common Intermediate Format  
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QoS Quality of Service
RAP Rate Adaption Protocol
RCP Rate Control Protocol
RED Random Early Discard or Random Early Dropping or Random Early 
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RSVP Resource Reservation protocol
  xxixRTCP Real-Time Control Protocol
RTP Real-time Transport Protocol
RTSP Real-Time Streaming Protocol
RTT Round Trip Time
SACK Selective ACK
SCTP Stream Control Transmission Protocol
SDTV Standard Definition TV 
(PAL: 720 x 576 pixel video frame size @ 25 fps) 
(NTSC: 720 x 480 pixel video frame size @ 29.97 fps)
SMG Statistical Multiplexing Gain







A server that communicates over RTSP and/or MMS, as opposed to 
a Web Server that communicates over HTTP
SVC Scalable Video Coding (in H.264/AVC)
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
TEAR TCP Emulation at Receivers
TFRC TCP Friendly Rate Control
TOS Type Of Service (field in IP header)
UBR Unspecified bit Rate
UDP User Datagram Protocol
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
VBR Variable Bit Rate
VBR-nrt VBR non-real-time (in ATM)
VBR-rt VBR real-time (in ATM)
VBV Video Buffer Verifier
VC Virtual Circuit
VGA Video Graphics Array (standard computer screen resolution of 640 x 
480 pixels)
VoD Video on demand
xxx    VoIP Voice over IP
VPN Virtual Private Network
WebTV TV quality streaming over the Web
WLAN Wireless LAN
WMA (Microsoft) Windows Media Audio
WMV (Microsoft) Windows Media Video
WWW World Wide Web
XCP eXplicit Congestion control Protocol
XML eXtensible Markup Language
YUV Defines a color space in terms of one luma (Y) and two chrominance 
components (U and V)
Part I — Introduction
Get your facts first, and then you can distort them as much as you please.




Your motivation? Your motivation is your pay packet on Friday. Now get on with it. 
Noel Coward — English actor, dramatist, & songwriter (1899–1973)
The Internet became first widely known among the public after the invention of the World 
Wide Web (WWW), including the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Hypertext 
Markup Language (HTML), originally suggested by the CERN (“Conseil Européen pour 
la Recherche Nucléaire”) scientist Tim Berners-Lee, in order to improve the ability for co-
operation among the nuclear researchers [BL89]. HTTP [BLFF96, FGM+99] became de 
facto standard protocol for how to access online documentation world-wide, starting with 
modest backbone network load numbers of 0.1% and 1.0% in March and September 1993 
[Cre01], respectively, following an exponentially growth to 80–90% of total traffic load 
only a few years later. The scope of success both within the academic as well as in the 
commercial communities did surprise all, including the WWW inventors, and completely 
changed the methods as well as the possibilities for human interaction and co-operation. 
HTTP is an applica-
tion level protocol, and 
relies on the usage of a 
transport protocol pro-
viding a reliable 
channel between the 
communicating par-
ties. The Transport 
Control Protocol 
(TCP, [CDS74, 
Pos81]) was the natu-




Figure 1.1:  The exponentially growth of number of computers 
connected to the Internet in the period 1990–2003 [UNI03].3
4 1   Background and motivationsion between the Web browser client and the HTTP server, for transparent delivery of 
online documents, formatted in HTML [RHJ99] or any other document formatting sys-
tem. Since each Internet network link generally is reliable due to layer 2 mechanisms, the 
frames embedding the IP packets do get delivered correctly to the next hop router. How-
ever, IP packets arriving a full router queue will be dropped. This is why the Internet is 
often called “best effort”. It is up to the end systems, and not the network, to detect packet 
losses, and decide if lost packets should be retransmitted. The TCP protocol includes such 
capabilities, thus it is called reliable. The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) also uses TCP, as 
well as e-mail SMTP and other applications. Typically ~90% of total traffic on Internet 
backbone links is TCP traffic [DJD05]. 
However, things are about to change, only 15 years after the birth of WWW. A new appli-
cation type is starting to dominate the Internet more and more. It is called streaming 
media.
1.1 The challenges of continuous real-time streaming media
The term digital streaming media includes in general media content like video and audio 
and covers (but is not limited to) digital cinema, digital-TV, IPTV & WebTV, Internet 
Radio, Voice over IP, and Internet video streaming (live or pre-stored Video on Demand 
— VoD). This heterogeneous set of media sources, compressed in various formats such 
as ISO MPEG and Microsoft WMV, is streamed to different type of terminals, over a vast 
variety of network types, including wired modems and ADSL over telephone networks, 
10–1000Mbit/s IEEE 802.3 Ethernet, IEEE 1394 FireWire, gigabit fibre optical networks, 
but also wireless IEEE 802.11 (WLAN), 802.15 (Bluetooth, ZigBee), 802.16 (WiMax) 
and ITU cellular systems like UMTS and CDMA2000. Actually, 3G/UMTS services are 
currently being deployed where videoconferencing can be established between 3G and 
Internet clients. The traffic volume of Internet streaming media is reported rapidly 
increasing [KW02, DPR02].1 The deployment of new audiovisual 3G services will cer-
tainly not slow down that tendency, rather on the contrary. Although this thesis will focus 
on the carriage of digital streaming media over the wired Internet, the provided solutions 
should also benefit wireless packet switching.
The heterogeneous set of media formats, terminals and networks creates a large matrix of 
different combinations, all made possible by the single common factor: the Internet Pro-
tocol (IP). Unlike the circuit switched telephone network, where an established 
connection is granting some fixed capacity and latency, the Internet is a packet switched 
network where information flows in datagrams (i.e. finite but variable sized packets with 
source and destination information headers). These are statistically multiplexed in order 
1. A comprehensive commercial forecast report can be purchased from  
http://www.insight-corp.com/reports/streaming.asp
1.1  The challenges of continuous real-time streaming media 5to share common resources such as queues and connection links. Varying traffic load cre-
ates dynamics in the number of flows sharing common resources, thus the bandwidth 
granted to each flow is an uncontrolled variable. There are generally no restrictions in the 
number of simultaneous flows; nobody gets the “busy signal”.2 To avoid traffic overload, 
the TCP protocol has built in end-to-end congestion control mechanisms, which will be 
described in more detail later. First, let’s focus on the difference between elastic and real-
time content.
Elastic content is content which do not hold real-time delivery requirements. Whether e.g. 
an HTML document is completely delivered in one or three seconds after the user requests 
it does not matter anything for the value of the content: the information of the document 
is still durable. Thus it is elastic in the sense that its delivery time can be stretched without 
altering the information value (but the waiting time do have an upper bound due to user 
impatience [YdV01]). 
Real-time content however does hold real-time requirements, as the name implies. This is 
so because it can be described as a continuous flow of information change, in contrast to 
static content like HTML documents. I.e., documents are elastic content, while streaming 
media is real-time content. Whether the real-time content can tolerate packet loss or not 
makes a sub-classification: tolerant and intolerant. An example of real-time intolerant 
content is control signals for robots. Audiovisual content, however, even in compressed 
form, can generally tolerate some degree of packet loss without displaying too noticeable 
artifacts.
2. the only “exception” being if using dial-up modems, since an ISP has a fixed number of modems 
available in a modem pool. But in reality, this again is a restriction of the circuit switched net-
work part of the communication channel, and not the Internet.
Table 1.1:  The different requirements of elastic and real-time tolerant content
requirements Elastic content Real-time tolerant content
latency no yes
unidirectional – <10 s
voice conversation – <150 ms [Int96]
musical collaboration – 5–20 ms [CG04]
transparent channel yes no
packet loss ratio 0% (through 
retransmissions)
<5 % (no retransmissions) 
MPEG-4, [HWZ+99]
bandwidth no yes
average – >average stream bit rate
spare – >stream bit rate peaks
6 1   Background and motivationTable 1.1 gives a short overview of the main differences between elastic and real-time 
content. For unidirectional (non-conversational) streaming, like WebTV broadcasting and 
Video on demand (VoD) services, there is in reality no hard latency deadline for the infor-
mation, since there is no interaction involved like in a voice conversation. However, in 
order to experience the feeling of “instant availability” when starting a new service, e.g. 
zapping WebTV channels, the initial delay should be upward limited to just a few seconds. 
However, the delay variance, or jitter, is of more concern, as shown in Figure 1.2. For con-
versational media, like Internet Telephony (Voice over IP, VoIP) and videoconferencing, 
the same requirements exist as for general telephony, which claims 150 ms one-way 
latency at maximum [Int96]. Research has also revealed that for musical collaboration, 
i.e. musicians that practice and perform live music over the Internet, the overall latency 
must resemble the audio latency experienced at concert stages, i.e. five to twenty milli-
seconds [CG04]. Actually, even for VoIP applications, the Distributed Open Signaling 
Architecture recommended 10ms queuing delay as maximum for US coast-to-coast VoIP 
[GGK+99].
Figure 1.2 gives an assembly of the most important metrics of streaming media. The y-
axis gives the sequential frame numbers (for 25 fps video there is one frame per 40 ms), 
and the x-axis is the time given for different frame events. In the figure, three frame events 
are given: sending time (left straight line), receiving time (middle curved line), and play-
out time (right straight time). In order to balance the variable network latency, the receiv-
ing terminal includes a “receiver buffer”.3 The shaded area depicts the amount of 
information packets (here measured in time) contained in this buffer. If the network 
latency grows too much, the buffer is emptied, and play-out rendering is prohibited (as 
exemplified in the upper part of the figure). The conflicting requirements are to have a 
small buffer in order to have overall low end-to-end latency, and at the same time limit the 
3. Later in this thesis a “sender buffer” will also be discussed.
Figure 1.2:  Depiction of the latency requirements of streaming media.














1.1  The challenges of continuous real-time streaming media 7occurrences of buffer underruns to less than e.g. 2% of the time. For VoD services, one 
can implement the trick of having a small initial buffer latency to enable the “instant on” 
perception. However, during the first phase, the streaming bit rate is higher than the con-
sumption bit rate (if available bandwidth is larger than media bit rate), thus increasing the 
amount of information packets contained in the buffer. Apple QuickTime™ buffers typi-
cally 10 seconds of data in its buffer (www.apple.com/quicktime), and after having done 
that, the streaming rate is controlled to equal the consumption rate. In this way, the stream-
ing service can tolerate longer bursts of increased latency, than if it kept only the initial 
buffer of one second of media content. This possibility is however not available for live 
services, since the streaming server can not transmit information not yet created. Live 
sources for one-way streaming such as WebTV can instead slow down the rendering time 
in some period (see Chapter 4.3.1 on page 41).
As stated earlier, packets might be dropped, as well as being delayed due to queuing. Typ-
ically, for real-time services there is no time for retransmission of dropped packets. In fact, 
the UDP protocol does not include any mechanisms for retransmission. However, some 
vendors implement proprietary solutions, often named “reliable UDP” on top of the IP 
stack to do exactly this. If the client media player has buffered 10 seconds of media, but 
detects that one packet scheduled for rendering in eight seconds is still missing, there is 
plenty of time to do retransmission. E.g. QuickTime uses RTCP APP (Application 
Defined) packets for acknowledgement of received packets, and missing acknowledge-
ments may trigger retransmissions [App03, SCFJ03]. Actually a “reliable UDP” based on 
[VHS84, PH90] has been proposed to IETF, but has not yet received finalization [BK99]. 
This thesis focus on live interactive content like voice and videoconferencing with short 
delays, and retransmission is therefore not an issue. 
The last issue included in this introduction to main streaming media challenges, is about 
the media sources themselves. Continuous media like video and audio is normally com-
pressed in order to achieve high bandwidth efficiency. As an audio example, 
uncompressed CD quality audio has a bit rate of 1.41 Mbit/s (44.1 kHz sampling, two 
channels, and 16 bits sample resolution gives  bit/s). The 
popular MP3 compression format can obtain near-CD-quality audio at a CBR rate of 
128 kbit/s (rule-of-thumb), while even more recent technologies can achieve near-CD-
quality at 80 kbit/s (AAC), 64 kbit/s (WMA) and 48 kbit/s (AAC-HE) [Sto03]. However, 
the actual perceptual quality depends on the complexity of the audio. Generally, classical 
music needs a higher bit rate (i.e. more information) in order to prevent quality loss, com-
pared to e.g. pop music. As a video example, standard definition European TV (PAL) 
digitized (SDTV) need 124 Mbit/s (720 horizontal pels, 576 vertical pels, 12 bits/pixel 
(assuming YUV 4:2:0) and 25 full frames per second gives 720 x 576 x 12 x 25 = 
124.416 Mbit/s). State-of-the-art codecs like MPEG-4 ASP can compress at a rate of 
1.5 Mbit/s without loosing too much noticeable details [Vat05], H.264 (MPEG-4 AVC) 
44100 2 16×× 1411200=
8 1   Background and motivationmight give similar results at a rate of 1.0 Mbit/s [Vat06]. Again, the actual needed bit rate 
to obtain a certain quality depends on the content: fine detailed and/or high motion scenes 
need more bits than coarser and slow moving scenes. Thus, audiovisual encoding pro-
duces variable rate traffic.
However, with the use of a rate controller, the codecs can be run in different modes 
[SR01]: 
• VBR open-loop (constant quality, no bit rate control), 
• VBR constrained (steady quality, average bit rate control), 
• and CBR (variable quality, constant bit rate). 
The VBR open-loop mode provides the largest potential for statistical multiplexing gain
(SMG), while the CBR mode will have zero SMG. SMG is a measure describing the 
potential of serving more VBR flows than CBR flows given a total capacity and quality 
per flow. Uncorrelated VBR flows will tend to fill and exploit each others rate variability, 
while CBR, in the absence of such possibilities, also must have high enough rate to pro-
duce adequate quality of the most complex frames. Thus, there is a desire of using VBR 
open-loop with two motivations: constant perceptual quality, and high SMG, i.e. the larg-
est possible number of simultaneous audiovisual sessions given a requested quality. 
However, from a network point of view, these VBR open-loop sources are the most diffi-
cult to transmit. The reason for the latter is the possibility of simultaneous occurrence of 
high bit rates of multiple uncorrelated flows, and the uncontrollable length of such high 
bit rate scenes. This can lead to excess delays due to queue build-up at routers and 
switches, and possible significant packet loss events. CBR sources, on the other hand, are 
easier for the network to transport, since they do not behave unpredictable. The VBR con-
strained rate control provides thus a very inviting compromise, in that it ensures that the 
rate variability is reduced and that the rate control targets a specified average rate. This 
average rate is calculated typically over several GOP periods. VBR constrained rate con-
trol can also gain SMG, although not so much as VBR open-loop. Such SMG will be 
demonstrated in Paper E.
To summarize this first subchapter: the main challenges in carrying streaming media over 
a packet switched network is to support variable bit rate sources with some latency and 
bandwidth guarantee. The question is if this is feasible within a congested Best Effort 
Internet. As long as the traffic load cannot be controlled (as with the telephone network), 
a first intuitive answer is “no”. To answer these challenges the IETF set forth new con-
cepts that should try to mix the best qualities of the Internet and the circuit switched 
telephone network. The new buzzword was: QoS.
1.2  QoS — Quality of Service 91.2 QoS — Quality of Service
During the 1980’s and 1990’s there was a significant focus on the research leading up to 
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) network standard, initiated by the ITU-T and pro-
moted by the ATM Forum. It was believed that ATM, as a standard for both layer two and 
three of the OSI protocol stack, would become a key component of future broadband ser-
vices named B-ISDN, and provide access end-to-end for the users. The traditional 
telecommunication networks provide reliable but rigid systems. The goal was to obtain 
both the reliability of the telephone circuit switched networks, and the flexibility of packet 
switched networks. Two important tools to reach this goal were fixed sized packets named 
cells (53 bytes), and virtual circuits (VC). A lot of research efforts were put into the goal 
of supporting native Quality of Service inside the network, as contrasted by the best-effort 
IP (Internet Protocol) technology. Due to the native QoS support, ATM would be far better 
in providing services for video streaming, which was believed would become the domi-
nating traffic class of ATM networks [HRR97, LSS01]. In order to meet the QoS 
requirements, the basic idea was to establish resource reservation at session startup, and 
admit connections only if the resource requests could be met without ruin the QoS param-
eters for already established connections. Thus, Admission Control and calculation of 
Effective Bandwidth were two key components of ATM.
Due to the focus of flexibility and QoS put into the telecom ATM baby, the IETF 
answered with its “Integrated Services”, or IntServ, initiative. Thus, where the telecom 
community was moving from the QoS solid and rigid circuit switched technology towards 
the much more flexible but QoS oriented ATM, the Internet community moved in the 
opposite direction, but targeting the same goal: the flexibility of statistical multiplexing 
while at the same time providing QoS support. The best effort Internet Protocol should 
provide QoS through a set of upper layer technologies. “Integrated Services” reflected 
that the Internet should support a range of different qualities integrated into one network, 
from the unreliable best-effort service in one end, towards absolute QoS support in the 
other end. There should be no need for deploying more than one network to support these 
various services. In the support of QoS, the focus was now on how also Internet sources 
could be characterized by a limited parameter set, and to provide Admission Control (aka 
the telephone system caller blocking probability) to control that the Quality of Service sto-
chastic or deterministic guarantees could be met. The idea was that better quality should 
be priced higher than lower quality. Indeed, the Internet and telecommunication commu-
nities have worked out an agreement in how to map the different service classes between 
IntServ and ATM [Ber98a, Ber98b, GB98, CBB+98]. However, the Internet had always 
lacked a credit system, which the telephone systems always have had. IntServ failed in 
deployment both due to this fault, as well as the problems with service scalability.4 Put 
4. in fact, each flow should be set-up and monitored by the RSVP protocol, to provide per-flow 
QoS
10 1   Background and motivationshortly, IntServ became way too complex to be implemented worldwide. Also ATM failed 
as an end-to-end network architecture, but does exist in some networks with IP on top.
Due to the complexity of resource reservations of IntServ, a much more scalable QoS 
scheme was promoted by IETF through the DiffServ initiative. Through relaxing the pos-
sible QoS guarantees, DiffServ became much less complex. While IntServ could provide 
end-to-end service guarantees, DiffServ was limited to hop-by-hop behavior. An ingress 
router marks each flow (using the IP TOS field) as belonging to one specific service class. 
This stateless concept is much more scalable, also because the traffic flows are aggregated 
into a few number of such classes. It is then up to each router and switch on each hop from 
source to destination to decide how this class is treated relative to the other defined 
classes. Thus, DiffServ is often labeled as “relative QoS” or “prioritize based QoS”, while 
IntServ is often labeled as “absolute QoS” or “reservation based QoS”. While DiffServ 
proves to be a much more scalable solution on the price of relaxed QoS guarantees, the 
credit facility still remains an unresolved issue. 
Due to the postponement of deploying QoS models into the Internet, and also the failure 
in providing ATM services “to the desktop”, the research focus has again shifted to best-
effort Internet (BEI). BEI can be compared to the UBR (Unspecified bit Rate) class of 
ATM. This also means that there is a focus shift from proactive (or preventive) traffic con-
trol to reactive (congestion controlled) traffic control. This thesis focus in fact on the latter, 
with enhanced traffic load measurements provided by special designed Active Queue 
Management routers named P-AQM, which is the main contribution of this work. More 
details on this AQM will be given later in Part I, starting at Chapter 5.2, and of course in 
the papers listed in Part II.
Before ending this subchapter, it must also be mentioned that MPLS (Multiprotocol Label 
Switching) [RVC01] has gained much attention during the last years as a commercial 
underlying QoS mechanism [GB05] for business-to-business communications, such as 
the carrying of videoconferencing real-time media. It is regarded as a “Layer 2.5” tech-
nique that, as ATM, uses connection-oriented services provided by the RSVP protocol 
[Wro97, ABG+01], or the alternative LDP (Label Distribution Protocol). RSVP and LDP 
are used to set up the label switched path through the network. The MPLS 32-bit header 
carries a 20 bit label and a 3 bit QoS priority value. Thus, the key elements are to set up 
an efficient routing path as in IntServ, and use relative QoS metrics as in DiffServ. MPLS 
VPN sessions are typically set up by a service provider such as AT&T and TelePacific in 
the US. The MPLS strategy of providing real-time media QoS is out of the scope for this 
thesis.
Finally, a smart technique for pre-stored media must be mentioned: mirroring. CDN (Con-
tent Delivery Network) has become a large industry for companies such as Akamai and 
others using overlay networks. The simple idea is it mirror large amount of content to 
1.3  The challenge of mixing elastic and real-time media 11world-wide distributed servers. The users are unaware of their location, because of an 
invisible DNS name to IP address mapping, that makes sure that the end user is redirected 
to the server having the best network connection path towards the user. Since this thesis 
focuses on live media, CDN networks are also out of the scope.
1.3 The challenge of mixing elastic and real-time media
The main difference between elastic and real-time media is the delay requirements, and 
that elastic applications need a transparent layer 4 channel while real-time media do not. 
Hurley [HBTK01] showed that a packet scheduler could be designed so that these two dif-
ferent preferences could be supported in the router itself (ABE) by a simple algorithm.5
The key idea was that, based on the competition of resources in a best-effort network, the 
network resources should be granted fairly, i.e. the sources had to make a choice: If the 
application is a real-time constrained application, it should mark its packets “green”, 
while if it is an elastic application it should mark its packets “blue”. An ABE router will 
schedule the green packets with small delay, on the cost of somewhat higher probability 
of packet loss or packet ECN marks, using a sophisticated two-queue scheduler. By bal-
ancing delay and throughput, this solution can be said to still belong to the best effort 
regime, in that there is still a “flat cost”, i.e. only one cost class.
Put another way, elastic applications can “buy” transparency on the cost of added delay 
(larger buffer sizes and/or more retransmissions), while real-time media can “buy” shorter 
delay on the cost of higher loss probability. Since lost TCP packets result in retransmis-
sion, which in fact is the same as adding extra traffic into the already congested network 
(we do not consider packet loss due to wireless communication, or error-prone wired lines 
here), larger buffers for TCP flows can be a good solution. In fact, legacy FIFO routers 
are most often configured with BDP (defined below) sized queue buffer sizes (more on 
buffer sizing in Chapter 6.1 on page 71), so that a single TCP flow is able to maintain high 
link utilization [VS94]. The reason is that the TCP congestion control algorithm increases 
the flows throughput by one extra packet per RTT until there is a packet drop (or mark) 
event, in which the TCP congestion window is halved. The time it takes to drain a BDP 
sized queue is BDP divided on the outbound link capacity C, 
 (s),  (1.1)
i.e. one RTT, where RTT is the RTT used when defining the BDP for that router. In 
Figure 1.3 the RTT of the flow matches exactly with the RTT used in the BDP, thus the 
queue is completely drained before immediate increase. The advertised window size from 






12 1   Background and motivationthe receiving end must be higher than the local congestion window to enable this source 
to “fill the pipe”. The characteristic saw-tooth shape is unmistakable, and the link capacity 
is kept very close to 100%.6 Using a shorter buffer to limit the delay will give significant 
drop in link utilization. For this reason, legacy FIFO routers are often configured with an 
RTT = 200 ms in the BDP to enable also long distance flows to reach high link utilization. 
Such buffer sizes are however unnecessary large when multiple greedy flows share the 
same link, except when packet drop events are synchronized. The latter will be the case 
when the flows have identical RTT, because their congestion windows will increase at the 
same speed, and FIFO routers drop packets on full buffer. 
If the packet drops were more randomized, even at similar RTTs, the buffer size can be 
reduced. RED routers have exactly this property [FJ97]. However, reducing the buffer 
size with more than factor two is difficult without risking traffic load “oscillations”, 
6. Due to the BDP sized queue and single TCP flow, the TCP rate does not have the typical saw-
tooth shape in this example. This is due to that the queue is almost never drained, and that the 
RTT is doubled from queue empty until queue is full. The received ACK packets clocks the 
AIMD, and the ACK packets are clocked by the receiving TCP packets, which are rate limited 
to 12Mbit/s.
Figure 1.3:  TCP congestion window (a), router queue configured to BDP (b), and 
resulting TCP sending rate (c) for single TCP flow over 12Mbit/s link with 65ms RTT 
(propagation delay). TCP New Reno simulated in ns-2.



































1.3  The challenge of mixing elastic and real-time media 13resulting in reduced link utilization [OLW99, MBDL99]. RED is the best known AQM 
router commercially available, and as already mentioned, the main solution to the rate 
control challenge of streaming media of this thesis is based on AQM supported congestion 
control.
Even 100 ms network delay may be too much for interactive real-time traffic, in that there 
might be multiple congested links, and that there is additional delay at media sender 
(codec, rate controller, optional sender buffer) and receiver (receiver buffer). To obtain 
sufficiently low delay for the real-time traffic, its IP packets can not be scheduled through 
the same queue as the TCP packets. The question is then: is it possible to design a solution 
without using QoS techniques such as IntServ or DiffServ? ABE, as already discussed, 
gives a solution for best effort Internet that lowers the delay for the media (“green”) pack-
ets. But there is nothing in ABE that can quantify how much lower the delay will be, nor 
how the media source rate controller shall balance its throughput to maintain low delay at 
an acceptable packet drop ratio. 
Obviously, the solution needs to make sure that the UDP packets (or “green” packets or 
whatever transport packet is used) are not backlogged in too long queues at routers and 
switches. 
Proposition 1: Media IP packets will experience low queuing delay and low packet loss 
ratio even at link utilization close to 100% if
1. network routers/switches are configured with small maximum queue sizes 
2. the network traffic load feedback is precise enough
3. there is media rate control reacting on network traffic load feedback, which design is 
based on seeing the source-network-destination path as an integrated system.
This thesis will prove this proposition by designing such a system, based on an AQM type 
of router with primary support of real-time flows. The design is built on classical control 
theory analysis since the network with the feedback signaling in fact defines a control 
loop. Elastic TCP traffic and variants have been analyzed in such manners by several 
researchers [KL03, HMTG01]. To the best of my knowledge, such a proposition is not 
claimed up to now for media traffic. One major reason why Proposition 1 can be fulfilled 
is the following:
Lemma 1: The aggregate of VBR constrained media flows does not exhibit long range 
dependency (LRD).
This lemma was proved by Hamdi et al. [HRR97]. This thesis must also show that this 
holds for rate adaptive constrained VBR.
14 1   Background and motivation1.4 Summary — This Thesis Challenge
To conclude this introductory chapter, the follow paragraph summarizes the challenge for 
live interactive streaming media communication in which this thesis will focus, analyze, 
and propose solutions for.
The challenge is to control the streaming media transmission rate so that the total 
system of aggregated flows allows for high link utilization, and at the same time 
gives acceptable low drop probability and low delay with the use of short buffers. 
This thesis will investigate the communion of streaming media traffic with elastic 
traffic in a best-effort network. Parts of the solutions should be adaptable for QoS 
enabled networks as well. The streaming media traffic must be characterized, and 
solutions must be provided for how to control the media, both at the sources and in 
the network, in a scalable manner.
1.5 Outline of thesis
Part I gives an introduction to the fields of research relevant to this thesis. It is rather com-
prehensive since the research focus is somewhat multi-disciplinary. Part II constitute the 
contributions of this thesis, i.e. the papers. Part III is the Appendix, listing one additional 
paper (Appendix A), some unpublished research related to video error resilience (Appen-
dix B), and pseudo code of the main contributions of this thesis, i.e. the network AQM 
algorithm and the video rate control at the sources (Appendix C).
Part I is organized in the following way: After this introductory Chapter 1 follows 
Chapter 2 where the differences and similarities of elastic and real-time traffic character-
istics are explained, and how the choice of rate controller colors the video traffic. The 
LRD issue is explained here. The possible methods for media scaling are covered in 
Chapter 3, while Chapter 4 outlines the possible solutions for how the network design can 
influence the media scaling. The last part of Chapter 4 identifies the requirements that the 
envisaged system should hold. Chapter 5 presents the listed papers in Part II, after an 
introduction to the main fields of research of this thesis, which is AQM assisted conges-
tion control. Part I is closed by Chapter 6, giving some additional discussion of the 
proposed architecture and open issues, and some more details and ideas for future work 




Traffic signals in New York are just rough guidelines.
David Letterman — US comedian & television host (1947–) 
Generally, practical traffic sources have variable bit rate, and the variance might be 
noticeable even when averaging over different time scale orders. This applies both to elas-
tic data sources [LWTW93], and continuous real-time audiovisual sources [GW94]. Thus, 
the aggregate traffic is also very dynamic, and network design must take this into account. 
Bufferless multiplexing [RMV96] is ideal when small delay jitter is of great importance. 
However, the traffic load in such networks must be kept low in order to avoid packet loss. 
In the other extreme, if high link utilization and robustness to packet drops are of great 
concern, large buffers at routers and switches should be applied. However, if traffic bursts 
occur over many time scales, even extreme large buffers might be overflooded. Thus, in 
network design, there must be a balanced budget of link capacity and buffer sizes based 
on assumed traffic characteristics.
The data sources are often divided into two classes when it comes to session duration: 
short-lived and long-lived. An example of short lived traffic is Web browsing data traffic, 
where HTML pages of often small sizes are downloaded from Web servers to client 
browsers. Long-lived data traffic can be exemplified by the download of large data files 
using HTTP, FTP or SSH clients. Even in the latter case traffic is not smooth. This is due 
to the flow control and congestion control mechanisms of the TCP protocol, as was dem-
onstrated in Chapter 1.3.
As already pointed out, audiovisual traffic is variable by nature [GW94]. This is due to 
the compression algorithms that strive to remove redundancy and irrelevance. Since the 
imaginary and aural information entropy changes over time, the compression algorithms 
can compress the content at variable bit rates, given a target quality. The harder the media 
is compressed, the lower is the average bit rate, and the lower is the resulting quality. In 
order to combat variable bit rates, the compression algorithm can make use of a rate con-15
16 2   Audiovisual traffic characteristicstroller, which strives to keep a constant bit rate on the cost of variable quality and 
increased algorithmically delay. 
The latter will be detailed more in Chapter 2.2. A more general discussion is given first in 
Chapter 2.1.
2.1 Poisson vs. self-similar
The Poisson modelling has been widely and successfully adopted for many telecommu-
nication tasks, and was pioneered by Agner Krarup Erlang in 1909 [Erl09]. E.g., the time 
between telephone call establishment and service time per call session is well modelled 
by the negative exponential distribution, which is the time between events driven by a 
Poisson source [GH98]. In 1917 Erlang published his famous simple equations for call 
blocking and waiting probabilities, know as Erlang-B and Erlang-C formulas [Erl17], 
respectively. However, other results have had more impact on computer packet switched 
networks, such as the work of Pollaczek and Khintchine, who found that the expected 
waiting time in a one-service system with infinite buffer size is given by
 (2.1)
where  is the work load where  is the input traffic intensity and  is the ser-
vice time.  denotes the second moment of the service time . Since the mean 
service time is included in the work load , this equation, termed the Pollaczek-Khintch-
ine formula, is valid and useful for any M/G/1 system where the work load and second 
moment of service time is known. If packet sizes are fixed to a deterministic value as in 
ATM, the second moment equals the square of the mean service time, which simplifies 
the needed information to utilize (2.1). Notice however that for (2.1) to be valid, the inter-
arrival time between packets entering the system must be negative exponential distrib-
uted, i.e. the number of packets per time unit must be Poisson distributed.
Since the late 1980’s there has been much debate on whether or not the classical teletraffic 
theory can be applied successfully on packet switched networks or not. In pioneering 
work performed by Leland et al. [LWTW93], it was discovered that the inter-arrival time 
between packets measured in 10Mbit/s LANs did not follow n.e.d. Analysis showed that 
when averaging and displaying the number of packets over different time-scales, visual 
self-similarities appeared. (A stochastic process is termed self-similar if its statistical 
properties are exactly the same at all time scales, up to some scaling factor.) If the number 
of packets per time unit had been Poisson distributed, averaging over increasing time units 
would produce smoother and smoother traffic. The measured time series 
 however showed burstiness over four magnitudes of scales (see 
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2.1  Poisson vs. self-similar 17Figure 2.1). In addition, its calculated auto correlation function (ACF)  was decaying 
very slowly, with a shape following the model
 (2.2)
where  and  is a positive constant, which is in contrast to the Poisson ACF 
~  for large lags k. Actually, this phenomenon is called long range dependence (LRD), 
and a self-similar process is LRD as soon as it has any positive correlations, because these 
will remain the same through all its time scales [RMV96]. The aggregation process to cre-
ate the scaled versions can be expressed as 
 (2.3)
where  denotes the aggregation scale, i.e. the averaging is performed over non-overlap-
ping blocks of size . The corresponding ACF can be denoted . 
Mathematically, a discrete-time covariance-stationary zero-mean stochastic process7
 is exactly self-similar with scaling parameter  and 
, if, for all levels of aggregation  the  series will have the same 
ACF structure as , i.e. . An example of exactly self-similar process is 
fractional Gaussian noise (FGN) with Hurst parameter . 
A time series is said to be asymptotically self-similar if  agrees asymptotically with 
 for large  and large lags . A fractional ARIMA, i.e. F-ARIMA(p,d,q), process 
with  is an example of such a process. 
The measurements showed a very slowly decaying ACF in accordance with (2.2), indi-
cating LRD. Different parameter estimation techniques have shown, in [LWTW93, 
BSTW95] and other work, that the Hurst parameter normally lies in the region 0.6 to 0.85. 
Larger values means stronger LRD. The reasons for both self-similarities and LRD are 
described as due to the fact that there are several layers of communication activity which 
causes traffic variations at different time scales. The marginal distribution of flow sizes 
(i.e. the number of bytes transmitted per flow session) and activity vs. idleness periods is 
shown to be heavy-tailed, which means that it could reach very large values. Heavy-tailed 
distributions can e.g. be approximated using the Pareto distribution with shape parameter 
, which shows that it is not necessary to have a hierarchy of activities in order 
to generate a self-similar process. If many sources send small bursts of data with heavy-
tailed idle periods in between, the resulting aggregated traffic will show self-similarity. 
7. a stochastic process with zero mean, finite variance  and an ACF  that 
is only dependant on lag k.
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18 2   Audiovisual traffic characteristicsFigure 2.1 shows that at a range of five 
magnitudes, averaging the number of 
packets does not converge towards 
smooth traffic, as it would have done if it 
was Poisson generated. However, the 
measured burstiness is starting to decay at 
time unit 100 s, indicating that the real 
time series is self-similar over a large but 
limited range of scales, which is in con-
trast to the unlimited range of scales for 
the mathematical models of FGN and F-
ARIMA. The importance of the observa-
tions is however that traffic bursts can 
arise over both short and long periods. 
Long traffic bursts makes buffer dimen-
sioning in routers and switches very 
difficult.
What was left of Poisson modelling after 
this discovery was that it could still be 
argued that session and flow arrivals
could be modelled using the old model. 
However, since the flow sizes were com-
puter specific, and not human specific, the 
self-similarity characteristics made the 
clear distinction between a computer net-
work and a telephone network carrying 
human voice. Some researchers claimed 
that the teletraffic theory was used blindly 
in computer network dimensioning and 
research, undermining the need for 
updated traffic measurements and model-
ing [PF95, WP98]. It has also been 
discovered that for small time scales, typ-
ically below 100 ms, irregularities are 
found that matches multifractal scaling 
behavior, that can be efficiently analyzed 
using wavelet-based techniques [Kan99, RCRB99].
However, in the past few years there have been some publications advocating “the come-
back” of Poisson modeling. In 2004 [KMFB04], Karagiannis et al. have compared the 
Figure 2.1:  The visual proof of self-
similarities, copied from [LWTW93]. 
2.2  Media Source Characterization 19measurements from late 1980’s and mid 1990’s to new measurements on fiber-optical 
Internet core links, more exactly OC-48 (2.488 Gbit/s capacity). The findings differ from 
the over 15 year old LAN measurements in that the current network traffic can be well 
represented by the Poisson model for sub-second time scales. The authors claim that when 
more and more flows are multiplexed into higher and higher core network capacity links, 
future traffic will follow the same trend. This is actually good news, since Poisson mod-
eling makes both network modeling and network dimensioning much easier, as pointed 
out earlier. Above sub-second time units the authors claim that the observed traffic takes 
on a distinctive form of nonstationary behavior. This nonstationarity consists of short 
intervals of fixed Poisson intensity . The duration of these intervals i was found also to 
be exponentially distributed. Further the authors make a note on that their conclusions are 
in agreement with large-scale aggregation of renewal processes that, according to Palm-
Khintchines theorem, will approximate to Poisson behavior when the number of multi-
plexed sources are high enough [Cin72]. 
Nevertheless, the LRD characteristics of LAN networks call for a decoupling of elastic 
and real-time traffic. Future networks will get higher and higher capacities, making the 
claims of [KMFB04] more and more valid.
2.2 Media Source Characterization
Decoupled from TCP traffic, self-similar or not, the media traffic aggregate must also 
have known characteristics. This subchapter looks more into these details.
2.2.1 Basic characteristics
Audiovisual content differ from elastic content in their intrinsic bit rate that must be 
served by the network in order for continuously play-back rendering. In addition, media 
content has a distinct duration, over which the entire content should be transmitted, 
received and consumed. However, end user interruption can alter the session durations, 
such as through the use of interaction interfaces (pause, stop, fast forward, etc. of VoD 
content, and stop or pause and store live content), but the intrinsic bit rate must still be 
served. In the following some typical bit rate requirement for different audiovisual content 
will be given. Chapter 3 will discuss the possibilities for streaming media to diverge from 
its intrinsic bit rate through rate adaptation.
Stereo audio with near-CD quality require, with current state-of-the-art codecs, 48–
128kbit/s average bit rate (AAC-HE@48kbit/s, WMA9 and Ogg Vorbis@64kbit/s, 
AAC@80kbit/s, MP3@128kbit/s [Sto03]). Actually, 5.1 multichannel audio can also be 
compressed with high quality at 128 kbit/s total bit rate, and also 48 kbit/s is possible with 
some reduced quality [HFD+04]. Voice over IP (VoIP) applications typically requires 16–
λi
20 2   Audiovisual traffic characteristics64 kbit/s; these codecs generally need very short algorithmic delay: AAC-LD (full 20 kHz 
audio bandwidth) gives 20 ms delay, while [KSW+04] has shown that 2 ms delay is pos-
sible also for audio compression at comparable bit rates at lower audio bandwidths, 
typically 4–7 kHz. 
So what about the bandwidth requirements for the video part? In selecting a balanced per-
ceptual quality, possible combinations could be (some of the numbers collected from 
[Vat05, Vat06]):
• For near-CD audio quality in companion with SDTV or HDTV video at 25 fps:
- SDTV encoded with MPEG-4 ASP will have high quality at an average of 
~1.5 Mbit/s
- SDTV encoded with H.264 will have high quality at an average of ~1.0 Mbit/s
- HDTV encoded with MPEG-4 ASP will have high quality at an average of 
14 Mbit/s
- HDTV encoded with H.264 will have high quality at an average of 7–8 Mbit/s 
[App05]
• VoIP (speech) audio quality in companion with QCIF or CIF video at 25 fps or lower. 
Typical application is low-end videoconferencing.
- QCIF@10fps at 80 kbit/s with MPEG-4 Simple Profile has decent quality
- CIF@25fps at 300 kbit/s with MPEG-4 Simple Profile has good quality
Since the video streams generally requires significant more bandwidth than audio, the 
focus of this thesis is on the video part. Note however that audio-only applications such 
as “clean” VoIP and Internet Radio will exist, while video-only applications hardly will 
exist. The emerge of 3D video [ATS07, SK05, YCA+06, YYNB06] will make the video 
part of occupied bandwidth become even greater. 3D audio will demand higher bit rates 
than 2D audio, although there has been tremendous progress in coding efficiency the last 
years [BSP01, HFD+04]. It can be argued that the time critical part of a video conference 
or musical collaboration is the audio, while the video part can tolerate some more delay. 
In this thesis it is assumed that the video should have the same delay requirements as 
audio, and thus creating perfect “lip synchronization” as an inherent property.
2.2.2 CBR and VBR open-loop
During the late 1980’s and throughout the 1990’s there was a significant research into how 
to model VBR video streaming [GW94, HL96, And97, KM98, LOR98]. Most of this 
research was motivated from the need for ATM services to specify parameters for admis-
sion control of the VBR-rt and VBR-nrt application classes. The applications belonging 
2.2  Media Source Characterization 21to these classes should not apply any rate adaptation (as contrasted by the ABR class), and 
new flows should be admitted only if they could be granted QoS guarantees without 
reducing the QoS of already existing flows. The source description is based on a leaky-
bucket parameters consisting of leak rate  and bucket size , defining the leaky bucket 
parameter set . The leak rate decides the average rate, while the bucket size 
decides the maximum burst size, i.e. the larger the value of , the more variability is 
allowed for the source. As an example, an ideal CBR source of rate  can be characterized 
as , while a VBR source where the largest burst size can equal the average rate 
spent over 2 seconds is given as . A peak-rate maximum p might also be speci-
fied in addition. An open-loop VBR source, i.e. a compression algorithm working with 
constant quantization parameters, has no control of the average bit rate at encoding time 
(and hence neither the peak rate), because the bit rate variation is entirely given by the 
entropy of the content to be compressed. Thus, as an example, a video codec compressing 
a conference scene with little or no motion and a steady background, will produce signif-
icant lower average bit rate compared to when compressing a feature film of rich and 
variable high-frequency content and a lot of motion (assuming the same codec parameter 
set). Pre-stored open-loop encoded media files can however be analyzed and a  
parameter set can be calculated so that  corresponds to the average bit rate of the total 
media file, and  corresponds to the maximum peak size, supporting AC control of new 
flow session arrivals. However, such a policy has its price of low link utilization if a sig-
nificant number of the connections are open-loop VBR encoded with significant burst 
peaks, especially when those maximum peaks are rare events inside the content.
Since an audio and video encoder can be made producing CBR output, why not choose 
CBR mode always? From a network point of view, this is the easiest sources to deal with. 
But, as stated before, CBR offers constant bit rate on the cost of variable quality. Further, 
CBR mode was originally developed to target the old fixed capacity telecom lines. Packet 
networks offer flexibility, and multiplexing large numbers of non-synchronized VBR 
sources open the possibility for statistical multiplexing gain (SMG), which is lost if using 
CBR. On the positive side of CBR, as long as the sources are not synchronized, the aggre-
gate CBR “burst periods” are marginal and thus producing limited excess bit rates 
compared to the average rate.8 Thus, peak rates are small compared to the total link capac-
ities, and the sources can be efficiently multiplexed with high link utilizations without 
using too large multiplex buffers. VBR open-loop video streaming however, especially of 
feature film, has characteristics that make things much worse: it produces burst periods at 
different time scales [GW94, BSTW95]. Actually, at GOP level, and thus also at frame 
and packet level, it produces LRD within each VBR flow! Increased buffer sizes to cope 
with LRD traffic may be a complete waste since worst case traffic burst peaks are unpre-
dictable. The only way to provide QoS guarantees for aggregate traffic dominated by 
VBR open loop, is to have a priori knowledge of average and peak rates, thus ruling out 
8. Following [Cin72], many CBR flows will together approach Poisson.
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22 2   Audiovisual traffic characteristicslive content. Since VBR open-loop can have very long periods of high bit rates (“long” 
peaks), its average rate is colored significantly by these periods. Thus, to account for the 
probability of simultaneous occurrence of such periods in two or more flows transmitting 
packets through a common link, the utilization has to be kept low, especially if providing 
deterministic QoS guarantees. To enhance the link utilization, one can instead offer
1. Statistical QoS guarantees, or
2. using constrained VBR instead of open-loop VBR.
The former subject will be discussed in Chapter 4.1, while the latter will be elaborated in 
the next subchapter.
2.2.3 Constrained VBR and LRD suppression
In CBR encoding, the rate controller’s goal is to produce a fixed number of information 
bits per time unit, giving a target bit rate . This time unit is relatively small, typically 20 
or 40ms for audio codecs, and one GOP interval for video codecs. A GOP interval for net-
worked media should typically be in the range of 0.5–1.0s, while media stored on reliable 
storage media such as compact discs can have significantly longer GOPs. The reason for 
short GOPs in networked media is to limit the damage period in case of packet losses. The 
CBR transmitter outputs the data at a constant rate, which necessarily will delay some of 
the frames. The receiver playout time must take this into account in order to avoid frame 
starvation. 
Most modern media codecs offer also VBR rate control. Basically, the VBR rate control-
ler ensures a stable average rate over an expanded time unit, but the frames are generally 
submitted directly into the network without any delay. Thus, the instantaneous bit rate can 
vary significantly, but the bit rate averaged over the expanded time unit will be close to 
the target average rate . A common method of producing such rate control is by the use 
of the leaky bucket algorithm.
ISO MPEG has defined a video buffer verifier (VBV) based CBR rate controller, taking 
into account both sender and receiver buffer, and eventually transmission medium delay, 
based on e.g. work by Reibman et al. [RH92]. Its variants are nicely explained in Sun and 
Reibman [SR01] chapter 9. The VBV algorithm controls the rate so that both receiver 
buffer overflow and underflow are avoided, given a constant transmission rate. A much 
simpler rate controller for constrained VBR was proposed by Hamdi et al. [HRR97], 
where the leaky bucket at sender only is used as a virtual buffer, in that the compressed 
media is not delayed since it does not pass through it, as shown in Figure 2.2. As shown 
in Paper E of Part II, a rate adaptive LB{r(k),b(k)} simulation tool was made based on 
Hamdi’s rate controller. In this subchapter, however, some interesting and important prop-
erties will be presented by some video coding examples.
r
r
2.2  Media Source Characterization 23In Lemma 1 on page 13 it is stated that if Proposition 1 on the same page should be attain-
able, the aggregated VBR flows should not exhibit any significant LRD characteristics. 
Paper E examines this issue in detail. Still, the rest of this subchapter will enlighten this 
topic even further by some more examples, both to support Paper E into more detail, and 
to show that this property is not a local phenomenon of the Hamdi VBR rate controller.
For the following examples a concatenated video sequence of the official ISO MPEG test 
sequences News, Football, Akiyo, Stefan, and Paris in 30fps CIF resolution was created 
(see Figure 2.3, i.e. the same sequence used in Paper E and F), resulting in a sequence 
length of about one minute. The ffmpeg MPEG-4 codec was used to VBR open-loop com-
press this sequence using a static quantizer scale Q=2 (best possible), GOP size of 12 
frames, and allowing only I-frames and P-frames. The resulting compressed video stream 
got the frame sizes shown in Figure 2.4.9 The I-frames are clearly visible as peaks, also 
indicating the start of each GOP period. Also noticeable is that the sport scenes (Football 
and Stefan) have the highest bit rate. Akiyo, which is a very static scene with the female 
news reporter in front of a static background, has the lowest bit rate. Since the quantizer 
scale is set static at the highest level possible, the quality is constant and very high. 
Clearly, this compressed video sequence will produce a very variable traffic load, both 
short term (I-frame peaks), but also long term (the scene changes). Actually, it is the scene 
changes that produce the LRD effect of VBR open loop video [GW94]. Obviously, if the 
content is live and continuous, it is impossible to know a priori what the average rate of a 
session will be, because it will depend on the entropy of the media to be compressed.
The same video sequence was now compressed and supervised by the Evalvid-RA VBR 
tool-set (Paper E contribution), resulting in the frame sizes shown in Figure 2.5. Clearly, 
the traffic has been given a controlled average rate, and the scene change effects are 
9. The compressed content was analyzed with the mp4.exe tool from EvalVid 1.2 toolset [KRW03]
Figure 2.2:  A VBR rate controlled encoder of the leaky bucket type LB(r,b), working on 










24 2   Audiovisual traffic characteristicsalmost completely eliminated. The latter is an important property, since it will remove 
LRD. This is confirmed by calculating the autocorrelation of the same sequence at GOP 
size scale, resulting in the graph of Figure 2.6. 
Paper E also uses longer video clips (approximately 7 minutes) from the documentary 
“The Inconvenient Truth” (CIF @ 25 fps, I and P frames) and the feature film “The 
Matrix” (CIF @ 29.97 fps, I, P, and B frames). As to provide further evidence of the gen-
erality of the claims made above, the ffmpeg MPEG-4 encoder itself is tested here both in 
VBR open loop and in ffmpeg constrained mode to encode these longer video clips. The 
Figure 2.3:  First frame of “News” (top left), “Football” (top right), “Stefan” (bottom 
left), “Paris” (bottom right). “Akiyo” is a sequence with the female reporter in “News”.
2.2  Media Source Characterization 25resulting autocorrelation plots are given in Figure 2.7. Both examples use GOP size of 12 
as before, but note that The Matrix sample now is compressed also with B-frames. The 
ffmpeg parameters used in these examples were (for repeatability):
• Figure 2.7 a)
- Open loop:  
ffmpeg -s cif -r 25 -i Inconv1.yuv -vcodec mpeg4 -4mv -s cif -g 12 
-sgop -sc_threshold 20000 -r 25 -qscale 4 -y test_aO.m4v
Figure 2.4:  Frame size variations of the concatenated video sequence.























Figure 2.5:  Frame size (top) and GOP size (bottom) of the test sequence when applying 
Evalvid-RA’s RA-VBR rate control with 600kbit/s fixed average rate and b=360kbit. The 
GOP period is 400ms.
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ffmpeg -s cif -r 25 -i Inconv1.yuv -vcodec mpeg4 -4mv -s cif -g 12 
-sgop -sc_threshold 20000 -r 25 -b 400 -maxrate 490 -bufsize 20 -y 
test_aC.m4v


















Figure 2.6:  The autocorrelation at GOP size scale of the same video sequence as in 
Figure 2.5 shows a slow decay of the VBR open loop, and a much faster decay of VBR 
constrained.








a) "The Inconvenient Truth"
 
 
















Figure 2.7:  The autocorrelation of GOP sizes of clips from a) The Inconvenient Truth 
and b) The Matrix, encoded with fixed quantizer scale 4 (open loop) and target bit rate 
400 kbit/s (constrained), respectively, using ffmpeg.
2.2  Media Source Characterization 27• Figure 2.7 b)
- Open loop: 
ffmpeg -s cif -r 29.97 -i matrix_cut1_sm.yuv -vcodec mpeg4 -4mv -s 
cif -g 12 -sgop -sc_threshold 20000 -r 29.97 -bf 2 -qscale 4 -y 
test_bO.m4v
- Constrained: 
ffmpeg -s cif -r 29.97 -i matrix_cut1_sm.yuv -vcodec mpeg4 -4mv -s 
cif -g 12 -sgop -sc_threshold 20000 -r 29.97 -bf 2 -b 400 -maxrate 
490 -bufsize 20 -y test_bC.m4v
We see that in both examples, the VBR constrained version has an ACF with much faster 
decay towards zero than the open loop variant. The decay is however not so fast as for the 
concatenated MPEG video sequence: the reason for this is that these two feature films 
have very variable action, resulting in periods where the bit rate at Q=2 is in fact lower 
than the target bit rate. Still, keep in mind that these results show single flow ACF, so the 
aggregate of many of these will lean more against Poisson behavior [Cin72]. P-AQM han-
dles also these sequences well, as the PSNR plots of Paper E subchapter 6.5 show. Thus 
it is verified that this property is present in ffmpeg compressed media also, and is thus not 
a unique quality of the Evalvid-RA VBR rate controller alone. Paper E and F will show 
that this property is present also for adaptive rate control so that the aggregate of VBR 
and elastic flows can be dynamically controlled to ensure high link utilization and low 
delay and packet loss for the VBR flows.
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3
Audiovisual rate adaptation possibilities
It is not the biggest nor the fastest of the species that survive, 
but the one that adapts to its environment
It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, 
but the one most responsive to change
Charles Darwin (Theory of Evolution, 1809–1882)
3.1 New need for rate adaptation
As already discussed, real-time media traffic has end-to-end constraints. Different QoS 
models have also been discussed, and it becomes clear that all methods will eventually 
fail if the traffic load is not adjusted to match the available bandwidth resources. This hap-
pens if the arrival rate of new sessions is larger than the departure rate over a sufficient 
time window. Traditionally, media applications have not been regarded as “good network 
citizens” (perhaps with the exception of low-rate self-limiting applications like VoIP), in 
that its data traffic per flow has often exceeded the fair rate compared to TCP flows with 
a significant margin. This has been the main motivator for network administrators to 
deploy firewalls that block unknown UDP flows from entering LAN segments. 
The question then is by which means the media should scale? The goal is similar to the 
goal of an off-line media encoder given a specific rate constraint: the media should be 
compressed to best possible quality given a new average bit rate constraint. Inevitable, 
when congestion calls for lowering the average bit rate, this action results also in lowering 
the end user perceived QoS. However, the avoidance of doing so will produce even lower 
QoS because of significant packet drops due to congestion collapse. Ironically, up to now, 
the avoidance of performing media rate adaptation has actually given the end user the best 
QoS. This is because it has been the elastic applications, and perhaps a small number of 
media applications, that have paid the “congestion bill” alone. Firewalls and new router 29
30 3   Audiovisual rate adaptation possibilitiesdesign are expected to stop or penalize ill-behaving media flows, to force an incentive for 
adaptation deployment. 
The means by which the content is scaled, and the effect it has on the perceived quality, 
is however a challenging area of research. The reason is that it depends on both the type 
of content and end user preferences. It turns out that media can be scaled in several dif-
ferent ways. The next subchapter will look into the different methods. It is however 
outside the scope of this thesis to elaborate on which methods should be used when, or 
which methods should be simultaneously combined, in order to optimize the perceived 
quality given a certain set of constraints (e.g. [Joh08] looks into these issues). The set of 
methods will be explained, and arguments given why this thesis research have focused on 
one particular method.
3.2 Media content compression and its quality measures
Media compression techniques generally include three main steps:
1. Transform coding: temporal content is transformed to the frequency domain by the use 
of e.g. DCT (e.g. MPEG) or Wavelet (e.g. JPEG2000). The transformed signal is better 
suited for the next step, which is
2. Quantization: the transformed signal values are quantized down to a fixed number of 
bits per value. This can be regarded as the removal of irrelevant information. Typically, 
many of the high-frequency component values are rounded to zero.
3. Entropy coding: the set of quantized values are organized (e.g. zig-zag sorted in video 
8x8 pixel DCT transform) and entropy encoded (e.g. a mix of run length and Huffman 
coding), i.e. the redundancy is removed. 
In the decoder, the inverse operations are performed. A video codec typically also 
includes compression along the temporal axis. This is accomplished by calculating the 
difference between two sequential video frames, named , but where the oldest frame is 
motion compensated to match the current frame in best possible way (predictive motion 
compensation coding). The “error” signal  is compressed as a normal frame. The com-
bination of transform coding and predictive coding is named hybrid transform coding, 
which forms the basis of all MPEG codecs (MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, AVC). Hybrid 
coding is using P- and B-frames in addition to I-frames. P-frames are forward predicted, 
while B-frames are bidirectional predicted (both from previous frame, but also from 
future frame, which causes algorithmic delay, and is therefore rare in live interactive 
communications).
It is the quantization step that introduces quality loss.10 Thus, the decoder is unable to 
reconstruct the digital content back to its original bit-exact form. To measure the recon-
10. loss-less coding, which yield much less compression efficiency, is not considered here. 
Pi
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3.3  Media coding and scaling technologies 31structed quality relative to its original quality, different measures exist. Since the 
erroneous audiovisual content is to be consumed by humans, it is the human perceptual 
quality that is of importance. This can be measured by human observers comparing orig-
inal and compressed content “side-by-side”. This is a common way of improving coding 
efficiency in new compression algorithms, and is thus named “subjective testing”. Per-
ceived quality is e.g. given as mean opinion score (MOS) defined by ITU, ranging from 
5 (excellent) to 1 (bad). Subjective testing is however time and resource demanding, and 
“objective testing” is often chosen as a good alternative. Objective tests can be divided 
into two categories: pixel-based (e.g. PSNR) and psycho-visual metrics. PSNR (peak sig-
nal-to-noise ratio) values are calculated in video systems by comparing the luminance 
original frame  to the compressed/decompressed frame  calculating 
 (3.1)
where , k being the number of bits per pixel in the luminance component, 
i.e. 8 bits give . If the quality is high, i.e. the frames are very similar, the 
PSNR values are high. As a rule of thumb, values above 30dB are regarded as good, and 
above 40dB as very good. However, absolute borders between bad/good/very good/excel-
lent can not be made because the values vary by content. The psycho-visual metrics, 
which are based on the human visual system, don’t have these limitations, and therefore 
outperform PSNR metrics in most cases [WP02, Win05]. Sadly, this comes on the cost of 
considerably complexity increase. An example of such software is VQM [ITS]. Due to the 
latter reason, PSNR metrics are still used, especially when not absolute metrics but rather 
relative metrics are the primary interesting quality measure. SSIM is a good alternative to 
PSNR since it improves the confidence of the quality metric at a small complexity cost. 
(However, this thesis uses PSNR due to the usage of the available tools of Evalvid, see 
Paper E for details.) Since it is the network and rate control framework that is in focus 
here, and not the compression algorithms themselves, relative metrics can be regarded as 
adequate.
3.3 Media coding and scaling technologies
The resulting compressed media bit rate is decided by more parameters than those dealing 
with the core compression algorithm presented in the previous subchapter. Actually, a 
media encoder can scale the entropy along three different main axes:
1. Temporal axis, i.e. vary the number of frames per second (video) or sampling rate 
(audio). E.g. dropping each other frame can reduce the bit rate by almost 50%.11
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32 3   Audiovisual rate adaptation possibilities2. Spatial axis, i.e. the frame size or frame resolution (video) or sampling accuracy 
(audio). E.g. dropping from CIF (352x288 pixels) to QCIF (176x144) produces a 
potential of 75% bit rate drop.
3. Quantization “axis”, i.e. how much detailed information is left after performing the 
quantization part of the compression. This is often also called “SNR scalability”, and 
can be adjusted to very fine steps.
The reminder of this subchapter will now focus on some video coding issues and details, 
although some of them also applies to audio coding.
Step 3 is nothing else than the quantization part of the transform coder. E.g. in MPEG-4 
video coding, a quantizer scale parameter Q is defined, having values 1–31 [ISO99]. For 
each value, a quantizer matrix is defined, identifying the actual quantizer value for each 
of the 64 DCT coefficients in a 8x8 DCT block. Varying this quantizer scale per frame or 
even per macro block (a 2x2 DCT block, i.e. 128x128 pixels, used as the motion predic-
tion calculation block), opens for very fine rate adjustments. 
A video codec rate controller will therefore normally only work along the quantization 
axis, targeting one fixed average bit rate (CBR or VBR). A quantization scale of 2 gives 
twice the bit rate compared to Q = 4, which gives twice the bit rate compared to Q = 8, 
and so on. The range 1–31 gives approximately a compression range dynamic of 1:16 
(lowest bit rate is about 6.5% of the maximum). Some encoders also include the possibil-
ity of frame discard, which e.g. is used in situations where using the most coarse 
quantization simply is not sufficient in obtaining the bit rate constraint. This implies that 
frame discard is most helpful in CBR coding. VBR rate control on the other hand can tol-
erate such variations. To give an example: in Figure 2.4, at about frame number 800, the 
content has a high traffic peak. A CBR rate controller might turn to frame discard in order 
to have the rate constraint fulfilled in that period.
When taking the step into rate adaptive control, a couple of important aspects must first 
be illuminated:
• Rate controllers having access to network and display terminal feedback at encoding 
time is name “live adaptive encoders”
• Off-line encoders might encode with special tools that open the possibility of stream-
ing media at different rates, based on the very same content file. This is named 
“scalable content”.
Not surprisingly, being online or offline at encoding time gives different approaches and 
answers solving the rate adaptation challenge. A common challenge is how to achieve a 
11. In I-frame only coding, the bit rate will be reduced by 50%. However, for hybrid coding, such 
as MPEG, the reduction will be less because the remaining P- and B-frames will increase in size 
to compensate for the missing temporal information.
3.3  Media coding and scaling technologies 33coding efficiency as close to non-scalable state-of-art efficiency as possible. Actually, live 
adaptive encoders achieve this most easily, because the only modification necessary is 
that their target bit rate must be a dynamic parameter, controlled and modified by the net-
work feedback information. Therefore, the most used means in online rate adaptation is 
SNR scalability, eventually combined with frame discard. However, one limitation of live 
encoders is that multipass encoding is prohibited. Therefore, live encoding, being rate 
adaptive or not, can never achieve the same maximum efficiency as offline multipass 
encoders.12
Offline encoding of pre-stored media is quite another story. It has proved to be difficult to 
create scalable content without loosing some coding efficiency. One simple solution is 
multirate coding, which is actually nothing else than encoding the same content multiple 
times, and eventually putting all variants into one single file. Each rate variant can there-
fore have maximum efficiency. However, these achievements come at an obvious added 
storage requirement cost. Another solution is the ISO MPEG-2 & MPEG-4 technologies 
where one base layer is combined with one or more enhancement layers. This solution 
has much better storage efficiency, but this comes on the cost of reduced coding effi-
12. Multipass encoding can be explained as a coding process where the temporal redundancy is 
explored to its full potential, because the first pass gives the rate controller of pass two a priori 
information of the whole sequence, so that the quantization parameter can be fine tuned per 
macro block level in order to fulfill the rate constraint and produce optimized quality.
Figure 3.1:  The quantization scale parameter Q fixed to values 2–31 to give 30 different 





























34 3   Audiovisual rate adaptation possibilitiesciency. The base layer has typically low frame rate and frame size. The enhancement 
layers may add higher frame rate and resolution, as well as more bits per pixel (SNR scal-
ability): the more enhancement layers that can be sent and received the better the quality, 
on the cost of higher bit rate. A major drawback with both multirate and enhancement 
layer coding is the somewhat coarse rate adaptation: the rate adaptation engine has to 
choose among typical only 3–4 different qualities (as a comparison, imagine that a TCP 
session can only work at 4 different bit rates). In addition, enhancement layers must be 
fully received before they can be decoded, i.e. per frame basis. This was the motivation 
behind MPEG-4 FGS (Fine Granularity Scalability). The MPEG-4 FGS supports tempo-
ral as well as SNR scalability. The bit stream is divided into one base layer and one FGS 
enhancement layer. In FGS, the rate adaptation can be made at very fine levels, and its 
character can be compared to the download of a progressive JPEG image: the more infor-
mation received the better is the image quality. I.e., the more information received from 
the FGS layer, the higher is the resulting video quality. An FGS compliant streaming 
server can therefore at a fine granularity stream only the part of the FGS layer that is 
accepted by the current network conditions. Also, the FGS storage efficiency is very high. 
Not surprisingly, however, the FGS gain of scalability and storage efficiency come at the 
cost of significant reduced coding efficiency and high implementation complexity.
Finally, transcoding is a way of adapting pre-stored media to current bandwidth con-
straints. Transcoding is in its simplest form decoding of a media file, followed by a new 
encoding phase, to target a different bit rate (normally lower). In addition, transcoding 
supports the transfer to another coding and/or file format. Live transcoding requires a lot 
of CPU resources, and quality loss will take place both in its first (original) and second 
(transcoding) encoding phase.
In sum, as coding efficiency has been the most important market parameter, the only com-
mercially successful scalable solution up to now has been multirate coding. Examples are 
Real SureStream and Microsoft Intelligent Streaming. Envivio delivers MPEG-4 compli-
ant multirate solution. Also, most research focus has been on creating scalable pre-stored
media formats, since this is the most challenging task, balancing coding and storage effi-
ciency with high flexibility, at a lowest possible complexity. The brand new H.264 SVC 
might succeed in market acceptance. Still, rate adaption is perhaps even more important 
for live and interactive media, due to the strong latency constraint. Chapter 4 will explore 
how the network can cooperate with the media rate controllers to obtain just that.
3.4 Emerging new technologies, future speculation
As a last subchapter before diving into the adaptive rate control, some new and emerging 
technologies and framework should be listed. 
3.4  Emerging new technologies, future speculation 35Normally, when requesting a video stream, an end user anticipates to receive that video 
stream. But what happens if the Internet get too congested during that session? In peak 
hours, substantial packet loss might occur, resulting in corrupted video frames and per-
haps also audio drop-outs, and the end user’s expectations are far from being fulfilled. 
This can also happen when using adaptive techniques, because the available bandwidth is 
below a certain base layer or highest quantization scale. In such situations, the user would 
have been more satisfied with a “slide show”, i.e. a good still image once per 2 seconds 
or so, with the audio quality preserved. If it is a news summary, text would be much better 
than corrupted video and audio, because the end-users primary focus is the news informa-
tion, and not its form. This adds a new adaptation axis to the three already listed: modality 
conversion [AD05]. 
An ISO MPEG initiative that both take rate adaption, with possible modality change as 
well as many other aspects of media consumption into account, such as intellectual prop-
erty rights, billing, security, and easy retrieval of media meta data, is MPEG-21. 
Supported by MPEG-7, MPEG-21 defines a new XML language, DIDL (Digital Item 
Declaration Language), which can be used to define complete “packages” of media con-
tent, with its adaptation variants, delivery constraints, rights, and more. The DIA (Digital 
Item Adaptation) defines a set of XML Schemas supporting a flexible adaptation engine 
[VT05]. Still, MPEG-21 is only a framework, and the tools performing the different func-
tionality such as rate adaptation, must be found elsewhere. 
Current state-of-the-art standardized codec is named H.264 (MPEG-4 AVC). A lot of 
research in scalable coding techniques still goes on within ISO MPEG and ITU-T. SVC 
(Scalable Video Coding) is a new scalable profile of H.264, just finalized as a standard. It 
is expected that the results will show much improved efficiency performance compared 
to earlier solutions. Actually, Iqbal et al. have proposed a rate adaptation scheme for 
H.264 video based on the MPEG-21 DIA framework [ISS07].
Lastly, object based encoding should not be forgotten. The MPEG-4 standard has had this 
feature among its main assets since 1999. Since object segmentation is still regarded as a 
complex task (except when using TV-studio “blue wall”), the motivation of using encod-
ing with arbitrary shaped objects has been limited. This can however change in the future. 
In streaming feature film, film cues could guide rate adaptation engines so that e.g. objects 
not so important for the story telling could be compressed harder than important objects 
[Lie02]. 
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4
Controlling streaming media
We cannot control the evil tongues of others; 
but a good life enables us to disregard them.
Cato the Elder — Roman orator & politician (234 BC - 149 BC)
This Chapter will outline the background and motivation for the chosen network architec-
ture. Some historical architecture schemes are listed initially, leading up to the chosen 
strategy of this thesis. The main goal is to establish and present the different network traf-
fic research areas and how they relate to each other, with pros and cons. Both QoS and flat 
best effort networks are covered. Finally, media rate control requirements are defined, and 
existing proposals are evaluated.
4.1 Statistical QoS guarantees
Deterministic QoS guarantees is the name of a service model promising that e.g. packet 
latency and packet loss bounds are never exceeded. Generally, to maintain such QoS 
requirements, the link utilization has to be kept low by a reliable Admission Control sys-
tem. The sources traffic is policed, and packet drops are executed as soon as a source tries 
to transmit more packets (or ATM cells) than agreed by its traffic model. The number of 
allowed simultaneously sources is dependent on the requested persistent rate and rate 
variability. Network architectures providing such policing are e.g. ATM VBR-rt and Inter-
net IntServ, and to a certain extent DiffServ with Assured Forwarding class. Knightly et 
al. reports that with advanced techniques the utilization of a VBR open loop aggregate 
with 50 ms network delay is in the range 18–37%, depending on the type of media content 
[KWLZ95]. 
Statistical QoS guarantees, on the other hand, is a service that promises that the QoS 
bounds will be maintained in some p fraction of the time. Alternatively, that the probabil-
ity a certain packet drop ratio or network delay will be higher than a certain bound is a 
small but non-zero value. Statistical guarantees can generally be maintained at a higher 
link utilization than deterministic.37
38 4   Controlling streaming mediaThere are generally two main options for statistical multiplexing network design accord-
ing to [RMV96]:
1. Rate Envelope Multiplexing (REM)
2. Rate Sharing (RS)
In REM, all flows are assumed with a well defined continuous rate , which varies 
slowly except at the start and end of such sessions. REM ensures that for a set S of flows 
sharing some capacity C, the probability of aggregate traffic exceeding the capacity 
should be less than some small fraction , i.e.
.  (4.1)
REM is assumed in a hypothetical bufferless system, such that queuing delay is zero and 
loss is limited by applying Admission Control (AC). The performance of the REM model 
is discussed thoroughly in [RMV96], and the application of video transport is outlined in 
[RH98]. The latter paper also argues how variable VBR open loop sources may utilize 
REM designed networks. 
In practice, a REM designed network must use some buffering to cope with multiple inter-
faces routing packets simultaneously to the same outbound link (in ATM this is called 
“cell scale buffering”, and is in the order of 100 ATM cells according to [RH98]). Due to 
the short buffers, the traffic characteristics are maintained throughout the network. The 
short buffers take care of the delay guarantees. The packet (cell) loss rate is controlled by 
the AC, controlling the access blocking of new sessions. The AC is dependent on that it 
is possible for the sources to characterize their video traffic. It is argued in [RH98] that 
REM packet loss performance is only dependent on the stationary statistics of the sources. 
But it is also argued that such characterization is almost impossible for VBR open loop 
sources, at least for live sources. For pre-stored open loop media files, it is possible to 
define a leaky bucket pair  that will ensure that a source buffer b is never 
exceeded, as long as r is at least higher than the media files average rate (the lower r the 
higher b). For network dimensioning, also a peak rate p should be defined. If assuming N
identical but statistical independent sources with parameters r and p, and the sources 
always transmits at their peak rate when they are active, their probability of being active 
is  and the number of active sources follows the binomial distribution. [RH98]
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4.1  Statistical QoS guarantees 39because there is packet (cell) loss only when the product of peak rate and number of active 
sources exceeds the link capacity C. Keeping all factors fixed except N, the CLR increases 
with increasing N. The number of active flows admitted should then be limited to the 
supremum of N constrained by some upper limit of CLR, i.e.  as given by (4.1).
REM is generally more efficient (higher link utilization) when the sources peak rate p is 
small compared to the links total capacity. Consequently, VBR constrained sources will 
define an aggregate allowing a higher number of flows into the network, compared to 
VBR open loop, given a comparable average quality and packet loss statistics constraint. 
Alternatively, VBR open loop encoders can have their bursty traffic smoothed by sender 
buffers, thus trading delay for higher utilization. REM designed networks are suitable for 
low delay video like videoconferencing, due to the controlled low network delay.
RS designed networks generally allows higher link utilization than REM. This is so 
because in RS design, the network routers are equipped with well sized buffers (thousands 
of ATM cells according to [RH98], which could be mapped to hundreds of IP packets, i.e. 
a typically Internet router of today) to cope with source traffic variance. Consequently, RS 
designed networks have their performance influenced also by the sources correlation: 
long peaks may create buffer overflow even in well designed routers. As already men-
tioned in Chapter 2.2, Beran et al. [BSTW95] and Garrett and Willinger [GW94] showed 
that open loop VBR video has long range dependency, i.e. its variability is visible at mul-
tiple time scales. Thus, it is very difficult to utilize the increased robustness provided by 
the well sized buffers when such sources are admitted into the network. (On the other 
hand, the network delay of REM designed networks are independent of any LRD charac-
teristics.) Consequently, VBR constrained video should be used to utilize the full RS 
potential, because (i) it still has some SMG potential (see Paper E), (ii) the RS buffers 
allows bit rate dynamics even at high average load, and (iii) packet loss is limited because 
an average rate is defined. [RH98] argues that REM and RS link utilization performances 
become not very different when the sources are equipped with sender buffers in the REM 
case, on the cost of increased delay. Still the REM delay is marginally smaller than the RS 
delay. 
Statistical QoS guarantees is still an ongoing research area, also in the context of wireless 
LANs [ZWF06] and DiffServ networks [WXBZ03]. Network calculus has become a vital 
tool for performance analysis [Jia06]. The details of these topics are however out of scope 
of this thesis. Nevertheless, the included material of REM and RS design provides a pre-
liminary conclusion that low delay and high link utilization are conflicting requirements, 
of which both differentiation and source rate control both can provide solutions for. This 
thesis focus on the latter solution space.
ε
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The previous subchapter gave an overview of the main ideas from the network design and 
dimensioning research of ITU and ATM Forum of the 1990’s. As already covered in 
Chapter 1.2, this work also influenced the QoS research of IETF (mainly the reservation 
based and AC controlled IntServ, but also DiffServ with prioritized classes). To repeat, 
most of these regimes are found to scale very badly. In addition, as Roberts & Hamdi and 
others were emphasizing, one of the main problems was to adequately model a source 
traffic specification, e.g. with mean rate, peak rate, and some burst buffer size. If many 
sources were too optimistic modeled, the aggregate of these would ask for far more band-
width than admitted, and significant packet drops (either by AC policing or overflooded 
network buffers) would result. On the other hand, if many sources were too conservative 
modeled, the aggregate would by far utilize available bandwidth, resulting in poor exploi-
tation of invested link capacities.
One remedy to the incorrect source descriptions is named Measurement Based Admission 
Control (MBAC) [JSD97, GT99, FOBR01]. In MBAC, there is no need for a detailed a 
priori source description. A peak rate can be sufficient. This is so because in MBAC, the 
already admitted traffic is measured. Based on this measurement, an available rate is esti-
mated. MBAC has been an ongoing research area for a decade, and improvements to the 
initial ideas have been many, e.g. [JEN+05]. MBAC is outside the scope of this thesis.
In Proposition 1 on page 13, the goal of this thesis says “close to 100% link utilization”. 
To reach such a goal, both elastic traffic and real-time traffic must include congestion con-
trol, and some buffering must be applied to hold traffic bursts. Thus, the targeted 
architecture is modeled more like RS than REM. However, well sized buffers to tackle 
elastic traffic characteristics will break the latency budget, as outlined in Chapter 1.3. 
Conjecture 1: Elastic and real-time traffic must be decoupled in the network, e.g. by dif-
ferential scheduling based on classes, to ensure high link utilization, and at the same time 
low latency for the real-time traffic. This can be accomplished without offering more 
bandwidth to the low-latency traffic, if both type of traffic deploy rate control.
ABE, as already covered, is one approach, to help the latency requirements. However, it 
does not discuss the question of rate control. In this thesis, a two queue scheduler will be 
part of the final router design. One queue is well sized as in rate sharing, and will buffer 
elastic traffic. The other queue is smaller, and will buffer real-time traffic. Its size is larger 
than in REM, but smaller than in RS.
Conjecture 2: To avoid significant packet loss in the real-time queue, the media source 
rate controllers must be adaptive, and react on precise network feedback information.
4.3  Live interactive streaming media requirements 41The selected regime does not rule out Admission Control. However, new flows can be 
allowed into the network even if the utilization is already close to 100%. This is so 
because the other flows adapt to lower rates to make room for the new flow. If the demand 
for new flows exceeds the session completion rate for some period, the adapted rates 
might be so low that the end users QoS requirements are not met. This happens when e.g. 
the video is forced to use very high quantization scale values for some significant time, or 
the elastic flows completion time exceeds some impatience limit. Network feedback, con-
gestion control, and admission control can be combined to avoid such situations. A user 
must then be prepared to experience service blocking even when surfing open best effort 
services. This thesis do not incorporate a specific AC design in its solution.
4.3 Live interactive streaming media requirements
4.3.1 Delay and delay jitter
The end-to-end delay requirement is dependent on the application. As indicated in 
Chapter 1.1, VoD service may have several seconds, and thus network delay jitter will be 
absorbed effectively by a well sized receiver buffer. Since there is also time for retrans-
mission of lost packets, such services often use TCP instead of UDP. Progressive 
download is an alternative for limited sized video clips, such as movie trailers. Feature 
films should not use progressive download, if not opting for storing several gigabytes for 
later offline viewing.
WebTV should have a limited delay at session start-up, to facilitate fast channel zapping. 
Assuming WebTV is a multicasting service, the receiver buffer playout time can be 
adjusted after startup by slowing down the rendering time of video and audio (audio 
should be pitch adjusted) during some time period, until the receiver buffer has grown to 
a “jitter secure size”. In this way, the jitter vulnerability at initial channel setup can be 
slowly reduced towards a jitter robust state [PST05].
When it comes to interactive applications like VoIP and videoconferencing, there exist no 
such remedies. Both codec delay and network delay must be kept to a minimum. For 
human conversation, the rule of thumb is 150ms one-way delay [Int96]. For musical col-
laboration, 5–20ms is more likely the limit [CG04]. The latter puts strong focus on an 
integrated codec-packetizing-submit design and implementation (IP stack handling, real-
time OS, and so forth), and a limitation on maximum distance due to propagation delay. 
“Normal” videoconferencing use 25 or 30fps CIF or VGA sized video. This means that 
there is 33–40ms time separation between each frame. If the jitter was small compared to 
this time separation, no receiver buffering would be required. 
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Media decoders generally tolerate some information loss at decoding/rendering time. 
Rule of thumb for MPEG-4 says that 2–5% packet loss is acceptable, except if error events 
are too bursty. An important application requirement is that the decoder itself must not 
stop working, even if the needed next information packet is not received in time. A well 
designed decoder will try to conceal missing information, by one or more advanced tools. 
If a video key frame (I-frame) was fragmented into several packets, only the first packet 
will normally contain the frame heading information, such as quantization scale used, etc. 
Such inband side information is crucial for the decoding process, and if missing, any fur-
ther decoding of such a frame can be a total waste (a decoder might guess parameter 
values). The error resilience can be strengthened by repeating the header information in 
all packets, at the cost of reduced compression efficiency. Each new frame should have 
special markers that enable the decoder to resynchronize and understand when a new 
frame has started. Missing packets leading to frame discard at receiver can be dealt with 
by duplicating the previous frame. This will however be perceived as a freeze of move-
ment. More advanced error resilience tools can be used, both for e.g. MPEG-4, 
MJPEG2000, and the state-of-the art H.264/AVC [Bra99, FXZH00, KKVS04, TABM05].
One possible error resilience tool not very much considered is interlacing resilience (IR) 
[HR03]. As long as packet losses are randomized (which they would if congestion takes 
place at an Active Queue Management router, to be discussed in Chapter 5.2), a strong 
robustness can be achieved with splitting each frame into two “interlaced” frames (both 
captured at same time, or half frame interval offset as in television systems). Simple pixel 
interpolation can be used for the part of the frame missing decodable information, assum-
ing that the other “interlaced” frame is not missing. Even better robustness is achieved if 
splitting the image into four sub-frames, possibly at the cost of even more decreased com-
pression efficiency. This method has been investigated to some extent during this thesis 
period, and some unpublished results are shown in Appendix B on page 235.
4.4 Congestion control
To balance latency and loss at low levels while keeping a high link utilization (close to 
traffic overload), a robust and stable congestion control regime is needed. This subchapter 
lists the available and proposed control schemes for both elastic and streaming traffic.
4.4.1 Elastic traffic congestion control
The TCP congestion control algorithm has been refined several times. Basically, the 
refinements are all based on “binary” network feedback, i.e. packet drops or (ECN) marks 
signaled as acknowledgement and the lack of acknowledgement. Only one variant (TCP 
4.4  Congestion control 43Vegas) uses RTT estimation as a non-binary metric to signal the amount of network traffic 
contention. In Table 4.1 the main contributions of the TCP development the last decades 
are listed. TCP Tahoe (RFC 793 + [Jac88]) adds Fast Retransmit (after 3 duplicated ACK 
packets), while Reno added Fast Recovery (Fast Retransmit coupled with halving the con-
gestion window before additive increase, instead of first running slow start). NewReno 
has more intelligent slow-start at multiple packet loss. Vegas is the only technique labeled 
“congestion avoidance” instead of “congestion control”, since it is able to slow down the 
TCP rate before a packet loss occurs. The SACK option improves the efficiency in that 
acknowledgement can be given to certain packets, and not cumulative as is normal. The 
self-clocking behavior of TCP, i.e. controlling new packet submission time by ACK 
packet reception events, assists in limiting traffic burstiness, both in slow-start and AIMD 
state. 
ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification) is the only technique listed in Table 4.1 that 
requires network support, and can be used as option for any TCP flavor except Vegas. 
With ECN, two bits of the TOS field of the IP header are used to flag a congestion state. 
If both bits are zeroed by the sender, the end points do not support ECN. If one of the bits 
is set, a congested router will set both bits to one. The best known router architecture that 
supports ECN packet tagging is RED (Random Early Detection) [FJ97], which will be 
explained in Chapter 5.2 on page 54. 
Table 4.1:  The TCP development history
Year RFC TCP Name Title





Tahoe “Transmission Control Protocol”
“Congestion Avoidance and Control”





Reno (“TCP Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast Retrans-






NewReno “The NewReno Modification to TCP's Fast Recovery 
Algorithm”








ECN “The Addition of Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to 
IP”
“Robust Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) Signaling 
with Nonces”
44 4   Controlling streaming mediaDuring the last years, even more modifications and additions to the TCP flow and conges-
tion control algorithms have been developed. The main focus has been how to increase 
the efficiency of TCP over links with a high BDP. The increase rate is controlled by the 
RTT. A 200 ms RTT link of 1 Gbit/s will take a single flow only 2.8 s to reach full capac-
ity during the initial exponential slow-start. But then the congestion window is halved, 
and (at least in Reno) the AIMD operation state is started, adding one more packet per 
RTT: this would take the flow almost half an hour to reach full capacity again (using 1500 
byte packets)! Thus, numerous suggestions have been proposed to address this issue. The 
most common method used today is to establish multiple TCP connections for file trans-
fer, since N TCP flows will be N times more rate aggressive than a single flow. However, 
this comes on the cost of unfairness against other applications not using this dubious prac-
tice. Thus, new TCP architectures are proposed that can utilize large BDP pipes without 
resulting in unfairness. Among these proposals are High-Speed TCP [Flo03], Scalable 
TCP [Kel03], Hamilton TCP [SL04], Fast TCP [JWL04], and BIC [XHR04] to name the 
most known. All of these proposals should work using legacy FIFO routers. Other pro-
posals have even better performance, on the cost of new router architecture, e.g. XCP 
[KHR02], PTP CADPC [WM02], and RCP [DKZSM05]. As will be shown in the papers 
in Part II, this thesis proposes a media aware network router and related congestion con-
trol that have similarities to both XCP and RCP. Some more details of XCP and RCP in 
the context of streaming media will be given in subchapters 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
Figure 4.1:  The TCP Reno Fast Recovery helps increasing the throughput (figure copied 
from Chen-Nee Chuah, Univ. of California, Davis).
4.4  Congestion control 454.4.2 Media congestion control — Requirements
Media sessions are generally long lived sessions. When comparing to long lived (elastic) 
TCP sessions (e.g. FTP and HTTP file download), three differences strike: 
• The media session generally requires a persistent bandwidth, while the TCP session 
generally only requires an efficient session completion time (within which the through-
put rate might vary significantly).
• The media itself might (if VBR constrained encoded) have significant fluctuating 
sending rate at time units smaller than GOP size, while the elastic applications allow 
the TCP congestion control to adjust to smooth rates (AIMD, except when halving the 
congestion window).
• The media flows prefer low end-to-end delay before packet loss, while the TCP ses-
sions prefer low loss before low end-to-end delay.
This can be summed in the first performance requirement for media rate control:
Media rate control Requirement 1: The media congestion control must support steady 
bandwidth when averaging the rate over ~0.5 s (i.e. one GOP period of networked media, 
see subchapter 2.2.3 on page 22) and above time scales, while tolerating significant vari-
ations on smaller time scales. This should be feasible simultaneously with low queuing 
backlog, modest packet loss, and high link utilization.
When mixing real-time and elastic traffic within the same class, such as the best effort 
class, the bandwidth resource sharing discipline is important. The general requirement 
today is, if a new congestion control regime is invented, it should be designed so that it 
supports TCP-friendliness: the acquired throughput on average should equal that of an 
equivalent TCP session, having the same network path. Further requirements are fast 
reaction to traffic load changes, so that packet losses are minimized, and available spare 
bandwidth is utilized, if possible. In addition, the solution should be scalable to large net-
works, and have a low complexity deployment strategy. This can be listed as the following 
additional formal requirements:
Media rate control Requirement 2: The media congestion control must be TCP 
friendly,13 so that media sources using it will be regarded as well behaving “Internet cit-
izens”. This should also implicitly result in intra media flow fairness.14
Media rate control Requirement 3: The media congestion control must be scalable to 
large networks, and stable and robust to a large range of RTTs.
13. If deployed in a separate class than TCP, eventually in a dedicated media network, this require-
ment can be dropped.
14. Please be aware that an amendment is made to this requirement, see page 49.
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tion speed to traffic load fluctuations.
Media rate control Requirement 5: The media congestion control should have an easy 
Internet deployment strategy. i.e. an incremental deployment strategy should be feasible.
Note that the last two requirements have been given “should” instead of “must”. It can be 
argued that in order for a new scheme to be fulfilled, there is a need for a strong incentive 
to “follow the new rules”. Why should a media service use a new congestion control 
scheme if it is better off (i.e. can use more bandwidth) without it? One incentive that fol-
lows automatically is that the perceived performance of rate adaptive media will degrade 
gracefully at increasing traffic load. This is in contrast to non-adaptive media which 
sponge on the adaptive sources mechanisms until a sudden service breakdown when 
packet loss starts to occur. Some additional comments on “ill-behaving” sources are found 
in Chapter 6.2. As far as the media requirements are concerned, it is assumed, even though 
perhaps being considered naïve, that new services follow them because of the acceptance 
that network resources must be shared in a righteous way. Thus, finding additional incen-
tives for following these rules are out of the scope of this thesis.
The last part of this subchapter will be used to list some of the best known media conges-
tion control mechanisms, and how they fulfill the five media rate control requirements 
listed above. In addition to the selected list of methods, additional proposals could have 
been included, such as [KMR93, LMR97, Mis95] and the SAVE algorithm as described 
in [SR01] chapter 10.6. Of quite recent work of interest could be mentioned the work of 
Jammeh et al. [JFG07] based on fuzzy logic.
TFRC
TFRC [HFPW03] (TCP Friendly Rate Control) has been through an ongoing develop-
ment during many years, and is today an IETF standard RFC3448. It has also become one 
of the congestion control methods of DCCP, namely Congestion “Control ID 3” RFC4342 
[FKP06]. Within the DCCP framework, it is intended as a unicast congestion control for 
a connection oriented unreliable media flow. It is connection oriented so that penetration 
of firewalls is more likely (port numbers can be negotiated). It is unreliable as UDP is to 
avoid retransmissions (media decoders are error resilient). It is TCP friendly because its 
rate is calculated by a TCP throughput equation, giving the averaged TCP rate at stable 
AIMD operation over several “sawtooth periods” [Bou06]. The throughput equation, first 
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4.4  Congestion control 47where M is packet size, D is the number of acknowledged TCP packets per acknowledge-
ment packet (ACK packet, normally 1 if not delayed ACK is used), l is the loss fraction, 
and  and  is the RTT and time-out estimate, respectively. This function gives the 
maximum acceptable packet rate calculated by parameters that are derived from receiver 
feedback, and thus characterize the level of network congestion. TFRC avoids TCP’s 
aggressive rate drop (50%) by combining much smoother increase as well as decrease. 
Thus, in general, the response time to traffic load changes are slow. If however ACK pack-
ets are missing in several RTT periods, the sender slows the sender rate and ultimately 
stops sending. The ACK packets include the sequence number of the last received packet, 
along with timing information. This enables the sender to compute , after having fil-
tered such estimates from an exponentially weighted two-tap moving average filter.  
is estimated in similar manner from this RTT estimate as in TCP (this parameter is only 
used in the equation, since no retransmissions take place). The loss fraction l is calculated 
in the receiver and returned to the sender via the ACK packets. The details on this calcu-
lation are not included here, but the important fact is that the value is a result from an 
averaging function, taken over several loss intervals (the time between packet loss 
epochs). This ensures smooth l values, and thus a smooth rate when in stable operation at 
stable number of flows. 
The TFRC sender (e.g. a video encoder) changes its rate controller so that its packet rate 
does not exceed . In practice, this can be done using a sender buffer between encoder 
(or streaming server) and the TFRC stack, which is drained by a packet rate of . Since 
TFRC gives packet rate, and not bit rate, full packets should be transmitted using “byte 
stuffing” when necessary since “TFRC is designed for applications that use a fixed packet 
size” [HFPW03].
During the last year, new variants of TFRC are starting to develop. TFRC-SP (TFRC 
Small Packets) is targeting VoIP applications, to address the challenge of using variable 
packet sizes. Several Linux kernels and kernel patches are made available with 
DCCP/TFRC included during 2006/2007.
RAP
RAP [RHE99] (Rate Adaption Protocol) by Rejaie et al. is a AIMD based “TCP-friendly” 
media congestion control system. It runs over legacy FIFO router network, and includes 
a media server part and a client player part. The paper says it is best suited for unicast lay-
ered pre-coded media. RAP congestion control is loss based, but could become even more 
efficient if an explicit congestion signal from the Internet was available. RED routers 
improve the TCP friendliness. The packets are ACK’ed as in TCP. The simulations carried 
out are missing media packetizing, and use sources following the actual RAP rate per-
fectly. The RAP rate is generally saw-toothed. Thus it is unknown if Requirement 1 is 






48 4   Controlling streaming mediafairness ratio is far from 1 in many simulation results. Transient performance is not tested, 
but seems to be fast to downscale the rate due to 50% multiplicative reduction. Increasing 
the rate with AIMD seems slower as the step-size is fixed.
LDA+
LDA+ [SW00] (Loss Delay based Adaptation) by Sisalem and Wolisz uses RTP and 
RTCP protocols to collect delay and loss statistics. LDA+ extends RTCP by adding the 
estimation of the smallest link capacity on the path in the application part of the control 
packet. The AIMD philosophy is used in LDA+ as in RAP. LDA+ uses (4.3) to calculate 
the rate during packet loss events. During no loss, LDA+ uses the minimum link band-
width estimate to adjust the additive rate increase so that faster convergence to full 
utilization is achieved compared to RAP. Based on the results of [SW00], it seems like the 
TCP friendliness is better than in RAP.
TEAR
TEAR [ROY00] (TCP Emulation at Receivers) by Rhee et al. shifts almost all control to 
the receiver. The TEAR receiver emulates the TCP congestion control at sender, and uses 
the congestion signals (packet losses and timing) at forward path to calculate a TCP-
friendly rate. This rate is periodically sent back to the sender. The authors claim that this 
period can be up to 10 RTTs without sacrifice too much performance. The TEAR receiver 
is a complex seven-state machine, mimicing the different TCP states. Besides the state 
machine the algorithm is of fairly low complexity. TEAR is applicable to multicast, due 
to its receiver driven architecture. It shows very good fairness results, comparable or bet-
ter than TFRC. The comprehensive report shows however very little other information 
than fairness tests with similar number of TCP and TEAR and TFRC flows over FIFO and 
RED routers. Heterogeneous RTTs, and large RTTs, are not included in the report, thus 
robustness to network complexity is difficult to evaluate from [ROY00].
Table 4.2 is not intended as a absolute reference comparing the listed media rate control 
methods, but just as a rough overview of pros and cons. As already stated, TFRC is the 
method selected by the IETF, which also gets the best scores in this evaluation. In recent 
years there have been more papers suggestion improvements to these methods, e.g. 
[JFG06, MSPZW04]. 
None of the evaluated methods can show both stable operation in “steady state”, com-
bined with fast response in situations with rapid traffic load change. In addition, one can 
question the strive for TCP friendliness. The reason for this questioning is that media rate 
control also is to be used by interactive services like VoIP and videoconferencing. Due to 
TCP’s “proportional fairness” property [KMT98], long flows (large RTT) will be granted 
lower throughput than short flows (small RTT), even when they are sharing a single com-
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for media traffic? If so, end users must accept that the voice quality of inter-continental 
VoIP calls will have poorer quality than local calls (assuming both is performed in best 
effort class Internet). In this thesis, global max-min fairness property [BG92] has been the 
ultimate goal, based on the aforementioned argument, since max-min fairness is RTT 
independent. (Actually, some TCP variants also strive for RTT independency, e.g. H-TCP 
[SL04] and XCP [LAW05] and RCP [DKZSM05].) Thus, an amendment to Requirement 
2 can be made:
Media rate control Requirement 2 Amendment: The media congestion control must be 
global max-min fair if media services should exhibit RTT independence. 
Of other proposals not included in this overview can be mentioned plain RTP with RTCP 
feedback, proposed by several, among them [SCFJ03, WHZ+01]. Hsiao and Hwang 
[HH04] have proposed an extension to XCP to support layered video.
Based on this set of requirements, a visual matrix exemplified in Table 4.3 is used in 
Chapter 5.4 to make it easier for the reader to understand what focus the different papers 
included in Part II have. Empty table cell means no focus, lowercase “x” means some 
focus, uppercase “X” means significant focus, and bold uppercase “X” means detailed 
focus. 
Table 4.2:  Pros and cons of the investigated media rate control proposals. “?” means 
“not investigated”, “–” means low performance, “0” means average performance, 
while “+” means good performance.
Req. TFRC RAP LDA+ TEAR Comment








+ + + + High score if it does not oscillate at high RTT 





- - 0 ? High score if rate reduction is proportional to 
the traffic overload, and rate increase utilizes 




+ + + + The score is high if the protocol works on leg-
acy FIFO routers.
a. TFRC is tested with media applications by this author [LK07] and others [BENB06].
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From peaceful minds do great ideas flow.
Neale Donald Walsch — US spiritual writer (1947–)
5.1 Research goals and constraints
5.1.1 Interactive communication: low delay even at high load
This thesis work started with a clear goal: conversational (i.e. interactive) media over IP! 
To stress this further, even music collaboration with extreme low-latency requirements 
was examined as a case (Paper A). Thus, the whole chain of codec, rate control, and net-
work buffer dimensioning should add minimal values to the total end-to-end latency 
budget. 
Low network queuing delay is not a challenge until the traffic load is close to a links 
capacity. As stated earlier in Chapter 4.1, buffer sizing should be larger than in REM 
design, and smaller than in typical RS design. Another important revelation is that link 
capacities continues to grow. Instead of using this as a motivation for over-provisioning, 
it can be a motivation for high link utilization. Actually, as link capacities continue to 
grow, and input traffic characteristics become more and more Poisson [KMFB04, LK07], 
a certain offered load to a link will give less and less queuing delay. This is evident when 
looking at the delay profile for an M/D/1 queue, which have the Laplace transform of its 
waiting time equal to (J. F. Hayes)
 (5.1)
where  is the deterministic packet service time (fixed packet sizes assumed), 
is the packet arrival intensity,  is the applied work load , and s is the Laplace trans-
form operator. The expected waiting time can now be calculated as 
W∗ s( ) s 1 ρ–( )e
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If the Inverse Laplace function of (5.1) had existed, this would have been a correct expres-
sion for the distribution function of the M/D/1 waiting time. However, [RMV96]
managed to find a closed expression for the M/D/1 waiting time CDF saying
 (5.3)
where the service time m is normalized to one. This function is plotted in 
Figure 5.1 together with the corresponding CDF for M/M/1, which is [GH98]
.  (5.4)
It is seen both visually, and easily verified by dividing the equations on each other, that 
the M/D/1 queue has only half the waiting time of an M/M/1. However, the most impor-
tant observation is the general scaling of time units: If the service time m is 1 second, then 
99% of the packets will experience a waiting time less than 12 s. If the service time is 1 s, 
then the corresponding result is 12 s. If defining a 99% requirement of 1 ms queuing 
delay, the corresponding traffic load at different service times (i.e. link capacities) are as 
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Figure 5.1:  The CDF of the waiting time distribution of M/D/1 and M/M/1 
when offered load is .ρ 5 6⁄=
Wq t( ) 1 ρe µ 1 ρ–( )t– ,      t 0≥( )–=
µ
µ
5.1  Research goals and constraints 53given in Table 5.1 second row. As seen in row three, if allowing 10ms delay, 0.99 traffic 
load can be offered at 10 times lower capacity. Higher link capacities are thus a motivation 
for utilizing available bandwidth even more, as long as rate control is assured. This ana-
lytical observation will be verified by results both in Paper A and Paper F in Part II.
5.1.2 Fairness
At start of this thesis work, it was envisioned that the media traffic should belong to a Diff-
Serv type of real-time class. Within this class, intra-fairness should govern. RTT-
independent max-min fairness was chosen due to the already mentioned motivation of 
enabling the similar service quality at both short and long distance communication.
Later in the research period, the router architecture was modified to also include low-
latency TCP-friendly streaming within flat best effort class type of network, first moti-
vated by reading the paper about ABE [HBTK01], and later by the awareness of the 
DCCP/TFRC standardization process [FKP06]. 
5.1.3 Scalability and deployment
As pointed out in Chapter 4.4.2 where the rate control requirements were outlined, the 
solution should be scalable to increasing size of link capacities, number of network links, 
and number of network flows. A general rule of thumb is then to avoid per flow state 
dependencies inside the network, and have limited signaling traffic. The easiest deploy-
ment strategy is if the solution can run over legacy FIFO equipped network. The work on 
TFRC and DCCP were well established by the IETF in the same time period as this thesis 
research was carried out. It was decided to go for an alternative solution, which included 
added network intelligence. A new router architecture was created with special support of 
the media flows requirements. This makes the Internet deployment issue more challeng-
ing. However, with the scalability issues included in the requirement list, the solution 
should be feasible for large networks, being Internet segments, or dedicated media net-
works to support VoD and WebTV/IPTV services. The router architecture focuses on 
Table 5.1:  Possible M/D/1 traffic loads at different link capacities where 99% of the 
packets will experience a waiting time of 1ms or less and 10ms or less, 
assuming 1000 byte packets.








0.18 0.83 >0.99 >0.99 >0.99 >0.99
54 5   Thesis researchcongestion control support, and belongs thus to the Active Queue Management (AQM) 
research arena.
5.2 Active Queue Management 
5.2.1 AQM for elastic flows
In order to provide the adaptive media rate controllers with fair and correct rate feedback 
information, the aggregate traffic entering the network routers must be monitored accu-
rately and adequately. A router that perform such tasks to assist more efficient congestion 
control than plain FIFO packet tail dropping is said to provide Active Queue Management. 
Many AQM architectures have been proposed during the last decade to control elastic 
data traffic (i.e. not real-time traffic). An early proposal of such a system is found 
described in [Rø84]. The first well known AQM architecture in the literature is RED 
[FJ97], which was developed to increase the efficiency and throughput of elastic TCP traf-
fic. RED calculates a tagging (or dropping) probability that corresponds to the congested 
state (see Figure 5.2). The congested state is decided based on the averaged queue length. 
Thus, a congested router will not tag (or drop in case ECN is not supported by the end 
nodes) all packets during a congested period, but uses instead randomized tagging so that 
the amount of packets tagged corresponds to the congestion level. This operation also 
helps avoiding synchronized TCP congestion reactions since bursty packet losses are 
eluded, i.e. the TCP flows do not lose packets simultaneously. With other words, the 
queue backlog can be more stable leading to increased link utilization. However, the main 
motivation of deploying RED and ECN is that the number of TCP retransmissions can be 
significantly reduced, since much fewer packets are dropped (dropping occur only at full 
router).15 Again, this increases the throughput of the network (faster session completion 
time). In addition, when working at queue equilibrium it will still have buffer space avail-
able to support low packet drop ratios for bursty sources. Generally, AQM also enables 
lower queue sizes, which reduces delay and delay jitter. Le Boudec [Bou06] argues that 
AQM is not about detecting misbehaving flows and protecting adaptive flows from being 
starved. Others, such as Lin and Morris [LM97] argue that it should.
The main challenge with many AQM routers, including RED, is that the congestion con-
trol algorithm has parameters that can be difficult to set once and for all. This may result 
in an oscillating behavior, i.e. the queue size does not converge towards a stable level, but 
vary heavily between large backlog and completely drained queue. The latter limits the 
high link utilization that was envisioned. The queue oscillations are unwanted, especially 
for real-time traffic, since this increases the delay jitter. 
15. ECN should then also be regarded as congestion avoidance technique, as TCP Vegas is.
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regimes. In fact, an online paper from Bitorika et al. [BRHG04] claims that in 2004 there 
were at least 50 AQM proposals published in the period 1999–2004. The current “state-
of-the-art” RED technology is named “gentle adaptive RED” where the static parameters 
have well-defined agreed values [Flo] while the algorithm adapts the dynamic parameters 
after a set-up period. Of other derived RED proposals can be mentioned FRED [LM97], 
SRED [OLW99], and RED-PD [MF01]. Completely different architectures can be found 
in CSFQ [SSZ98], BLUE [FKSS02], GREEN [WZ02], REM [ALLY01], CHOKe 
[PPP00], AVQ [KS01], and PI [HMTG01]. Some of them (FRED, RED-PD, CSFQ, Sto-
chastic Fair BLUE, CHOKe, and to some extent SRED) also incorporate methods for fair 
bandwidth sharing and handling of unresponsive flows. Most algorithms monitor current 
queue backlog or an exponentially weighted moving average of the queue backlog (RED, 
RED-PD, PI, FRED, SRED), some monitor the input rate (AVQ, BLUE, CSFQ, GREEN), 
while some do both (well, at least REM does). 
All of these were designed to support TCP congestion control into improved performance. 
However, it can be argued that many of these should also support end-to-end regimes for 
media traffic control such as DCCP/TFRC. Actually, Paper E shows that TFRC can gain 
about 4dB PSNR performance per video flow when using gentle adaptive RED instead of 
FIFO routers, and additionally 4dB if the RED network also supports ECN. Most of this 
gain is obtained by the shorter and more stable average queue backlog supported by the 
RED routers (those tests had end-to-end latency requirements). Since many of the AQM 
algorithms proposed after RED have claimed superior performance, it is reasonable to 
propose “why not test TFRC using every invented AQM in turn, then compare, and pro-
claim a winner!”. Indeed, such an examination would have been interesting. However, 










Figure 5.2:  RED maps an ECN tagging (or packet drop) probability p to the current 
averaged queue backlog. If the queue is less than q_min, there is no tagging. 
Between q_min and q_max the probability increases linearly towards p_thresh. 
Above that level, RED marks all packets, or increases fast to all as in gentle RED.
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problem of selecting AQM parameter values [MBDL99]. Since gentle adaptive RED, part 
of the ns-2 library, shows significant stability improvement compared to the old “static” 
RED, the author believe gentle adaptive RED would perform very well in such a compe-
tition. Nevertheless, the results obtained when testing TFRC over RED routers (Papers D, 
E, and F) shows that the current performance of such end-to-end regimes is not satisfac-
tory for low-delay real-time communication in resource constrained networks. This 
motivates for alternative solutions.
Before looking into this thesis proposed solution, some new interesting and radical new 
protocols for elastic flows, MaxNet [WAZ03], XCP [KHR02], and RCP [DKZSM05], 
must be mentioned. These methods incorporate novel AQM router algorithms, designed 
together with a novel non-TCP-compliant host congestion control algorithm. All of these 
have an AQM algorithm monitoring both input rate and queue backlog. They all calculate 
a link state expressed as a multi-bit number, signaled periodically via packet header tag-
ging. Simulations have shown that if all flows follow these feedback signals, link 
utilization would be close to 100% and with very small queue backlogs. RCP is the latest 
innovation of these three, and claims superior performance, especially in fast session 
completion times and providing global max-min fairness. XCP’s max-min fairness per-
formance is questioned by Low et al. [LAW05], but XCP is also the only one with a draft 
IETF recommendation. Anyhow: could these methods support rate adaptive media as 
well? Low queue backlog is one of the most important requirements (see Requirement 1 
page 45). However, the VBR constrained media sources will have significant variance, 
which might ruin the stability of these methods. Nevertheless, they include solutions that 
have a clear resemblance to the main contribution of this thesis, the “P-AQM”.
5.2.2 P-AQM — AQM for rate adaptive real-time flows
To the best of the author’s knowledge, P-AQM with “ECF” and “ERF” feedback system, 
presented in this thesis, is a novel AQM proposal special designed to support rate adap-
tive media traffic in IP networks in general, and live interactive flows in particular. There 
are some proposals available that supports related technology, such as Hsiao et al. [HH04], 
Parris et al. [PJS99], and Chung et al. [CC00a, CC00b]. Hsiao has in fact tested XCP with 
“layered video” in ns-2. However, the video is highly synthetic and any rate variability is 
non-existent. Parris et al. and Chung et al. (CBT and Dynamic CBT) have their focus 
mostly on how to tackle unresponsive UDP flows, but in their last paper also a five level 
layered video approach is supported. 
The P-AQM on the other hand is “tailor-made” for adaptive media flows, but with added 
support for elastic flows. Figure 5.3 shows the final design of P-AQM with a two-queue 
scheduler ensuring that the UDP (real-time) congestion control can be designed indepen-
5.2  Active Queue Management 57dently of TCP (elastic) congestion control.16 Thus, RTT independent TCP-friendliness is 
achieved through the outbound capacities given to these two queues. A flow number esti-
mator (not depicted in the figure) gives weights to the round robin scheduler, which is in 
charge of this throughput balance. This weight is calculated once per feedback period. The 
TCP queue buffer is dimensioned like a legacy FIFO or RED router, supporting either 
packet dropping or ECN marking, using the Paper D P-AQM inner-loop algorithm. The 
smaller UDP queue runs two independent AQM algorithms: the inner loop algorithm 
(Paper D), and the outer loop algorithm (Paper F). The new rate calculation metric is 
based on both current input bit rate and current queue backlog (see final algorithm in 
Paper F). Fairness between the media flows is obtained through the use of periodic multi-
bit feedback metrics (see next subchapter). It is the outer loop that has clear similarities 
with XCP and RCP. E.g., the RCP rate equation is (by using the same definitions as in 
[DKZSM05])
 (5.5)
where R is the estimation of fair rate (to be signaled to the sources), T is the period update 
interval (typically several per RTT),  is the RTT average of the flows passing through 
the router, C is the outbound link capacity,  is the measured input rate during last 
update interval,  is instantaneous queue backlog, and  and  are stability constants. 
The P-AQM variant with closest resemblance to RCP is P-AQM+ERF (from Paper F) 
which has rate equation (using a mapping into the same variable definitions as RCP 
above)

































Figure 5.3:  The P-AQM router decouples elastic and real-time traffic. Its traffic load 
metrics of rate adaptive media traffic is signaled back to the source via 
end-to-end signals (ERF) or direct ICMP signaling (ECF).
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where d is the update period (and should be larger than average flow RTT and/or video 
source GOP period),  is instantaneous queue backlog compared to a wanted queue 
backlog equilibrium, while . The main differences between these two are that 
the periodic signaling is performed more seldom, typically in the order of twice per sec-
ond, and that a residual but small queue backlog is wanted. A somewhat simplified pseudo 
code of P-AQM is shown in Appendix C.
While ECN [RFB01] has introduced the possibility of signaling congestion without drop-
ping packets for TCP sessions, the exact level of congestion is very hard to predict. Xia 
et al. argue in their paper “One more bit is enough” [XSSK05] that if the two ECN bits 
are redefined to signal a three-level congestion state, a much better control would be pos-
sible. Paper F gives the reasoning why their VCP architecture “collapses” when there are 
multiple bottlenecks, i.e. it shows that long distance flows are choked by short distance 
flows! In P-AQM therefore, but also in XCP, RCP, and MaxNet, the congestion level is 
signaled as a multibit number (e.g. 32 bit floating point). In addition, the P-AQM signal-
ing is periodic at typical GOP time scales (~0.5–1.0 second), using either separate signals 
from each router (the ECF solution), or using packet header field updating at each down-
stream P-AQM router (the ERF solution). More details will be given in Chapter 5.4, and 
of course in the papers, especially Paper D and F.
A final note: In the name P-AQM the “P” stands for Proportional (AQM). It was first used 
in Paper D when naming the “inner loop” invention of Paper B and C. Since the “outer 
loop” of P-AQM performs max-min fair rate control (see Paper F), which fairness goal 
deviates from the established proportional fairness of TCP [KMT98], the chosen name 
might seem a bit misleading. Recognizing that the naming has some improvement poten-
tial, it was nevertheless decided to keep it also for Paper E and F.17
5.3 Research methodology
The design of the final AQM architecture and feedback structure is a result of incremental 
improvements presented throughout the papers. Each paper has an initial idea, a design 
concept or design hypothesis. In the first papers (see Figure 5.5) these concepts were 
tested through software implementation and simulated in selected network architectures 
17. After Paper D it was discovered that there existed two other AQMs designed for elastic flows 
named PAQM (without the dash). In [GHH02] the “P” stands for Predictive, and in [RRQ04] the 
“P” stands for Pro. Both tries to utilize correlation in the traffic patterns to predict future traffic 
load and therefore create better control of elastic TCP traffic.
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5.3  Research methodology 59in Demos/Simula. The simulations were conducted in order to reveal performance (e.g. 
the transient traffic load behavior, or the steady state delay and packet loss). Later the 
design was funded on control theoretical design principles, and the simulation platform 
was moved from Demos to ns-2. Ns-2 has validated TCP models, and is therefore a com-
pelling simulation platform to verify TCP-friendliness. Simple dumbbell architectures 
(one flow per input link, one common bottleneck link) are used in several of the papers to 
test e.g. bandwidth sharing fairness. However, also more complex architectures like park-
ing lot topologies (some flows transversing many bottlenecks, with other flows only 
utilizing one bottleneck, so-called cross-traffic) are also used in several of the first papers. 
Paper F also includes the GFC-2 network, which is a complex network structure originally 
invented to test bandwidth fairness of ATM networks [Sim94]. To better test the networks 
with realistic video traffic, the Evalvid-RA tool-set was developed. 
It should be noted that the research work generally has put more focus on simulation tools 
than on mathematical analysis. In Paper B and C the control theoretical analysis of the 
“inner loop” was presented and used as basis for the core P-AQM design, and backed up 
by simulation verification. The design and stability analysis was performed using 
Lyapunov tools, which actually seems not so uncommon in AQM design these days, see 
e.g. [LAG07, ZqYyM+07]. In Paper F, a complete control theoretical analysis was estab-
lished of the “outer loop” in order to set sound scaling parameter values to ensure stable 
operation in a large range of variable network conditions. For this analysis classical 
Bode/Nyquist control theory was applied to a fluid flow approximation of the packet net-
work system, which helped finding the stability region for the scaling parameters  and 
. One can assume that such an approximation will be more correct in higher capacity 
networks than in low-capacity networks, while keeping maximum packet size at 1500 
bytes (the relative granularity will decrease at increasing capacities). However, this anal-
ysis produced results with good resemblance to simulation results already at 16 Mbit/s 
capacity links. Nevertheless, the Nyquist stability analysis showed appropriate, and is in 
fact used by many other researchers in this field, e.g. [HMTG01, KHR02, DKZSM05]. 
Traditional traffic queuing analysis is only used in a limited extent in this thesis. Paper C 
verified the static traffic load behavior, i.e. queue occupancy, of the “inner loop” of P-
AQM to the classical M/D/1 model. There has been no attempts to find a model for the 
waiting time through a P-AQM router in the closed “outer loop” system. Due to the find-
ings of LRD absence in the VBR streams, a qualified assumption is that the aggregated 
input traffic can be Poisson modeled. Thus, the M/D/1 model should therefore be a good 
approximation also for the rate adaptive system with one bottleneck queue. 
Both Demos and ns-2 include sophisticated pseudo random generators (PRNG). More 
precisely, since version 2.1b9 the ns-2 PRNG has been of good quality, because its old 
PRNG with shortcomings [HE02] was then replaced by L’Ecuyer’s “MRG32k3a”. Still, 
the new PRNG can lead to data correlation if the “harmful” seeds are chosen [UR07], so 
α
β
60 5   Thesis researchspecific guides must be followed to avoid this. The simulations performed during this the-
sis work include the following stochastic processes using PRNG: Poisson distributed 
traffic generator, long-lived flow (UDP, TCP, TFRC) start-time generator (uniformly 
within some time range, typically the first 0–5 seconds of the simulation), and Web-traffic 
generator (Poisson distributed session intervals, Pareto distributed flow sizes).
Confidence intervals (CI) of steady state delay conditions are calculated based on repli-
cation method using independent PRNGs in Paper F. Sectioning was not found adequate 
since the video flow generation of Evalvid-RA is using independent video start-times but 
with identical GOP sizes, which can lead to “best-case” smooth traffic (the flows key-
frames are submitted at non-synchronized time instances during a GOP interval) or 
“worst-case” bursty traffic (the key-frames are highly synchronized each GOP interval). 
Thus, this situation created the need for “Monte Carlo” type of simulations. The replica-
tion method was thus a natural choice to reveal both smooth and bursty traffic 
performance results, because the traffic type is decided by the video flow start seed and 
kept during the complete simulation. The transient part of the simulations in Paper F was 
removed before performing the CI calculations. Future Evalvid-RA enhancements should 
include the possibility of selecting independent and different frame rates, or even multiple 
GOP sizes.
The other papers do not include CI calculations. It could be argued that this should have 
been performed, e.g. in Paper A Table 1, Paper B Table 1, Paper D Figure 8, and Paper E 
Figure 7, to increase the result confidence value. It must be noted that in comparative anal-
ysis of different systems, these single runs have been performed over long simulation 
intervals (e.g. typically several 1000 samples per calculated delay mean and variance), 
and the different compared systems have been started with fixed PRNG seeds to ensure 
identical conditions. Most of the simulations, before the Evalvid-RA creation, have been 
performed with rate adaptive CBR traffic (fixed packet size and adaptive packet rate) and 
rate adaptive Poisson traffic (fixed packet size and n.e.d. inter-arrival times with intensity 
adapted by the feedback). The input traffic does thus not exhibit any dependencies, even 
the rate adapted video traffic in Paper E and F was shown to hold very limited dependen-
cies. In addition, the high number of input sources used in many of the simulations creates 
an aggregated Poisson traffic characterization [Cin72]. All this opens for relaxed statisti-
cal analysis. Nevertheless, CI calculations should always be considered. Actually, a 
survey conducted by the CI supporter Pawlikowski [Paw03] concludes that about 70% of 
the telecommunication papers during the last decade is not trustworthy, among other 
things due to missing CI calculations!
The simulations are used to verify the mathematical analysis (e.g. Paper B “inner loop”, 
and Paper F “outer loop”). The RL-QoS and P-AQM architecture is not implemented in 
real routers (e.g. Linux PCs are an attractive router platform), and the new inventions are 
thus not yet validated in real networks. The other models used in the ns-2 simulations, 
5.4  Contributions 61such as the TCP New Reno congestion control algorithm, are verified and validated 
elsewhere. 
5.4 Contributions
The papers are listed in their creation order, and thus give the development line from the 
initial ideas towards the current final design at the end of this thesis (see Figure 5.5). The 
complete list of published papers are given in page vii. Papers A–C were not concerned 
with so many general Internet “rules”, but were merely ideas about completely different 
and disengaged packet switched networks. During 2004 the interest of making an Internet 
best-effort compliant solution was wakened. The work on the router architecture was con-
tinued, acknowledging the deployment strategy challenges compared to pure end-to-end 
regimes using legacy FIFO routers. Several papers compare the P-AQM performance to 
DCCP/TFRC (Paper D, E and F), to expose the differences and the performance gains that 
added network intelligence could achieve. However, to serve both strategies (P-AQM and 
TFRC), the Evalvid-RA simulation framework was established during 2005–2006, and 
presented in Paper E. Evalvid-RA implements MPEG-4 video rate adaptation by quan-
tizer scale adjustments at simulation time. This creates the possibility of running 
simulations with true video traffic, enabling a deeper understanding of the influence and 
interplay of video rate controller and network feedback, sender and receiver buffering, 
and the different congestion control methods. As such, the author hopes that this tool can 
contribute to current and future rate adaptive media research, regardless of the chosen 
control strategy. The Evalvid-RA software package has been available for free download 
since September 2006 at www.item.ntnu.no/~arnelie/Evalvid-RA.htm. 
The final contribution, Paper F, includes a complete control theoretical stability analysis 
IP
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Figure 5.4:  The focus of research and contributions. White background is main focus.
62 5   Thesis researchof the source-network-bottleneck-feedback rate adaptation loop. As a result of this anal-
ysis, it presents a modification of the Paper D version of P-AQM+ECF. In addition, it 
presents the RCP inspired P-AQM+ERF architecture. Finally, it argues and demonstrates 
control principles that lead to low-complexity and robust global max-min fair bandwidth 
sharing properties for rate adaptive media.
5.4.1 Paper A
Title: Performance control of high-capacity IP networks for collaborative virtual 
environments
Authors: Leif Arne Rønningen and Arne Lie 
Published in IBC 2002 Conference Proceedings, 12–15 Sept., Amsterdam, 2002. 
In this paper [RL02a], which continued the work from [RL02b], the main focus was to 
show that increased link capacities can be exploited to high link utilization and still low 
queuing delay and packet loss statistics (as pointed out in Chapter 5.1.1). Musical collab-
Figure 5.5:  The different main inventions, and the related paper numbers (see the 
overview at page vii). The first five papers used Demos Simula as simulation 
environment. The last three papers used ns-2. RL-QoS architecture was replaced by P-
AQM in Paper B, and moved to the ns-2 platform in Paper D. Evalvid-RA, the framework 
for real rate adaptive controlled MPEG-4 video, is thoroughly presented in Paper E, and 




















5.4  Contributions 63oration is mentioned as an application with extreme delay requirements (about 10ms). The 
initial router algorithm (later named “RL-QoS”) is presented in the paper. It is designed 
to monitor instantaneous queue lengths and queue length changes each millisecond. The 
algorithm calculated a “scaling” parameter which should be signaled to all neighboring 
routers each 5 ms. Each router would perform statistical packet dropping based on these 
scaling values and its own local scaling metric. Thus the network traffic scaling would 
react very fast because such packet dropping decisions are taken inside the network. 
Eventually the scaling messages would reach the sources, which in turn should apply 
adaptive rate control and thereby avoid further packet losses. The media streaming traffic 
should be submitted in RTP/UDP/IP packets in a dedicated DiffServ class, while the sig-
naling traffic was envisioned in a negligible delay “expedited forwarding” type of class. 
The simulation part of the paper shows “proof of concept” using a network example con-
sisting of three congested 1Gbit/s links. The results showed a total queuing delay of less 
than 10ms and less than 0.3% packet loss ratio in the core network which was utilized 
almost 100%. More significant packet loss ratios during transient periods was envisioned 
concealed with interlaced error resilience (see Appendix B for additional information).
The main contributions of this paper was the proof of concept of the RL-QoS AQM archi-
tecture given by Demos simulation modeling and results. Our findings were that low 
delay and marginal packets loss could be achieved at link utilization close to 100%, and 
that very fast network reaction time to sudden traffic load changes was possible with 
direct router to router signaling.
Table 5.2:  Overview of paper focus and contributions, in terms of the requirements listed 
in Chapter 4.4.2. Empty table cell means no focus, lowercase “x” means some focus, 
uppercase “X” means significant focus, and bold uppercase “X” means detailed focus.
Paper
System Requirements (from Chapter 4.4.2 on page 45–50)
1 2 2Amd 3 4 5
media BW 
share








D X x x X x
E X X x x x x
F X X X X x x
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On the use of classical control system based AQM for rate adaptive streaming media
Authors: Arne Lie, Ole Morten Aamo, Leif Arne Rønningen 
Published at the 17th Nordic Teletraffic Seminar, Fornebu, Norway, Aug. 2004.
Follow-up work to Paper A revealed that the router to router signaling, i.e. traffic “back-
pressure”, was difficult to control in a fair and stable manner. In addition, such a signaling 
regime was very hard to investigate analytically. Based on these findings it was decided 
to start over with a new design, based on classical control theory and signaling directly 
towards the sources.
Paper B [LAR04a] was thus the first paper to present the new P-AQM algorithm design,18
and to show how the new packet drop algorithm scaled incoming traffic burst peaks such 
that the queue backlog at overload stabilized at a predefined level. In contrast to RL-QoS, 
P-AQM’s core architecture was, as already mentioned, designed based on classical con-
trol theory (continuous-time Lyapunov analysis). Note that the control loop in focus was 
only the local inner loop consisting of input traffic load, queue backlog, queue drainage 
capacity, and the calculated “valve” opening (u-value) to control the “survival traffic” so 
that the queue backlog was held at the wanted level . Thus, the analysis did not include 
the feedback loop (including the media source): this “outer loop” was not mathematical 
analyzed before Paper F, but simulated in almost all papers (B and D–F). The local loop 
was tested with both constant and “saw-toothed” shaped peak traffic, and with both Pois-
son shaped and constant bit rate. The “ECF-report” was defined to be the periodic reports 
(one per 40 ms, i.e. a typical video frame interval) to signal a running averaged value of 
this u-value. This value should be used by the sources for media rate adaptation. In turn, 
the new aggregate rate should arrive close to 100% link utilization and gain almost zero 
packet loss and controlled queue delay.
The simulation section of the paper includes both rate adaptive Poisson and CBR sources 
(adaptive in the sense of packet submission intensity at constant packet size of 1500 
bytes). These sources fed a network consisting of a mix of long flows and short cross traf-
fic. The randomized packet dropping taking place at the “valve” is important for 
supporting the error resilient tools at decoding time (bursty packet losses are generally 
more damaging to media decoding than randomized packet losses).
The main contributions of Paper B were (i) a list of requirements for network supported 
media rate adaptation, (ii) the design presentation of P-AQM’s “inner loop” based on 
Lyapunov analysis, (iii) and the description of the first version of the “outer loop” ECF 
18. although the P-AQM name was not given before Paper D.
N*
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envisioned, and that the ECF system managed to keep the sources at a rate balancing 
packet drop statistics at 0.3% (only CBR traffic) and up to over 3% (only Poisson traffic) 
at link utilizations in the 97–99% range. 
5.4.3 Paper C
Title: Optimization of Active Queue Management based on Proportional Control System
Authors: Arne Lie, Ole Morten Aamo, Leif Arne Rønningen 
Published in Proc. of IASTED Communications, Internet, and Information Technology 
(CIIT), Virgin Islands, Nov. 2004.
This was the second paper publishing the P-AQM architecture [LAR04b]. It was discov-
ered during the work on Paper B that the overall packet loss was dependent on the 
Proportional19 gain constant  value: too low value caused a slow reaction to traffic 
load changes, and thus would cause unnecessary high packet loss in transient periods due 
to queue buffer space overrun. However, a too aggressive high  value would cause high 
packet losses due to oscillations in the u-value (both locally and for the ECF-report feed-
back values controlling the rate adaptive sources). Thus, an optimum gain setting between 
these extreme points should be possible to find. This gain setting was found by simula-
tions of a scenario with one P-AQM node and fixed source rates. Comparison to ideal 
M/D/1 behavior verified that when the sources were non-adaptive, the average queue size 
was indeed given by M/D/1 traffic analysis waiting time equation. Different gain settings 
resulted in different packet loss values at traffic load values in the interesting 95–105% 
utilization range. 
The main contribution of Paper C was thus the search for the optimum proportional gain 
setting . Our findings were that a gain setting at 100% traffic load was , 
giving 0.57% drop at Poisson traffic input. However, further research showed that a lower 
value, , giving 0.69% drop at corresponding traffic load input, was pre-
ferred because of more smooth and robust performance at a larger range of traffic load 
inputs.
19. which actually is the P in P-AQM.
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Title: A performance comparison study of DCCP and a method with non-binary conges-
tion metrics for streaming media rate control
Authors: Arne Lie, Ole Morten Aamo, Leif Arne Rønningen 
Published in Proceedings of the 19th International Teletraffic Congress (ITC’19),  
Beijing, China, 29 August – 2 September, 2005.
Paper D [LAR05] was the first paper showing the complete architecture with the two-
queue scheduler decoupling elastic from real-time traffic. It was also the first paper after 
the move from Simula/Demos to ns-2 simulation platform, where the library of TCP and 
other protocols made it possible to test P-AQM in a more realistic network setting. The 
two-queue scheduler design resulted from the initial TCP tests showing that a common 
small queue for both elastic and real-time traffic gave too low link utilization when dom-
inated by TCP flows (see Chapter 1.3 and 4.4). A larger common queue alternative would 
ruin the real-time delay requirements of the media flows. Instead of “re-inventing” class-
based differentiating, it was decided to create two separate queues, and to base their drain-
age capacity on estimates of the number of long-lived flows. It was envisaged that this 
architecture would support common best-effort class, and that TCP-friendliness could be 
handled inside the router instead at the sources. The “TCP-queue” was equipped with the 
same AQM “inner loop” algorithm as described in Paper B and C, but also furnished with 
ECN marking as an alternative to packet dropping. Perhaps as important, it was decided 
to decouple the local inner loop control (as presented in Paper B and optimized in Paper 
C) from the outer loop, consisting of the ECF-reports.20 The reason for this was the real-
ization that the ultimate goal was to balance the input rate from the sources so that at 
steady-state, there should be zero packet loss at the routers, even if the input traffic had 
some variance. Thus, two different queue equilibrium values were identified: the  for 
the inner loop, and the smaller  for the outer loop. The inner loop will deal with situa-
tions where the input traffic load is increasing too fast, resulting in a maximum queue 
backlog given by  as explained in Paper B and C. 
The simulation section showed both transient and steady state performance, and P-AQM 
was compared to DCCP/TFRC and DCCP/TCP-like performance. Rate adaptive CBR 
and Poisson models were used as sources (still with fixed packet sizes) for the P-AQM 
tests, while FTP was used for the DCCP tests. The network was a simple dumbbell sce-
nario. Delay and delay jitter was shown as function of variable RTT. In addition, 
bandwidth sharing intra protocol fairness was shown as function of flow number. 
20. The ECF-reports were decided sent to the sources using 64 byte ICMP SQ packets, after dis-




5.4  Contributions 67The main contribution of this paper was the presentation of the two-queue scheduler solu-
tion for P-AQM to support in-router TCP-friendliness and low-delay management of 
media flows, simultaneously with high link utilization of both elastic and real-time traffic. 
Further, the ECF feedback was enhanced since Paper C in that the Additive Increase part 
was no longer static, but adaptive to the observed spare capacity. Our findings were that 
P-AQM did provide a stable steady state bandwidth share, while TFRC did not. P-AQM 
showed fast response to changes in the number of flows and robust performance in vary-
ing RTT, while DCCP had increasing bandwidth unfairness with increasing RTT.
5.4.5 Paper E
Title: Evalvid-RA: Trace Driven Simulation of Rate Adaptive MPEG-4 VBR Video
Authors: Arne Lie, Jirka Klaue 
Published in ACM/Springer Multimedia Systems Journal, online 13 Nov. 2007.
During the work of this thesis papers, the lack of a correct source model for rate adaptive 
media used within the simulations was recognized as a shortage of simulation results 
validity. Even though many acknowledge that a large number of flows create Poisson like 
traffic characteristics [KMFB04], there are small scale variations like I-, P- B-frame vari-
ations, packet size modulation, and packet bursts per frame, in addition to average packet 
rate that will influence the overall performance. Both small scale packetizing effects, GOP 
variations, and rate controllers delay in adapting to the requested rate can not be modelled 
with “synthetic” traffic. In addition, the perceived quality could not be evaluated, since 
there was no true media to be consumed. This motivated the design of “Evalvid-RA”. 
Early 2005 it was discovered that Klaue et al. [KRW03] had developed an architecture in 
2003, EvalVid, for MPEG-4 trace file construction from real (non adaptive) media files, 
enabling easy creation of streaming traffic generation in real networks. Ke [Ke04] had 
interfaced EvalVid to ns-2 in 2004, so that similar results could be simulated instead. 
Combined with the simple VBR rate controller of Hamdi et al. [HRR97], the hypothesis 
evolving from intuition was the following: 
• If the Hamdi VBR rate controller would work in a modified version including rate 
adaptive leaky bucket rate, and 
• GOP sized rate adjustment periods21 were sufficient for the P-AQM system, 
• then a pre-processing phase of multiple fixed quantizer scale encodings of the same 
media file would create a set of trace files that would support the construction of a rate 
controller running at simulation time. 
21. which is typically one decade larger periods compared to the periods of 40 ms used in Paper B 
and C (in Paper D they are dynamically adjusted to be always larger than RTT).
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time would be way too CPU demanding. In fact, if this would work out, a large set of rate 
adaptive media sources could be simulated over complex ns-2 network structures on a sin-
gle computer. 
The creation of Evalvid-RA builds on modifications to the original software of Klaue and 
Ke. The main modification to EvalVid was that the re-assembly post process program had 
to take into account that multiple MPEG-4 source files (up to 30) would contribute to the 
single received file. The main modification to the ns-2 interface was the corresponding 
multiple trace file inputs, and the associated VBR rate controller based on SVBR by 
Hamdi et al. 
This paper [LK07] presents and explains the architecture of Evalvid-RA, and shows sim-
ulation results proving it works as anticipated. To make the toolset even more attractive, 
an interface to TFRC congestion control was implemented in addition to the P-AQM 
interface. The paper presents results for both of them. 
The main contribution if this paper is to show the novel simulation architecture for quan-
tization scale rate adaptive video system, its performance, and also show some simulation 
cases using this toolset. These cases show e.g. that interfacing a VBR rate controller to 
TFRC is a challenge: the TFRC sender buffering delay might become significant because 
of conflicting behavior of the variable VBR rate and the smooth sending rate of TFRC. P-
AQM on the other side transmits packets without any sender buffer, and thus eliminates 
any such delay. It is shown that the aggregate of VBR flows submitted to the network 
without any sender buffer creates traffic characteristics almost free of any LRD. Thus the 
paper proves that Lemma 1 of this thesis also holds for rate adaptive media. This is the 
main reason why it is possible to achieve low packet delay and loss at high link utilization 
for rate adaptive media flows. Results are given as PSNR and MOS scores. The final 
results show also that the VBR rate control gives statistical multiplexing gain when used 
with P-AQM.
5.4.6 Paper F
Title: P-AQM: low-delay max-min fairness streaming of scalable real-time CBR and VBR 
media
Author: Arne Lie
Published in Proc. of IASTED EuroIMSA, Innsbruck, 17–19 March 2008.
The last paper [Lie08] has the following contributions: (i) it gives the control theoretical 
stability criterion for the complete outer loop feedback chain (Paper B and C did only pro-
vide stability analysis of the “inner” local loop), (ii) introduces the “ERF” signaling 
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why P-AQM provides global max-min fairness, proved by GFC-2 [Sim94] network sim-
ulations. The stability analysis is based on fluid flow approximation and the usage of 
classical Bode and Nyquist stability criteria. Extensive ns-2 simulations with rate adaptive 
CBR and VBR media flows are included, and mixed with TCP flows where found appro-
priate. The end-to-end performance as a function of RTT, number of flows, and link 
capacity is shown. The P-AQM max-min tests in GFC-2 network scenario are compared 
to corresponding TFRC tests, showing that the added network intelligence gives signifi-
cant improvement in end-to-end delay control and bandwidth sharing.
All VBR media flows are created and controlled with the Evalvid-RA toolset (in this 
paper Evalvid-RA is used only to create correct traffic characteristics, it is not used to cal-
culate received PSNR of the media flows as in Paper E). The paper is thus the final 
contribution, showing the suitability of P-AQM of proving a practical architecture for fair 
bandwidth sharing in a common best effort class for both elastic and real-time constrained 
flows. The link utilization is generally close to 100%, and packet drops occur only at 
epochs having significant change in the number of active flows. The claim of decreased 
network delay at higher link bandwidths, as envisioned in Chapter 5.1.1, was verified to 
hold by simulation experiments.
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6
Concluding remarks and future work
I never think of the future — it comes soon enough. 
Albert Einstein — US (German-born) physicist (1879–1955) 
6.1 The P-AQM solution — discussion and open issues
6.1.1 P-AQM benefits
The included papers in this thesis have shown that the P-AQM added network intelligence 
gives improved control of rate adaptation, network latency, and bandwidth fair sharing, 
compared to pure end-to-end regimes like TFRC. However, even TFRC is shown to ben-
efit from the minor added network intelligence of ECN (Paper E). The steady aggregated 
media rates of CBR and/or VBR rate controlled media shows no or limited LRD (Paper 
E), and thus high link utilization with low router queue backlog is possible. The five 
requirements set forth in Chapter 4.4.2 is fulfilled. 
As link capacities increase in the future, these delays will continue to decrease, even at 
full link utilization. However, this might not be the case for legacy FIFO routers, since 
they are often dimensioned with at least 200ms or so queuing capacity (BDP dimen-
sioned, assuming 200ms average RTT of its flows), regardless of capacity [VS94]. Others 
have recently argued for a significant reduction in the buffer sizing [AKM04, AR06]. Oth-
ers again is pointing out that networks using small buffers could obtain high link 
utilization, but not without the cost of high loss rates, and thus a high degree of retrans-
missions of TCP traffic [DJD05]. Thus, the design rules are still a bit ambiguous, and the 
incentive of using dedicated decoupled smaller buffers for real-time traffic, as in the pro-
posed P-AQM architecture, should still hold.
It must be noted that, unlike e.g. the ATM ABR approaches [LMR97] and SAVE [SR01], 
the P-AQM system does not support an initial rate request from the sources. This is delib-
erately. E.g., if a 100 Mbit/s link is shared by 100 VBR and 100 TCP long lived flows, and 71
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500 kbit/s each (i.e. the TCP queue is granted 50 Mbit/s output capacity, and the TCP con-
gestion control mechanism will then try to utilize this capacity at its best). The VBR flows 
can however, unlike long-lived TCP flows, be self-limited, meaning that their maximum 
output bit rate is below their fair network share. If half of the VBR flows are high-quality 
100 kbit/s VoIP flows, and the rest is high-quality 2 Mbit/s video flows, the VoIP will be 
granted its maximum value (100 kbit/s) while the video flows will get 900 kbit/s each (50 
x 100 kbit/s + 50 x 900 kbit/s = 50 Mbit/s). This is in agreement with the best-effort Inter-
net principles, where all flows have equal right for bandwidth resources. If the video flows 
in this example require less than 900 kbit/s on average, the TCP flows would achieve 
more than its fair share of 50 Mbit/s as in this example (the Round Robin scheduler will 
transfer excess bandwidth to the other queue if the queue destined for transmission is emp-
tied). To conclude, there is no need for the media flows to require a specific bit rate: the 
network will either tell the source after session start-up that its fair share is above its own 
upper requirement, which is fine, or that it is below, forcing the media sources to apply 
rate adaptation mechanisms. 
6.1.2 Future tests
In the final two papers of this thesis (Paper E and F), the P-AQM design was tested with 
a rate controller using the video quantizer scale as measure for rate adaptation. This was 
not accidental: the design of P-AQM, and also RL-QoS, was based on the assumption of 
a possible fine grained rate control. If FGS rate control of pre-stored video should ever 
become commercial available, even finer rate steps would be possible. What is not tested 
in this thesis is P-AQMs performance with multirate encoding and traditionally MPEG 
layered encoding. These solutions will provide much coarser rate control steps, making it 
much more difficult to obtain high link utilization without experience significant packet 
loss. The local source rate controllers of such regimes should be much more conservative 
and only step up their rate if having a margin to the feedback rate seen over a significant 
time period, e.g. several seconds. It is envisioned that such a “hysteresis” should enable a 
robust control of multirate and layered rate adaptive sources within the P-AQM regime.
6.1.3 Dead ends
The lack of VBR traffic correlation at large time scales ended the initial ideas of enhanc-
ing the P-AQM further with forecasting capabilities, e.g. using Kalman filtering. It was 
also discovered that Gao et al. [GHH02] already had proposed a predictive AQM in 2002 
utilizing elastic TCP traffic self-similarities.
It was envisioned in Paper A that feedback signaling once per 5 ms was practical, as this 
would also enable very fast RL-QoS network reaction responses. Later, on the P-AQM 
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that rate change should happen at time scales equal or above the RTT of the flows. How-
ever, when introducing real video traffic in Paper E and F, it became clear that the rate 
update frequency should also be correlated to the GOP sizes of the media traffic. More on 
this in the following section.
6.1.4 Open issues and implementation limitations
Another less explored issue is P-AQM’s robustness to varying video GOP sizes. It is a 
known fact that long GOP sizes increases the coding efficiency at the cost of increasing 
packet loss vulnerability. The general rule is therefore to use long GOP sizes only when 
transmitting media over reliable channels. Even though the P-AQM design can ensure low 
packet drop ratios, error prone wireless links on the path can be a challenge. Also, during 
the work on Paper E and F it became clear that the network feedback period should at least 
be as high as the average GOP size of the video sources contributing to the traffic aggre-
gate. If this was not the case, the P-AQM queue could start to oscillate. This vulnerability 
was more evident in small aggregates than in larger aggregates. Within the open Internet, 
it would be out of the question to make end user requirements constraining the maximum 
GOP size allowed. Still, one could recommend to use GOP sizes for streaming media in 
the order of half a second to minimize the artifacts due to packet loss, and to stabilize its 
bandwidth occupancy. Future work should anyway explore the remedies and 
workarounds, to increase the P-AQM’s robustness to GOP size variations. One solution 
could be to accept short GOP streams directly into the network, while long GOP streams 
must pass through a transmit traffic shaping buffer. This should create an incentive for 
interactive media deployment to use short GOPs.
It should also be mentioned that the last P-AQM variant, the P-AQM+ERF published in 
Paper F, is currently implemented in ns-2 using the same explicit signaling system as P-
AQM+ECF. I.e. it uses ICMP Source Quench packets to directly signal the congestion 
state. However, the very same performance would result from updating this congestion 
state “in-band” in the packet headers at downstream P-AQM routers. In both systems, it 
is the lowest resulting bandwidth that will guide the rate control algorithm at the source. 
The only difference would be that in the ICMP SQ case, the feedback signal will arrive 
somewhat earlier. Using one ICMP SQ packet per congestion period is however a fragile 
operation: if that packet is lost, the congestion signal update will have to wait until the 
next period. In the in-band solution, all packets per feedback period will be tagged with 
the same congestion level (i.e. the ERF absolute bandwidth), which should make this 
method more robust. E.g. in a two-way communication session, this feedback signal can 
be “piggy-backed” in the reverse flow packets. Another limitation in the current imple-
mentation of P-AQM+ERF is that the possibility of probing the network with one packet 
before starting the video flow is not yet utilized. This possibility would be available if 
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edge packet from the destination before deciding the initial video rate. In the simulations 
performed in Paper F, all video flows start with 1.0 Mbit/s initial rate, which causes the 
congested router to significant packet losses before the first feedback signal is received at 
the sources. This limitation does not have any effect on the steady state performance, 
though.
6.1.5 The fair queuing round robin scheduler
In P-AQM, the rate adaptive media flows (as well-behaved UDP flows) are granted 
shorter delay, but without being granted more bandwidth, compared to the elastic flows. 
Actually, the bandwidth sharing between the TCP queue and the UDP queue is divided 
based on an estimate of the number of long-lived flows ratio. This scheduling is in the 
responsibility of the fair queuing round robin scheduler of the P-AQM architecture, see 
Figure 5.3. This scheduler should weight the outgoing capacity granted per queue based 
on packet sizes, i.e. counted in bytes and not packets. This work has not yet been finalized, 
as the current version is still packet oriented. The correct balancing has been created by a 
work-around that calculates the packet size averages over several seconds. Future work 
should thus include the implementation of a true byte oriented round robin scheduler.
The estimation of the number of flows is another issue of improvements. There exist some 
approaches of low-complexity flow number estimation, such as the zombie method of 
SRED (Stabilized RED) [OLW99]. Actually, this method was tried out in an early P-AQM 
prototype, but (ironically) found difficult to stabilize. Thus, the method chosen was the 
more direct one of keeping track of active flow tuples (IP address source and destination, 
port numbers and protocol type) in a state table, and flagging flows as inactive after some 
seconds of no activity. The advent of P-AQM+ERF opens the possibility of exchanging 
the UDP flow counting with its implicit estimation method.
6.2 Deployment issues
Two of the challenges for interactive real-time services over best effort Internet are end-
to-end delay control and fair long distance bandwidth occupancy. The longer distance, the 
more link hops, the more router queue delays, and the longer the RTT. Due to the inherent 
proportional fairness of TCP and TFRC congestion control, i.e. its RTT dependency, long 
TCP and TFRC flows generally get smaller bandwidth shares than short flows. Long 
flows also have greater probability of seeing multiple bottlenecks. The future Internet, 
with significant increased access and core link capacities, will make over-provisioning 
more probable, and thus both capacity and delay problems would diminish. However, as 
links capacities continue to grow, the advent of new capacity hungry applications seems 
to find their way into the arena, consuming the excess bandwidth capacity being present 
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AQM, would enable a platform where graceful degradation of perceived quality would 
be supported, avoiding the sudden media application drop-outs commonly experienced 
today. 
Still, there are a couple of questions to be asked and answered before seeing such an intel-
ligent Internet: (i) how should it be deployed, and (ii) how to ensure it is scalable? P-AQM 
routers could be deployed gradually because they do not change any mechanism already 
present with legacy FIFO or RED routers. The TCP flows would be treated as in a RED 
router: congestion is signaled by packet dropping or packet ECN marking. The TCP 
queue should also carry all other packets except RTP, UDP and other traffic having a 
media payload, which should be destined the UDP queue. The use of the TOS field could 
of course assist in this operation. This means that protocols such as DCCP/TFRC, 
DCCP/TPC-like, and SCTP should be routed through the TCP queue, where it would ben-
efit from ECN tagging if the flows allow it. TFRC flows would in this case experience 
similar treatment as in legacy FIFO or RED routers. TFRC over P-AQM routers is briefly 
tested in ns-2, verifying the latter statements (unpublished work). In the P-AQM+ECF 
regime, the UDP queue should also carry P-AQM’s ICMP SQ and echo packets. It might 
be necessary to bring an incentive to convince streaming media implementors to apply 
rate adaption. Choking ill-behaving high-rate flows can be one such remedy: see last para-
graph in this subchapter in how P-AQM can assist here. Nevertheless, the acceptance of 
the rate adaptive P-AQM tools could happen gradually.
On the question of scalability, the main concern is the signaling traffic. The P-AQM+ECF 
regime submits ICMP SQ packets periodically from each P-AQM router. The minimum 
signaling event frequency is typically twice per second. Even if the ICMP SQ packets are 
small (64 bytes), they would create some traffic: if sent each 500 ms (which also is the 
typical time scale of network media GOPs), and the average flow travels through five P-
AQM routers, each media flow would generate a feedback signaling traffic of 
 bit/s. This might seem as a significant number for low-rate 
VoIP connections, while it will constitute a marginal increase in bandwidth consumption 
for videoconferencing and VoD applications. The P-AQM+ERF regime with end-to-end 
signaling only will on the other hand produce lower signaling traffic (and independent of 
the number of hops), and at the same time reducing the complexity of the P-AQM router 
itself. The latter is due to that there will be no need for the router to keep track of each 
flows source address, in order to reach them with the ICMP SQ and echo packets. P-
AQM+ERF also avoids the potential problem of Firewalls preventing ICMP traffic.
It could be questioned if P-AQM+ECF and ERF aware media packets should be tagged 
by the sources for the router to recognize them unambiguously, e.g. using the IP TOS 
field. Tagging would also assist the routers in identifying non-responsive media traffic. 
Although ill-behaving sources were not tested in any of the published papers, the topic 
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part of the Evalvid-RA package at www.item.ntnu.no/~arnelie/Evalvid-
RA.htm, has an unpublished method implemented to find such sources, based on the 
strike method of FRED [LM97]. However, as [Bou06] and others claim, such functional-
ity should perhaps not be a task of AQMs, but rather of Firewalls or other service filtering 
nodes. Others might disagree, as already discussed in subchapter 5.2.1. In fact, AQM 
regimes such as RED and legacy FIFO routers are very vulnerable to ill-behaving sources, 
which can grab all available capacity. AQMs such as CHOKe [PPP00] is special designed 
to starve ill-behaving sources. In P-AQM, without the strike method implemented, a typ-
ical few but high-bit-rate UDP based ill-behaving sources could grab all available UDP-
queue capacity. However, due to the round robin scheduler (see Figure 5.3), the TCP 
queue will still be granted its fair share of capacity, due to the flow count bandwidth share.
6.3 What about multicasting?
The thesis work has addressed unicast streaming only, and two-way interactive commu-
nication in particular. Rate control of multicast streaming has been a research topic of its 
own during the last decade. Of the most promising candidates are layered multicast
[MJV96, VCR98, Joh99, Joh02], in where layered video is submitted in separate multi-
cast groups, and in which the multicast receivers join only the groups they currently have 
the resources to successfully receive and consume. If conditions change to the worse, they 
simply leave the group submitting the highest layer. 
P-AQM routers can of course be part of such a layered multicast streaming network. The 
P-AQM+ECF approach with feedback signaling from each router could however also 
support the multicast tree directly, if the P-AQM router is serving as the multicast tree root 
(i.e. the first split of packets). This could e.g. be in a WebTV/IPTV distribution chain, 
where several co-located adaptive sources feed traffic towards an Internet P-AQM ingress 
router. 
6.4 More error resilience?
Error resilient media decoding is a complete research area of its own [FXZH00, LZYZ05, 
TABM05, HR03]. Not surprisingly, its capabilities are highly dependent on the way 
media is encoded and packetized, and the statistics of the packet loss process. In general, 
the more robust the media is prepared for packet loss, the lower is the resulting coding 
efficiency. This means that an error free channel efficiency will be best when the media is 
encoded without error resilience tools, while an error prone channel efficiency will be best 
when the media is encoded with error resilience tools. The H.264/AVC is the current state-
of-the-art video codec in coding efficiency, but also in available error resilient tools. In 
addition, the new SVC (H.264/AVC Annex G) added to this standard makes it a compel-
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channels: decoding is robust both in situations where packets are lost due to bad wireless 
signal quality, and also due to packet loss as a consequence of varying capacity. As a con-
sequence, SVC combined with the AVC error resilient tools can deliver high perceived 
quality also in the presence of high percentage of packet loss due to congestion in wired 
networks: it is robust to sudden severe packet loss, and can then adapt to available capac-
ity and avoid future packet losses. Using the somewhat complex flexible macro block 
ordering, packet loss up to 30% is reported (AVC) to give PSNR values above 30dB, a 8 
dB loss compared to 0% loss, which again had only 1dB penalty compared to encoding 
without these error resilient tools [TABM05]. Appendix B gives the ideas behind “2D 
Interlaced” video which may gain similar error resilience with a completely different low-
complexity algorithm, but presumably with lower coding efficiency.
To conclude, in the future, the media flows can be transported with significant packet loss 
without loosing too much fidelity. Correspondingly, AQM routers operating point can 
accept some more packet loss at the gain of somewhat more aggressive link utilization. 
Nevertheless, the need for rate adaptation will be the best option for graceful degradation 
and minimization of the performance loss. 
6.5 Future Internet
This thesis has developed the new router design P-AQM to support low-latency and band-
width fair media rate control within the best effort Internet paradigm. Its performance has 
been compared to the pure end-to-end designed TFRC that runs over legacy FIFO routers. 
As the results show in Part II, P-AQM has clear performance benefits. This comes at the 
cost of added router and signaling complexity. Throughout the work, however, this added 
complexity has been sought held at a minimum level, to meet scalability requirements. 
Many have argued that the success of the Internet has been simplicity and scalability. At 
the same time, many also argue that the successful Internet architecture must soon be 
modified to meet future services requirements. “FIRE” — Future Internet Research and 
Experimentation expert group, writes in 2007 at 
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/fire/:
“Many networking researchers around the world have identified emerging limita-
tions of the current Internet architecture and agree that it is time for research to take 
a long term view and to reconsider the basic architecture of the Internet, to see if 
any improvement can be identified, even if it does not appear to be backward-com-
patible at a first glance.”
In fact, EU Frame Program Seven (FP7) is challenging researchers in 2007 to come up 
with “new communication and networking paradigms”. In light of this focus shift, a thesis 
addressing added network intelligence does not seem as unorthodox as it might have been 
78 6   Concluding remarks and future workperceived only a few years back. It is in the author’s hopes and wishes that at least parts 
of the architectures and tools invented during this thesis work could support, at least moti-
vate, the ongoing development process, whatever the future multimedia tolerant Internet 
and service dedicated networks eventually will look like.
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Abstract
The support for low latency high throughput IP networks for multimedia streaming is 
today very limited. This paper shows that in high-capacity Gbps IP networks, 
RTP/UDP/IP packets of 1500 bytes/packet will achieve extremely low queuing latency 
(<10ms) and still utilize the network capacity almost 100%. A router must implement a 
low-complexity algorithm that monitors the queue length and the rate of change of queue 
length. By sending this information to neighboring routers and hosts, the traffic can be 
dynamically controlled to achieve the desired balanced throughput and latency. The only 
traffic needing QoS controlled channels are these low-rate control messages. The video 
streams are assumed to include error resilient coding in order to cope with packet losses 
up to 15% of the stream, alternatively to scale down the output data rate with the same 
factor.
The low latency of this network makes it a very promising network candidate for Collab-
orative Virtual Environments such as Distributed Multimedia Plays, where distributed 
musicians and actors can practice and perform live concerts and theatre, provided total 
latency do not exceed 10ms.
1. Introduction
Basic IP packet switching networks support the “best effort” philosophy, and do not give 
any Quality of Service (QoS) guarantee. However, extended with schemes like IntServ or 
DiffServ (see below) the QoS can be controlled. A network providing QoS guarantee is 
ATM. ATM uses cell (packet) switching, and virtual circuits. MPLS in turn, with its label 
switching principle, guarantees QoS by offering traffic classes and resource reservation 97
98 Paper A(RSVP-TE or LDP), and is more flexible than ATM when interconnecting other networks 
through the multi-protocol encapsulation principle.
1.1 Quality Of Service Control In IP Networks
Distributed Multimedia Plays (DMP) by Rønningen [1], i.e. Collaborative Virtual Envi-
ronments for musicians, in some cases requires delays as low as 10 ms for audio and 20 
ms for video. During a collaborative session (see Figure 1), the requirements may vary, 
and an adaptive QoS scheme is needed. We will in this paper focus on controlling the end-
to-end delays, and at the same time obtain high resource utilization. Coding schemes shall 
be adaptive and designed so that artifacts from packet drop/loss are minimized. The spa-
tial and temporal resolution as well as the service profile shall be dynamically scalable, 
based on traffic measurements in the network.
1.2 IntServ, DiffServ, and traffic shaping
IntServ (Braden et al. [2] and Wroclawski [3]) guarantees the QoS level through per-flow 
resource reservation (RSVP) and admission control. The drawbacks of IntServ are that it 
is not very flexible, and that the overhead traffic becomes large in large networks. As an 
evolution from IntServ, IETF designed the DiffServ (Li et al. [4]) that builds upon priority 










Visual elementary  
stream 
Audio elementary  
stream 
Figure 1 One host site of Distributed Multimedia Plays showing visual and audio streams. Each 
elementary stream gets its unique RTP/UDP/IP packet stream. The collaboration between 
musicians requires a maximum latency of 10ms.
2.  System description 99according to priority, and routers use this to put the packets into the right outgoing priority 
queues. Traffic shaping (Rønningen [5]) is a principle used to control traffic streams 
through controlling the mean value and variance of packet rates. Queuing, dropping and 
content downscaling are used as control mechanisms.
1.3 How much Traffic Control is needed?
In IP networks, it can be shown that with short packets and high link capacity the utiliza-
tion can approach 100%, and the absolute delays can be measured in microseconds (see 
below). This result was recognized by the designers of ATM, where the link capacity is 
156 Mbps and the cell length is 53 bytes. The same rationale has been used for satellite 
TDM multiplexes, where the channel capacity can be 40 Mbps and the transport packets 
are 188 bytes plus error correction bytes. 
The outgoing link and packet queue of an IP router has been simulated. The simulation 
shows that with increasing link capacity, the utilization of the link can be close to 100% 
and the delay kept at an acceptable level, which is about 10 ms for Distributed Multimedia 
Plays [1]. Further, 1Gbps IP networks will only need some sort of admission control and 
a packet drop mechanism based on the link utilization when it approaches 100%. 
2. System description
The system to be studied shall support adaptive multimedia applications like Distributed 
Multimedia Plays. To reduce the basic data rate generated from a scene, it is assumed that 
video and sound objects can be tracked and captured in real time. Each object is treated 
as an entity with its private RTP/UDP/IP traffic stream. There will always be a depen-
dency between streams, but the aim is to reduce this to a minimum. Adaptive compression 
will be performed within each object, and not between objects. Scene description is 
according to MPEG-4 (BIFS). The synchronization and multiplexing as defined in 
MPEG-4 are entirely handled by the RTP/UDP/IP combined header (Kikuchi et al. [6]). 
Setup and release of services can when needed be handled by the RTSP protocol. A QoS 
management entity will implement the RTP/UDP/IP protocols, traffic control, transport 
and routing.
2.1 Proposed Traffic Control And Encoding
The following network characteristics have been chosen: Host link capacity Ch=30Mbps 
(~HDTV), router link capacity Cr=1Gbps, and IP packet length L=1500 bytes. Thus, one 
user can never saturate the core network alone.
Three traffic classes are defined:
100 Paper A• TC1 (highest priority): uses reservation, either with IntServ or DiffServ with RSVP. Up 
to about 10% of the total capacity could be assigned to TC1. The overhead traffic from 
IntServ would give a small load.
• TC2 (medium priority): This class is for the rate adaptive media flows. The TC2 traffic 
load triggers feedback “scale-message” (scale-msg), sent to neighbor sources (scale-
msg sent in class TC1). The aim is to ask traffic sources to scale down their traffic, and 
to send “admission denied” to hosts. In addition, when queue lengths exceed a certain 
number, packets will be dropped. In the host, every other 2, 4, 8, 16,… packets can be 
dropped. In the routers a large number of streams are merged. It may not be necessary 
to check which packets to drop: just drop the arriving packet when the queue length 
exceeds a certain value. The following video coding scheme is introduced at the source 
host: vertical and horizontal “interlace” coding of objects, and interpolation in the 
receiver when there are lost packets (see section 2.3). 
• TC3 (lowest priority): Best effort class, for elastic file transfers, where delay is not 
critical.
In order to implement the TC2 traffic class, the following algorithm is proposed and must 
be performed periodic. The prediction of queue-lengths is performed using time series 
analysis, with exponential smoothing. At interval time points i (in the simulations every 
1 ms), each router and host do the following:
• measure the queue length 
• calculate weighted mean , (1) 
where  are weights, decreasing exponentially backwards in time i.
• calculate the growth rate (2)
• if the queue length has become too large (> ), then drop the packets from selected 
streams according to the rule described above.
After n measurements (in simulations n =5), routers and hosts
• form the sum (3)
• read incoming scale-msg
• calculate the metric for scale-msg, i.e. the relative number 
(4) 
where j is a router or host and  and  are constants
• if  (to prevent sending scale-msg when there is no need for it), send scale-
msg( ) to all neighbor sources of router j
• if an edge router: inform hosts if admission is denied for a the next period of length n 
when predicted queue length > 
2.2 Protocols
For setup and release of channels, the RTSP protocol is applied. For transport of multime-
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3.  Simulation models and the M/D/1 queue 101parameters needed. The QoS management entity in hosts and routers (hardware) must 
process the RTP/UDP/IP headers as one header (performance/implementation aspect). 
This header implements all synchronization, timing and multiplexing similar to that spec-
ified by MPEG-4 [6].
The following fields are included in the common header:
• RTP: Version, Payload type, Sequence number, Timestamp, and synchronization 
source (plus a few more).
• UDP: Source port, Destination port, Length, and Checksum.
• IPv6: Version, Class, Flow label, Payload length, Next header, Hop limit, Source IP 
address, and Destination IP address.
The Sequence number and the synchronization source number are used to uniquely iden-
tify each object stream. 
2.3 MPEG-4 Scenes, Objects, and Encoding of Video and Sound
In a fully implemented MPEG-4 Distributed Multimedia Plays, the scenes must have live 
object texture segmentation (e.g. using blue-screen), each object e.g. being either a musi-
cian or a static scene object. The video capture may include 2D interlacing (both in 
horizontal and vertical directions, in contrast to ordinary even/odd lines), to enable easy 
interpolation of missing frames in the decoder. A minimum requirement is to add error 
resilient mechanisms as provided by the MPEG-4 standard to enable graceful degradation 
of visual and audio streams on packet loss. The benefits of using object segmented scene, 
rather than conventional rectangular video, is that each stream will be more robust to 
packet losses, and give a lower total data rate.
Thus, each such object stream (called elementary stream in MPEG-4) will be transmitted 
as independent RTP/UDP/IP packets (i.e. not using the flex-mux tool of MPEG-4 DMIF 
layer), see Figure 1. In this way, each stream will be almost statistically independent, and 
the merging of these streams will give a negative exponential distribution of inter-arrival 
times. This simplifies calculations and simulation modelling.
3. Simulation models and the M/D/1 queue
The theoretical M/D/1 queuing model can be shown to be a good approximation for 
describing an output link and its queue of a router. This is true when the packet length and 
the link capacity are constants. The total input stream approaches “Markovian”, that is, 
the inter-arrival time distribution approaches the negative exponential distribution when 
a large number of small, independent streams merge.
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 The simulated network consists of 32 source hosts and three routers each with 16 I/O 
links, connected to other routers and a number of destination hosts. The 32 source hosts 
are modelled with two traffic generators. One generator feeds the host queue (named 
SourceHost1 in Figure 2), and the second feeds the edge router directly, aggregating the 
total traffic from 31 hosts and a number of routers (RouterGenerator1). Two other traffic 
generators feed the other two routers, aggregating the traffic from other routers. The three 
routers are modelled as a series of M/D/1 queues. 
In order to use IP packets of 1500 bytes lengths, and to obtain an end-to-end delay of less 
than 10 ms for a small percentage of the packets, the host links have a capacity of 30Mbps 
(which is sufficient for HDTV, DV, or 3D MPEG-4 object streams), and the links between 
the routers in the network have a capacity of 1 Gbps. 
The SourceHost1 traffic generator generates packets with inter-arrival times drawn from 
a negative exponential distribution. The traffic generators for R1, R2, and R3 use the same 
type of generator. All packets from RouterGenerator1 are routed out into the cloud 
(Dest1) after arrival at R1. The same principle applies for RouterGenerator2 and 3. Pack-
ets from SourceHost1 are the only packets that pass through all five queues. Scale-msg is 
sent from router , backwards to routers and hosts that give direct input to 
router j. It is assumed that an advanced routing algorithm distributes the traffic adaptively 
on several “best” routes. Since scale-msgs have the highest priority (TC1 traffic class) and 
are sent periodic, this transfer delay is neglected, and in the simulations global variables 
are just set to regulate input traffic. An entity Scaler(j) is activated each 1 ms to perform 
the measurements and prediction calculations (eq. (1) and (2) presented in section 2.1). 
Each 5 ms a scale-msg( ) is sent back to the sources as indicated in Figure 2. The traf-
fic generators simulate scaling of both MPEG “profile” and “level” by just terminating 
packets before they enter any queue, according to the parameters of the scale-msgs. 
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Figure 2 Traffic model showing the primary traffic and the traffic control messages (scale-msg), 
the latter showed with dashed lines.
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3.  Simulation models and the M/D/1 queue 1033.1 Simulation of a Single M/D/1 Queue
With a traditional non-adaptive video/audio encoder it was assumed that about 0.2% of 
the multimedia content could be missing at the receiver at rendering time without giving 
noticeable artifacts. This means that 0.2% of the packets can have delays higher than 10 
ms. The inter-arrival time of packets to the queue was drawn from a negative exponential 
distribution (to give the Markovian characteristics). The mean inter-arrival time was 
adjusted to give the link utilization numbers as shown in Table 1.
When Cr = 1 Mbps, all packets are delayed at least 12 ms (transmission latency alone), 
and this is not usable for DMP audio. With Cr =10 Mbps, about 0.2% of all packets have 
delays larger than 10 ms at a link utilization of 65%. With Cr = 30 Mbps, about 0.2% of 
all packets have delays larger than 10 ms at a link utilization of 87%. With Cr = 1 Gbps, 
about 0.2% of packets have delays larger than 10 ms, at a link utilization of 99.98%! With 
C = 30 Gbps, the maximum delay was 800 microseconds at a link utilization of 99.986%.
The simulation shows that with increasing link capacity, the utilization of the link can be 
close to 100% and the delay kept at an acceptable level.
3.2 Simulation of the Network in Figure 2 with Traffic Controls
The traffic control signals as proposed in section 2.1 were implemented in hosts and rout-
ers. The SourceHost1 queue rejects new packet arrivals when there are eight packets in 
queue. The corresponding figure for the routers is 200. (This figures were selected after 
some experimentation.) The inter-arrival times of packets into host and routers were set 
high enough to overload the network, i.e. 200 microseconds for the host and 8 microsec-
onds for the routers. It is assumed that the sources are scalable, i.e. that the visual and/or 
audio bit rates can be adjusted by altering compression efficiency and/or sampling rate. 
However, the traffic controls simulated behaved nicely, and even if the link utilization for 
routers became 100% and for hosts 92%, all packets showed a delay of less than 10 ms 
(see Figure 3). 
Table 1 Simulated delay and utilization vs. link capacity for a single M/D/1 queue. 
Packet length = 1500 bytes
Link capacity Cr 10 Mbps 30 Mbps 1 Gbps 1 Gbps 30 Gbps
Link utilization 64.8% 87.0% 98.98% 99.98% 99.986%
Mean delay 2.31 ms 1.76 ms 0.52 ms 5.52 ms 0.462 ms
Delay > 10ms 0.223%  0.236% 0.00% 0.186% 0.00%
104 Paper AThe traffic stream into R3 consists of 32 sub-streams merged together randomly. E.g., 
from stream number 20, only 0.3% of the packets was dropped on arrival at destination. 
For SourceHost1, the total number of packets generated during simulation were 19804, 
and 2470 were dropped in host queue 1, which is 12.5%. This means that the source 
should scale down its rate by 12.5% in order to avoid packet losses before entering the 
core network. 3.75% of the packets transferred from the source host to the destination host 
used more than 8 ms. All packets in the simulation used less than 10 ms.















































































Figure 4 Simulated probability density function of the packet delay of total system, from input to 
SourceHost1 to output of DestinationHost1.
4.  Conclusions 1054. Conclusions
The proposed traffic control and network architecture have been modelled and simulated, 
and performs as expected. The most important results are:
• With the controls and capacities as specified, the link channel utilization between rout-
ers can approach 100%, and the time delay can be guaranteed (here less than 10 ms).
• In the source host, 12.5% of the packets had to be dropped due to exceeded maximum 
queue length. In this case it is absolutely necessary to code in a way that guarantees 
graceful degradation. Adaptive coding, 2D interlace, error resilience, or other schemes 
should be investigated. If 2D interlacing is being used, packets are dropped every other, 
every fourths, every eighths, and so on, to support interpolation in the receiver. 
• Regarding routers and dropping of packets, it might be satisfactory just to drop packets 
when the queue lengths become too large. However, we assume that intelligent sorting 
and dropping might be necessary, and then routers have to check the whole 
RTP/UDP/IP header.
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Abstract
This paper presents an Active Queue Management (AQM) design based on a Propor-
tional control system, which is shown to provide good conditions for rate adaptive real-
time applications. Simulation results show that rate adaptive media sources over 
RTP/UDP achieve aggregate core link utilization in the region 97.5–99.9%, with con-
trolled delay and stochastic packet drop in the region 0.1–1.3% per node. In addition, 
individually streaming media traffic is balanced fairly and stable in the congested net-
work.
1. Introduction
1.1 Related work on optimizing TCP and UDP throughput
Active Queue Management (AQM) aims to optimize the network throughput of TCP con-
nections by either random packet drop or packet marking, based on a congestion cost 
function. AQM is processed in routers and gateways. RED [1] is the best known AQM 
where incoming packets are randomly dropped with a probability based on a cost function 
of average queue length. ECN [2], now an IETF approved standard, is a technique where 
packets are marked by a RED enabled routers, instead of dropped. The destination node 
signals the ECN marking back to the source which acts accordingly. ECN gains higher 
TCP throughput than RED with dropping mainly because the number of retransmissions 
are lowered. Due to the direct coupling of traffic load and queuing delay in RED, both 
packet drop or marking probability and packet delay will increase on increasing traffic 109
110 Paper Bload. Also, the response time of RED on traffic load transients is quite slow and sluggish 
[3]. Therefore, in the recent years there has been research into how to design AQM algo-
rithms that provide a stable equilibrium steady state operating point, which in practice 
means controlled delay and high link utilization. It is shown that AQM fulfilling these cri-
teria can be designed based on classical control system approaches [3]–[5]. These 
proposals suggest modifications to RED enabled routers, or are completely new 
approaches. 
The Internet traffic has been dominated by elastic applications using TCP, but real-time 
streaming media over RTP/UDP has had large growth over the last years and is expected 
to continue growing [6]. AQM should therefore be designed also with these flows in 
mind. What is even more important, with the streaming media occupying more and more 
Internet best effort resources, it will cause TCP traffic to bandwidth starvation [9], if not 
rate adaption is deployed. 
Audiovisual traffic has been known for not being rate adaptive: the content is encoded 
(either live or off-line) into a specific quality giving one average bit rate (being either 
CBR—constant bit rate, or VBR—variable bit rate). It is argued that media applications 
should be rate adaptive for network resource utilization being fair [7][9]. The MPEG stan-
dards have had bit rate scalability as available functionality since MPEG-1, but this 
feature is implemented in limited scale by the vendors, due to efficiency issues. Recent 
research focuses now on Wavelet based transform video which provides much better scal-
ability qualities than the commonly used DCT based compression techniques. Interlaced 
techniques can also be used both for scalability and error resilience [10][13]. Other 
research focuses on how to jointly optimize media compression with congestion control 
and packet loss [8][9][11][12][13].
The main difference between elastic applications such as Web browsing, e-mailing and 
ftp downloads, and real-time streaming media, is that the former needs a transparent chan-
nel, while the latter needs a channel with controlled latency. Another important difference 
is bandwidth stability requirements. Based on this knowledge one can argue that elastic 
and real-time applications could share congested best effort capacity fairly if one finds a 
balanced way of doing it. In fact, ABE [14] is a queuing scheduling proposal that trades 
loss for latency in giving fairness to links carrying both TCP and UDP traffic. Another 
approach is to use measurement based admission control to gain high performance by lim-
iting the number of simultaneously allowed flows [15]. Ultimately, if leaving the best 
effort Internet, we have the IntServ and DiffServ QoS mechanisms for network resource 
reservation and prioritization, respectively. The latter two QoS techniques have been 
available as IETF standards for a decade with limited market deployment. One reason for 
this is that most users and applications tend to choose free best-effort services without 
having to care about costly QoS mechanisms, and providers hesitate in deploying com-
plex SLA solutions. 
2.  System Design 111There has been much recent focus on forcing UDP media sources to behave TCP-friendly 
in a best-effort packet switched network. Sender-driven adaption proposals include:
• TFRCP [18], which achieves very good TCP-friendliness, but suffer from low link uti-
lization. It uses acknowledgement of every UDP packet, and equation-based rate 
control [17].
• RAP [23] uses UDP packet acknowledgement and AIMD for rate control.
• LDA+ [20] uses RTP with RTCP feedback, and AIMD (additive increase, multiplica-
tive decrease) for rate control. LDA+ achieves fairness comparable with TFRCP and 
RAP.
• FEC based Multiple Description Coding [8][9], which transforms layered encoding 
into multiple streams of packets with equal importance, while using an AIMD rate 
adjustment policy.
Receiver-driven adaption includes RLM [25] and RLC [26], which use layered encoding 
and multiple multicast groups so clients can join the number of groups that fits its network 
and terminal capacity [30]. Finally we have transcoding-based solution such as codec fil-
ters [22], and perceived quality based adjustment policy such as QOAS (Quality Oriented 
Adaptation Scheme) [21]. 
1.2 Identified research topic — rate adaptive media using AQM
To the best of our knowledge, the AQM proposals have so far focused on TCP throughput. 
Rate adaptive streaming media research has not been considered taking advantage of 
AQM. The benefit potential of coupling AQM and media rate adaption is controlled 
packet delay and loss, high link utilization, and fast and fair rate adaption to traffic con-
gestion events. In this paper we present a method where rate adaptive media sources 
streamed over best effort Internet scale their bit rates based on metrics from our proposed 
AQM enabled network routers. We assume that the rate adaption uses spatial, temporal, 
and/or quality scalability in order to reach the desired bit rates. Chapter 2 gives the design 




Our proposed rate adaptive streaming media service over best effort Internet includes the 
following features and requirements:
1. AQM enabled network nodes, where statistical packet dropping take place at link 
congestion. 
112 Paper B2. “UDP fairness”: All streaming media flows are treated equally, with no priority of 
bandwidth greedy sources over low bandwidth sources. E.g., one 200kbit/s, one 
300kbit/s and one 500kbit/s source sharing a capacity of 600kbit/s link should be 
granted 200kbit/s each. If sharing a 800kbit/s link, the first source gets its 200kbit/s, 
while the latter two are granted 300kbit/s each. Flows are treated equally and indepen-
dent of number of hops.
3. TCP friendliness. The streaming media UDP flows should share available bandwidth 
with TCP sessions in a fair way. E.g., a congested link carrying 60% TCP and 40% 
UDP flows should in the long run carry 60% TCP and 40% UDP resources, 
respectively.
4. UDP bandwidth stability. Streaming media cannot normally produce stable perceived 
quality if the media sources are forced to directly copy TCP congestion behavior, i.e. 
additive increase, multiplicative decrease, with the same parameter values as common 
TCP implementations (e.g. TCP Reno). This is because the bandwidth oscillation 
under congestion is far too high. This oscillation should be brought down to much 
lower levels, while at the same time making sure that TCP friendliness is achieved in 
the long run.
5. Packet queuing delay should be controlled to low levels for UDP sources. Packet loss 
can be traded for latency. For TCP packets, priority should be given to low packet loss, 
e.g. by using ECN marking.
6. The congested link(s) should operate with high utilization. If dominated by UDP flows, 
the available capacity should be shared fairly and the aggregate bit rate having small 
oscillation and equal closely to that of the link capacity. 
It is clear that it is a tremendous task to balance all these requirements. Nevertheless, this 
paper aims at showing a solution focusing on feature 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. When it comes to 
TCP friendliness, it can be argued as in [9] that in the long run this can be achieved by 
finding suitable parameter pairs for the increase/decrease rate. It is left to follow-up work 
to prove this assertion. It is also left to further study how UDP and TCP can be given dif-
ferent treatment so that UDP have priority to low latency while TCP on low packet loss 
ratio. However, in this paper we assume that methods like ABE queue scheduling can be 
used for this discrimination [14], or that the AQM is using ECN marking of the TCP pack-
ets, and dropping of UDP packets.
2.2 System blocks overview
The proposed system design is based on two main functional blocks:
2.  System Design 1131. The AQM enabled routers based on a Propor-
tional controller.
2. The rate adaptive media source using explicit 
congestion feedback (ECF) parameters from 
the AQM nodes.
These two main blocks shall communicate as 
given by Figure 1. Each source may receive 
ECF reports from one or more AQM nodes. The 
AQM deployment can be done gradually. If a 
non-AQM node is congested, the rate adaption algorithm should be modified by RTCP 
reports in addition to the ECF reports.
2.2.1 Classical control system AQM
The development of this control system based AQM builds on earlier work where expo-
nential weighting of buffer queue sizes and queue size changes was used as cost function 
[11][12][13]. It was observed that the previous system did not achieve a stable equilibrium 
under stationary conditions. This motivated for developing a control system design 
alternative. 
The Proportional controller scaling the input traffic at every node is given by
(1)
where l is queue number, k is time index,  is the control signal deciding the probabil-
ity of dropping packet,  is output link capacity,  is estimated instantaneous input 
rate (before any stochastic packet dropping) at the end of period k,  is the proportional 
constant,  is the queue size equilibrium value, and  is the sampled queue size 
each period k. The max-term is added to enable the equation give correct values of excess 











Figure 1 The communication between 
AQM enabled router and the rate 
adaptive media source.
(EQ 1)
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Figure 2 The AQM based on the Proportional controller of (EQ 1). The incoming flow with rate 
 is exposed to random packet drop with probability . The packet drop 
probability is recalculated once every 1ms. Packets not dropped are put into queue (gray cells 
are occupied cells). If all cells are occupied, tail drop will result.
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114 Paper Bi.e. the value is truncated to lie in the region zero to one. This makes the feedback control 
system non-linear.
The control law (1)–(2) is the discretized result of a simple continuous-time Lyapunov 
analysis using the dynamic model
, (3)
and assuming . When  the queue is not controllable to the state . 
Consider the Lyapunov function candidate
. (4)
Its time derivative along solutions of systems (3) is
. (5)
Suppose first that  is not saturated. Inserting (1) for  in (5), we get
. (6)
Next, suppose . Then (1) implies , so from (5) we get
. (7)
Finally, suppose . Then (1) implies , so from (5) we get
. (8)
Therefore, we get in general that , for all . It now follows from standard 
results [27] that , and from (6) we see that the local convergence rate is propor-
tional to the feedback gain .
For input rate  estimation, an exponentially weighted filter using only the last 10 
samples of number of packets per 1ms period (i.e. filter window is 10ms) is used to rep-
resent the instantaneous input rate at every calculation of (1).
Important features of the AQM block are:
• The AQM is using stochastic packet dropping. The probability of not dropping pack-
ets, , is directly a measure of the node traffic load. E.g., if it is 0.9, then 10% of the 
packets in current period will be dropped on average. The second term in (1) makes 
sure that the queue size converges towards the equilibrium setting. 
• Due to the decoupling of stochastic dropping and queue length, the latency is con-
trolled to an equilibrium setting, regardless of traffic load at congestion. 
• When input rate to a specific output link is below capacity, the AQM equilibrium set 
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2.  System Design 1152.2.2 Explicit congestion feedback (ECF) and rate adaption
Not to be confused with Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)[2], explicit congestion 
feedback (ECF) is a novel approach for accurate traffic congestion measures brought back 
to UDP media sources for rate adaption. The ECF reports are sent periodically (termed 
“ECF period”) directly from the nodes on the path between sender and receiver. (An alter-
native approach could be to tag IPv6 extension headers with congestion parameters, and 
use end-to-end signaling such as RTCP.) The nodes need to keep track of which sources 
have sent UDP packets in the last ECF period. It is an averaged AQM u-value that is con-
tained in the small ECF report and sent to the UDP packet sources. In this report, the ECF 
period is chosen to be 40ms, which is the time lag between frames of video running at 25 
frames per second (fps), and typically 1-4 audio frames, depending of the audio compres-
sion scheme used. The media source can actually select to calculate its new rate each 
period, or on a lower frequency basis. However, for fast rate adaption, it is recommended 
to follow the ECF periods, as done here.
In our earlier work where the focus was to optimize throughput of UDP streams in a ded-
icated multimedia DiffServ class, the rate could be adapted directly to the u-value 
[11][12][13]. Since we in this paper targets best effort networks, UDP and TCP fairness 
are added requirements. Because of this the rate adaption algorithm is based on the same 
principles as TCP congestion control: additive increase, multiplicative decrease (AIMD). 
AIMD has proven to provide fair share of link resources in the long run [9]. The reason is 
simple: the sources having reached high bandwidth are reducing their bit rates more than 
the sources having less bandwidth. However, since we also target bandwidth stability, the 
TCP parameter values are modified to match media traffic. Shortly the rate adaption 
details will be given.
Before that, we like to stress that the ECF solution presented is in contrast to the ECN 





Figure 3 Once every 40ms an explicit report is send from each router to every source that has 
send UDP packets to it the last 40ms period. The report, sent in small UDP packets, contains an 






116 Paper BRTCP. It is also in contrast to the equation-based fairness algorithms [18] since it does not 
estimate any RTT: thus intra UDP RTT-unfriendliness is avoided [28]. The use of drop-
ping instead of marking is motivated from the fact that since streaming media using 
RTP/UDP will not retransmit lost packets, the dropping itself will not create more traffic 
as in the TCP case. We argue that the solution is scalable since the AQM works on the 
aggregate traffic belonging to every output link buffer at a router and/or gateway. How-
ever, the router/gateway have to keep a record of the UDP sources for each ECF period to 
be able to send valid reports. The clear benefit of using explicit congestion feedback infor-
mation is that there is no need for the sources to estimate the congestion as in normal 
RTCP usage; the congestion is explicitly given by the ECF reports.
Stochastic packet drop adds a variance to the number of packets admitted to the queue 
every period. To provide ECF report values with less variance to the sources, the 20 last 
u-value samples in the ECF period are exponentially filtered in the AQM router to provide 
an estimate of the average u-value representing the second half of the 40ms period, termed 
.
The rate adaption algorithm and parameter settings used in this paper are:
• If received more than one ECF report in a period, select the one with smallest -value. 
• If there exist an ECF report coming from a closer located node (based on TTL tag), 
which has an -value not more than 25% larger, select that one instead. The reason is 
to speed up rate adaption fairness when some sources have multiple congested nodes 
in network, while others have not.
• Rate adaption algorithm used in this paper: 
-value < 0.99: new_adapted_rate = previous_adapted_rate * -value * extra_bp 
: no change 
: new_adapted_rate = previous_adapted_rate + 16Mbit/s 
: new_adapted_rate = original_maximum_rate
• The extra_bp value was in this paper set to 0.95, i.e. 5% extra down-scaling of the bit 
rate: this was done to speed the process of finding balanced bit rates of the UDP 
sources.
Note that UDP sources of less than 16Mbit/s bit rates are back to full bit rates after only 
one up-scaling (the up-scaling is of course limited by the original bit rate). This parameter 
set has shown through simulations to provide good UDP fairness. It is expected that the 
parameters should be further optimized in order to also provide sufficient TCP friendli-
ness, which will be verified in follow-up work.
3. Simulations
The simulations carried out were all performed using Simula/Demos event driven simu-








3.  Simulations 117two sub-chapters show single-node performance, while the third shows the performance 
of the sample network.
3.1 Single node performance
The performance of the Proportional controlled AQM is tested with two different type of 
input: bursty square-shaped input rate, and saw-toothed input rate. The results are shown 
in Figure 5a) and b), respectively. The square-shaped bursty input rate is changing 
between zero and 1.5Gbit/s, while the saw-toothed input rate increases linearly from zero 
to 2Gbit/s, and then drops instantly to zero. The first scenario is tested both with IP packet 
inter-arrival times being negative exponentially distributed (n.e.d.) and deterministic, 
while the latter only with deterministic input. The IP packet sizes are fixed to 1500 bytes. 
The node under investigation has output link capacity of 1Gbit/s. 200 packets are the 
queue size maximum, and the equilibrium set-point is set to 100 packets. The top-most 
plots in Figure 5 shows the estimated input rates. The middle and bottom plot shows the 
u*-value and queue size, respectively. The a) test results (left part of figure) show that the 
queue size is hold to an average of 100 packets, which was the desired equilibrium. 
Although the deterministic input rate achieves more stable results, also the n.e.d. traffic 
input is controlled satisfactorily. In Figure 5b) we notice that due to some delay in the con-
trol loop and the constantly increasing input rate, the queue size is controlled, but is not 
kept as close to the desired equilibrium as in the square-shaped input rate.
3.2 Single node network performance with ECF
In this scenario the Term0 is sending 1.5Gbit/s towards Host0 router that has an outbound 
capacity of 1.0Gbit/s. When referring to Figure 4, only these two nodes are used in this 
test scenario. The ECF reports make Term0 downscale the sending rate so that the target 
bit rate of 1.0Gbit/s is reached and packet drops are minimized. Figure 6 shows that the 
target bit rate is reached after 1–3 ECF periods, depending on the synchronization of the 
start of the burst relative to the fixed ECF periods. The dashed “ECF scaling” line con-
Figure 4 The sample network used for network simulations. The clouds symbolize aggregated 
cross traffic sources and sinks. The streaming media flow under investigation is run through 






118 Paper Bverges against 1/1.5=0.667 because the 1.5Gbit/s source shall downscale to 1.0Gbit/s. In 
Figure 6 the plots of these values are not quite correct, because the scale-value goes back 
to one in the first ECF-period without any traffic (due to  is fulfilled). Due 
to the event-driven implementation, it looks like this happens first at burst start, which is 
incorrect, but the rate adaption is still correct.


































































































Figure 5 a) A single 1Gbit/s node experiencing bursty traffic (zero and 1.5Gbit/s input), 
modelled both as having n.e.d. and constant IP packet inter-arrival time distributions. b) Saw-
tooth shaped input rate single node behavior (constant input only). Node capacity is 1Gbit/s. 
Notice that the u-value correctly begins to drop when input rate exceeds the input capacity. 
Notice also the input rate estimator not quite being able to follow the rapid change in input rate 
due to the rate estimator filtering.






















































b) Saw−tooth input rate (det.)
u-value 10.0≥
3.  Simulations 1193.3 Network performance with ECF
In these tests the full network depicted in Figure 4 is used. In the first set of tests Cloud1 
to Cloud3 sources produced 1.5Gbit/s input rate of n.e.d. traffic, and all router output links 
have 1.0Gbit/s capacity. The Term0 source generated 1.5Gbit/s and 750Mbit/s n.e.d. input 
traffic, with test results shown in Figure 7, a) and b), respectively. In both scenarios the 
fair share of bandwidth at the congested output links of Router1, Router2, and Router3, 
Figure 6 Single node performance with ECF and square-shaped input. a) has deterministic 
input, b) has n.e.d. input. The speed of accurate rate adaption is somewhat dependent of when 
the burst starts relative to the fixed ECF 40ms periods, but all tests show accurate rate adaption 
after 2–3 ECF periods.












a) square−shaped det. input performance, 1 node w/ECF
input bit rate [Gbit/s]
ECF scaling
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b) square−shaped n.e.d. input performance, 1 node w/ECF
time [ms]
input bit rate [Gbit/s]
ECF scaling
 u*−value
Figure 7 UDP fairness. a) 1.5Gbit/s input at Term0. b) 750Mbit/s input at Term0. Both a) and 
b) meets 1.5Gbit/s flow from Cloud1, Cloud2, and Cloud3. After about 4 seconds (somewhat 
more in b)) the Term0 flow is correctly granted half of available bandwidth, i.e. 500Mbit/s, but 
already after 1–2 seconds it has about 90% of this (450Mbit/s). The Term0 ECF scaling 
converges to 0.33 in a), and 0.67 in b). The packet loss due to u*-values less than one seems 
significant, but is in fact no more than ~2.3% in total for the whole path from Term0 to Term4 
(see Table 1).








b) 750Mbit/s Term0, 1.5Gbit/s from the rest (n.e.d.)
Scaling Cloud1 
Scaling Term0 Term0 bit rate [Gbit/s] 
Router1  u*−value 
120 Paper Bare 500Mbit/s for Term0 source and all of the Cloud sources. We see that this is achieved 
since the ECF scaling converges to 0.5/1.5=0.33 for the Clouds, and 0.33 for the Term0 
in a) and 0.5/0.75=0.67 in b). 
In the second test the Term0 bit rate were reduced to 120Mbit/s, and Host0 and Host4 out-
put link capacity reduced to 32Mbit/s. The maximum queue size of these two nodes are 
reduced to 8 packets, which yields a maximum queue latency of 
. The equilibrium set point is set to 6. Such a short queue 
operated at 1ms and n.e.d. input traffic is very hard to control. For this test both n.e.d. and 
deterministic input from Term0 is used, while cross traffic is all n.e.d. Figure 8 shows that 
the 120Mbit/s input rate is scaled down to 32Mbit/s due to the Host0 capacity, but not 
more. I.e., the Cloud traffic sources are scaled down to 968Mbit/s to make room for the 
smaller stream from Term0, following correctly the UDP fairness rules from Chapter 2.1.
When it comes to link utilization vs. packet loss results, they are summarized in Table 1. 
The scenarios tagged 1 have the same parameters as the scenario in Figure 7 a), but now 
with three different traffic combinations. The scenarios tagged 2 are the same as in Figure 
8, but with four traffic type combinations. We notice that in Scenario 1, the Host0 utiliza-
tion is about 50%, which is correct due to the equal sharing of the 1Gbit/s core links. In 
Scenario 2 the Host0 link should ideally have 100%, but due to the short AQM buffer, 8–
10% utilization loss is observed at n.e.d. input, but only 1.5% loss at deterministic input. 
Path packet drop numbers are in fact misleading a bit because much of packet drop occur-
rences that influence the statistics comes from the first 40ms period were traffic is well 
over-saturated. 
8 12000 32 106⋅( )⁄× 3ms=
Figure 8 a) The n.e.d. input traffic makes steady rate adaption very difficult to handle due to 
very short AQM-controlled buffer in Host0, however it converges towards 32Mbit/s on average, 
which is correct. In fact, Host0 AQM tries to remove the n.e.d. variance of flow from Term0. 
b) The input rate is steady and therefore the scaling is constant.
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4.  Conclusion 121Most of the nodes experience working conditions slightly below equilibrium queue sizes. 
One of the exceptions is Router1 in Scenario 1c, which works around equilibrium 
throughout the 4s test period. One example of packet delay distribution is shown in Figure 
9 which shows that almost no packets are delivered with delay above 6ms.
4. Conclusion
The paper has shown that AQM can be designed based on classical control system prin-
ciples. The main motivation has been that AQM enabled routers and gateways can control 
packet delay by statistical packet drop, thus avoiding bursty packet drops at traffic con-
gestion. Further, an averaged value of the generated AQM control signal was fed back to 
UDP sources for streaming media rate adaption. The continuing growth of streaming 
media traffic over UDP in best effort networks motivates for rate adaption, else elastic 
TCP traffic will suffer from bandwidth starvation. 
The AQM and rate adaption algorithm performance have been studied through simula-
tions. The results for a 5 node test network having 3 core routers on 1Gbit/s links and 2 
edge routers and input traffic having both n.e.d. and deterministic distributed packet inter-
Table 1 Link utilization [%] and path packet drop [%]
Scenarios 1a 1b 1c 2a 2b 2c 2d
















Router1 97.73 98.14 99.99 97.52 97.08 99.61 98.25
Router2 98.17 98.96 98.38 97.27 97.20 99.27 99.67
Router3 98.50 99.38 99.15 97.72 97.53 99.97 99.16
Host0 47.93 49.86 50.79 90.47 98.43 92.39 98.43
Host4 45.58 47.96 49.33 87.39 94.69 91.08 97.25
path packet drop 2.3 1.9 1.5 3.1 3.8 0.4 0.3
Figure 9 Histogram showing the packet delay distribution from Term0 to Term4 for Scenario 2a. 
The average delay through RouterX was around 0.25ms, 1.2ms for Host0, and 0.2ms for Host4.
















122 Paper Barrival time, show that the utilization is kept close to 100% while UDP packet loss due to 
stochastic dropping is kept in order 0.3–3.8% (for the whole path, which is 0.1–1.3% per 
node) depending on the scenario. Under all circumstances the delay is kept at or below the 
queue size equilibrium point set by the AQM. The simulation results also show that it 
exhibit UDP fairness. 
Follow-up work will study the algorithms TCP friendliness behavior, possibly by using 
ns-2 based simulation model, and further optimization of algorithm parameter values.
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Abstract
This paper shows the design and performance of an AQM (Active Queue Management) 
enabled router. The design is based on a classical proportional control system. The 
application of such a router is to enhance streaming media over IP performance by 
avoiding bursty packet drop situations, control the router queue delay, and balancing 
packet drop, delay, and link utilization. The selected AQM equilibrium point limits the 
average package delay to the selected value, which is of great importance for real-time 
applications. It also limits the delay jitter.
The AQM performance was optimized by adjusting the proportional gain, searching for 
lowest possible packet drop probability when the node was 100% loaded by aggregated 
IP traffic (modelled as n.e.d. traffic). The results show that at 100% traffic load the 
packet loss probability can be kept as low as 0.57% and output link utilization at 99.4%. 
An alternative gain setting with better stability performance at high overload shows only 
slightly other results at the same load (0.69% drop and 99.3% link utilization).
KEY WORDS
Streaming media, queuing theory, control theory.
1. Introduction
While AQM originally was developed to enhance TCP throughput, its randomization of 
packet drops is also a positive property when it comes to streaming media performance. 127
128 Paper CMost Internet routers implement FIFO queues with tail-dropping, i.e. packets arriving on 
full buffer are discarded. At traffic congestion this will result in many consecutive packets 
in a flow being discarded. Even if the packet drop probability on average is low, the media 
decoder will not be able to conceal the missing data when too many packets in sequence 
are missing at decoding time. 
The best known AQM implementation RED (Random Early Detection) [1] has however 
a serious drawback in that its cost function (average queue length) is directly coupled with 
packet drop probability [2]. This means that the delay will increase and/or have large vari-
ations when traffic load is close to or above link capacity. AQM based on classical control 
systems is motivated from the fact that it creates a decoupled system where a queue size 
equilibrium point can be obtained at traffic congestion [2][3][4]. This means that when 
the input aggregate traffic load is larger than the output link capacity, random packet drop 
starts to occur, with the working condition of keeping the buffer queue filled with a fixed 
number of packets on average. Although such AQM defines a good basis for enhancing 
TCP throughput using ECN [5] marking instead of dropping, our work was initially moti-
vated from the search for streaming media technologies in need for controlled delay over 
DiffServ enabled IP networks [6][7][8]. It turns out that such AQMs can provide a good 
basis also for best effort networks fairly sharing both elastic and real-time applications, 
and where the operating point of each AQM-enabled router can be used to serve efficient 
media rate adaptation [9]. In addition, its congestion control qualities can support link uti-
lization close to 100% on average, which means return of invested capacity for the 
network operators. 
The work is motivated within the research area of TCP-friendly rate adaptation for best 
effort Internet [10][11][12], and within robust media content codec development [13][14]. 
While [9] gave results for the media rate adaptation, this paper focuses on the AQM router 
itself, and finds optimum gain setting by simulation experiments. The paper focuses espe-
cially on the performance when the AQM router is close to being saturated, i.e. the input 
traffic load  is close to one (i.e. 100% traffic load). This sort of knowledge is vital for 
being able to find suitable rate adaptation algorithms that make the full benefit of this type 
of AQM. The results are compared to classical M/D/1 analysis. 
2. The P-controller AQM design
Streaming media with real-time requirements over UDP is more tolerant to packet drop 
than to latency: thus it is better to drop the packets than to mark them. Thus the design in 
this paper employs packet dropping of UDP packets, which is in contrast to the IETF pro-
posal of modifying ECN to also support UDP [15].
The development of this control system based AQM builds on earlier work where expo-
nential weighting of buffer queue sizes and queue size changes was used as cost function 
ρ
2.  The P-controller AQM design 129[6][7][8]. It was observed that the previous system did not achieve a stable equilibrium 
under stationary conditions. This motivated for developing a control system design alter-
native, first published in [9]. 
The Proportional controller scaling the input traffic at every node is given by
(1)
where l is queue number, k is time index,  is the control signal deciding the probabil-
ity of dropping packet,  is output link capacity,  is estimated instantaneous input 
rate (before any stochastic packet dropping) at the end of period k,  is the proportional 
gain,  is the queue size equilibrium value, and  is the sampled queue size each 
period k. The max-term is added since there is no point in struggling for equilibrium when 
. The signal  is the probability of packet drop, given by
(2)
i.e. the value is truncated to lie in the region zero to one. This makes the feedback control 
system non-linear.
The control law (1)–(2) is the discretized result of a simple continuous-time Lyapunov 
analysis using the dynamic model
, (3)
and assuming . When  the queue is not controllable to the state . 
Consider the Lyapunov function candidate
. (4)
Its time derivative along solutions of system (3) is
. (5)
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Figure 1 The AQM based on the Proportional controller of eq. (1) and (2). The incoming flow 
with rate  is exposed to random packet drop with probability . The packet drop 
probability is recalculated once every 1ms. Packets not dropped are put into queue (gray cells 
are occupied cells). If all cells are occupied, tail drop will result. The 8 object is used in this 
figure to illustrate multiplication, i.e. scaling, of a continuous flow, while it is implemented in the 
algorithm as randomized packet drop.
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130 Paper CSuppose first that  is not saturated. Inserting (1) for  in (5), we get
. (6)
Next, suppose . Then (1) implies , so from (5) we get
. (7)
Finally, suppose . Then (1) implies , so from (5) we get
. (8)
Therefore, in general we get that , for all . It now follows from standard 
results [16] that , and from (6) we see that the local convergence rate is propor-
tional to the feedback gain . The limitations of this analysis are that it assumes 
continuous time, and the rate regulation is also continuous. In reality, a finite number shall 
be selected as the update rate (i.e. the time between  and ). The discretization of 
time, together with the proportional gain, will influence the stability concerns. A more 
thorough study of this relationship is left for future 
It was decided to use 1ms period for a 1Gbit/s link capacity . With 1500 bytes per IP 
packet this gives on average 83 new packet arrivals per periods when traffic load  is 1.0. 
83 packets can be regarded as sufficient for proper operation of the loop. Still, stochastic 
packet drop with probability equal to  is employed, which generates a variance 
to the number of packets put into the system queue. Optimal setting of the proportional 
gain  is therefore obtained by model simulation.
For input rate  estimation, a FIR filter is used over the last 10 measurements of num-
ber of packets per 1ms period. The FIR coefficients are exponential weighted, and creates 
a moving average of the input rate termed , which is used in (1).
Important features of the AQM block are:
• The AQM is using randomized packet dropping. The probability of not dropping pack-
ets, , is directly a measure of the node traffic load. E.g., if it is 0.9, then 10% of the 
packets in current period will be dropped on average. 
• The second term in (1) makes sure that the queue size converges towards the equilib-
rium setting. When input rate is below output link capacity, the AQM equilibrium set 
point is neglected, so that the u-value is kept as a direct measure of traffic load.
• Due to the decoupling of stochastic dropping and queue length, the latency is con-
trolled to a maximum equilibrium setting when traffic load is at or above output link 
capacity.
What is not that obvious is how well the AQM operates close to its congestion point. This 
is of great concern since the goal is to reduce the bit rate of the aggregate stream (by rate 
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3.  Simulation results 131link capacity. Also, there will obviously be a trade-off between how aggressively the 
AQM shall control its queue size, and how bursty the behavior of  will be. If it 
becomes too bursty, streaming media traffic will suffer from bursty perceived quality, 
which would destroy one of the design motives. One therefore needs to find a good bal-
ance between fast adaptation and steady behavior, which is to be investigated by model 
simulation.
3. Simulation results
A 1Gbit/s AQM node based on Figure 1 was implemented in the event driven simulator 
Demos/Simula [17]. The input traffic characteristics were chosen to have negative expo-
nentially distributed (n.e.d.) packet inter-arrival times, to mimic aggregated MPEG VBR 
sources. N.e.d. can be considered to be a valid distribution of an aggregate of several tens 
of ordinary audiovisual (AV) flows, and actually fewer if complex MPEG-4 scenes with 
multiple AV objects are in use [7]. All packets were of 1500 bytes in size.
The AQM node was injected with this n.e.d. traffic with a series of different traffic loads 
, ranging from 0.95 to 1.25. The three important resulting parameters was average queue 
delay, drop probability and output link utilization. In addition, the dynamics of  had 
to be inspected for each selected gain setting, to monitor performance stability.
3.1 Queue delay
With n.e.d. input traffic and fixed packet sizes, the AQM node under investigation reduces 
to a M/D/1 system if the buffer size is infinite and the  value is forced to 1.0 regard-
less of traffic load. The average delay in queue  of a M/D/1 system can be derived from 
the well-known Pollaczek-Khintchines’ formula [18] to give
(9)
where  is input packet rate (packets/s), m is the constant service time per packet
, (10)
and  is the traffic load . A M/D/1 queue system is lossless and the traffic load is 
therefore bounded by  to ensure the average queue length being finite. Eq. (9) is 
plotted in Figure 2 together with simulated M/D/1 performance in our model simulation. 
More important, the figure shows the simulation results of the AQM enabled node from 
three n.e.d. input traffic series, with proportional gain  equal to 5, 15, and 90 (times 
). A period of 8 seconds was simulated. In addition, one series with constant input 
rate and  equal to  is shown for comparison. Notice that for  the delay 
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132 Paper Cthe desired equilibrium setting, which is chosen here as 1.2ms (i.e. 100 packets, with 200 
packets maximum buffer size). We see that for increasing traffic load, the average delay 
converges towards the desired equilibrium.
3.2 Loss and utilization
Due to the variability of n.e.d. traffic rate, the AQM has a positive but small  also 
for , while its optimal behaviour is to have  for such traffic loads. We 
notice that the test with deterministic input rate achieves exactly such performance. It is 
therefore part of the optimization process to choose a gain factor giving small  val-
ues for  close to, but less than, 1. In Figure 3 it is seen that the loss curves is more optimal 
at higher gain factor values.
Also noticed is that gain factors achieving low loss values also exhibit high utilization val-
ues. The explanation is that the less packets that are dropped, the more packets are fed into 
the buffer, and thus higher link utilization. However, more packets to service means larger 
queue sizes. This is verified by looking into Figure 2 again, where we notice that simula-
tion series with higher gain factors achieve larger delays.
3.3 Optimal gain
The simulations, as expected, have shown that the delay, loss, and utilization is dependent 
on the AQM gain factor. Of particular interest is the performance at traffic load . 
The reason for this is that the sources shall react to congestion and try to adjust their send-
ing rates so that almost 100% of capacity is used, if possible (other bottlenecks and/or 
bandwidth capacities can of course prevent this). A new simulation series was therefore 
run where the traffic load was kept constant, but the gain factor was varied from 
 to . The results are shown in Figure 4, where it can be 






















Figure 2 Queue delay as function of traffic load. Comparison of M/D/1 system and AQM. AQM 
limits the queue length to a maximum of 1.2ms on average in this example.
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3.  Simulation results 133seen that the lowest drop probability (0.57%) is achieved at a gain factor at or close to 
. However, at  the loss is only 0.12% higher. It remains 
to be seen if  is too aggressive for the system to provide a steady drop 
probability. Also interesting is the delay variance at traffic loads close to one. These two 
topics will now be studied in more detail.
3.4 Burstiness
One major motivation for constructing such an AQM is to use its  values for stream-
ing media rate adaptation. Although rate adaptation is not the focus of this paper, a short 
introduction is given here to explain why the burstiness of  is important. Typically, 
when  is below 1.0, media sources shall reduce its rate proportional to that factor. 
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Figure 3 Packet drop probability and link utilization shown as function of traffic load for three 
n.e.d. traffic series. The optimal behavior is to have packet drop as close to zero for traffic loads 
at or below 1.0. The y-axis must be compensated with +1 for valid utility numbers. Optimal 
utility is equal to 1 (100%) for traffic loads at or above 1.0.










drop probability @ ρ=1.0 n.e.d. input as function of AQM gain















Figure 4 Optimization of AQM gain factor at traffic load equal link capacity, measured by 
average drop probability. 
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134 Paper CWhen  is one, it should increase its rate at a fixed increment. High link utilization 
means traffic load at or close to one, i.e. the link closest to saturation should have an oper-
ating point with  close to 1.0. The  values are signaled back to the media 
sources either by inband signaling (e.g. using the IP header) or explicit packets. For stable 
perceived quality under such conditions the variability of  should however not be 
too high, because this will force the media sources to a continuous rate adaptation. The 
following test assumes that the dynamic sources are capable of maintaining a traffic load 
of 100% all time.
Three gain factor values were selected for further inspection: , 
, and . Figure 5 shows the variability of the input traffic 
estimates . The random generator seeds are identical in all three simulations, so the 
node was dealing with exactly the same input sequence in all simulations.
The AQM scaling factor  and AQM maintained queue sizes are shown in the next 
two figures. In Figure 6 we notice that packet dropping is present for almost all time for 
the lowest gain factor, while it happens much more seldom but much more aggressively 
for the highest gain value. Although the latter gives lowest drop probability on average, 
these  values might be difficult to use for a rate adaptation algorithm, since they 
indicate sort-of highly variable traffic conditions (longer period of time with no packet 
drop, and short periods of “aggressive” dropping, see bottom plot in Figure 6). In [9]
 was used in a larger network to investigate rate adaptation capabilities, 
and showed satisfactory performance of approximately 1.0% drop per node, which now 
can be verified by Figure 4 to be close to optimum for this proportional gain setting. Fig-
ure 7 shows the three cases again and the maintained queue sizes each 1ms. This figure 
verifies that higher gain factor achieves higher link utilization because empty buffer occur 
more seldom. More packets in queue also means higher packet delay on average, as ver-
ified by Figure 2.
u∗l k( )






















Figure 5 . The n.e.d. input traffic with average rate equal to link capacity was estimated to these 
values (sampled each 1ms).
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3.  Simulation results 1353.5 Delay variance
Figure 7 indicates that the queuing delay will vary quite substantially for traffic loads 
close to link capacity. This is a result of the variability of the input traffic (see Figure 5), 
and the fact that at  the P-controller has just started getting enough input packets 
to be able to obtain the equilibrium setting of 100 packets. As we see from Figure 2, when 
increasing the input rate to e.g. 10% overload (1.1 on the x-axis), the P-controller is capa-
ble of holding the mean delay close to equilibrium. It is interesting to note that if the media 
applications can tolerate a bit higher percentages of packet drop probability than what is 
obtained at , then the delay variability might be kept lower, and thus utilization 
even higher (because buffer is more seldom empty). Figure 8–11 show histograms giving 
indications of the delay distribution for the three chosen gain factors, and at traffic load 
0 500 1000 1500 2000
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Figure 6 The AQM scaling factor shows different aggressivity for the three cases. Low gain 
factor gives a small but always present scaling, while large gain factor gives more seldom but 
more aggressive scaling.






































Figure 7 Sampled queue size each 1ms. Higher gain factor gives better ability to maintain 
packets in queue. This gives higher link utilization and a bit longer packet delay.
ρ 1.0=
ρ 1.0=
136 Paper C, 1.01, 1.03, and 1.50. I.e., the two middle cases have 1% and 3% more input traf-
fic than the link is capable of supporting. Inspecting Figure 3 indicates that the losses due 




Histogram of queue delay @ ρ=1.0














Figure 8 . Queue delay histogram at traffic load 1.0. K=5 at top, 15 in the middle, and 90 at 
bottom.




Histogram of queue delay @ ρ=1.01














Figure 9 Queue delay histogram at traffic load 1.01. K=5 at top, 15 in the middle, and 90 at 
bottom.




Histogram of queue delay @ ρ=1.03














Figure 10 . Queue delay histogram at traffic load 1.03. K=5 at top, 15 in the middle, and 90 at 
bottom.
ρ 1.0=
4.  Conclusions 137to this congestion will be only slightly higher than these overload values, most for K=5, 
and least for K=90.
Figure 10 shows in fact that it is the system with highest gain factor (K=90) that achieves 
lowest delay variability at 3% traffic overload. At 0% overload (Figure 8) the high-gain 
system has almost no significant peak in its histogram. For the low-gain system, the situ-
ation is opposite: at 0% overload there is a significant peak in the histogram (however far 
below the wanted equilibrium setting), while the peak gets weaker at 3% overload. 
Figure 11 shows the performance at 50% overload, which is just an example of how the 
AQM reacts at sudden traffic peak changes, before the sources have reacted with their 
congestion control and rate adaptation algorithms. Surprisingly, at this load the high-gain 
system seems to break; the feedback loop gain is so high that oscillations might be intro-
duced. Here it is the middle-gain (K=15) system that shows superior performance. 
The plots also reveal that a small percentage of the packets are delayed more than the 
wanted 1.2ms, up to 1.4ms for 3% overload and 1.6ms for 50% overload. This is consid-
ered as satisfactory, considering that the delay control is only “guaranteed” stochastically.
4. Conclusions
The paper has shown the design of a P-control system based AQM. Its performance was 
investigated under varying traffic conditions by model simulation. The proportional gain 
of the controller was varied to find an optimum setting.  was shown to 
provide a minimum of packet drop probability (0.57%) at traffic input load of 1.0, which 
is the most important traffic load considering the motivation for low loss and high link 
utilization. However, this gain is so high that oscillating behavior might occur at extreme 
high input traffic.  is probably a satisfactory trade-off between perfor-
mance at input load 1.0 and 1.5 (0.69% drop). 
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Figure 11 . Queue delay histogram at traffic load 1.50. K=5 at top, 15 in the middle, and 90 at 
bottom.
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138 Paper CQueuing delay was controlled by the AQM equilibrium setting, which in this paper was 
set to 1.2ms. Histogram plots show that the stochastic guarantees are well controlled by 
the AQM, even at 50% traffic overload and gain setting . In practice this 
means that at 50% overload, 1/3 of the packets will be dropped, but the AQM ensures that 
the packets that survive will experience almost identical low delay through the node, 
decided by the setting of the  equilibrium parameter. 
Using such AQMs for streaming media, rate adaptation at the sources can be based on 
feedback signaling of the  variable from the AQM nodes. Future work will focus 
more on stability concerns, as well as optimal rate adaptation and TCP-friendly behavior 
in a mixed-traffic best effort Internet.
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Abstract
This paper compares the performance of two algorithms for congestion control of 
streaming media. The two methods are Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) 
over RED, and a solution based on an Active Queue Management (AQM) combined with 
explicit feedback of congestion level experienced at routers. DCCP relies on binary con-
gestion metrics, either as packet dropping or ECN marking at AQM routers. In contrast, 
our proposed solution uses 32 bit congestion level metrics. Transmitted by ICMP Source 
Quench packets, this enables much faster and accurate response than the binary DCCP. 
The simulation tool ns-2 is used to compare the two methods transient and stationary 
behavior, focusing on adaptation speed and accuracy, delay and delay jitter, and fair-
ness. The results reveal that DCCP is inferior in almost all tests, and that the non-binary 
method proposed in this paper forms a sound network base to provide stable quality and 
controlled delay for rate adaptive streaming media. 
KEY WORDS
Streaming media, rate adaptation, congestion control, Active Queue Management, queu-
ing theory, control theory. 143
144 Paper D1. Introduction
The study of this paper is motivated towards making packet switched networks more suit-
able for real-time streaming media using RTP/UDP packets, and is a continuation of 
previous studies of ours [1]–[4]. The main network challenge in carrying streaming video 
is to obtain low router backlog, low packet drop ratio, and high link utilization. Although 
the ATM research conducted throughout the 1980’s and 90’s resulted in many advanced 
traffic management tools ensuring QoS guarantees for video traffic [5,6], they turned out 
to be very complex and comprehensive. While admission control could be applied to 
ensure a minimum quality (i.e. throughput) per flow, congestion control is an unavoidable 
tool in order to sustain the before mentioned challenges for the admitted flows, i.e. to bal-
ance the aggregate input traffic to the network capacity. 
Audiovisual sources employing rate adaptation (RA) is still deployed in limited scale. 
However, as the amount of non-TCP traffic increases rapidly with the success of VoIP and 
videoconferencing, the need for RA persists. In order to prevent congestion collapse of 
the Internet [7], IETF is currently pushing DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control Proto-
col) [8] to become the new protocol standard for streaming media replacing UDP. DCCP 
controls the available bandwidth of the application, while the RA itself is still left open to 
the application providers. For best DCCP performance in congested environment RED [9] 
or other type of AQM-enabled routers with ECN [10] enabled should be used. TCP-
friendliness as well as DCCP fairness is obtained by TCP-like congestion control or TCP 
friendly rate control equation (TFRC) at the source nodes [11]. However, the binary con-
gestion level feedback (either packet drops or ECN marking) limits the accuracy of the 
information, and the TCP-friendliness constraint limits the speed of adaptation [12]. In 
contrast, our proposed method uses a router AQM that calculates an explicit 32 bit metric 
based on input information rate, queue size, and output capacity. The TCP-friendliness is 
decoupled from the congestion control by the AQM itself, and hence the RA speed can be 
fast. This paper compares the performance of our AQM to DCCP, focusing on latency, 
packet drop, link utilization, adaptation speed and accuracy. The comparison is performed 
using the ns-2 [13] simulation environment, extended with our AQM and an external 
DCCP module [14].
The paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives the introduction to our AQM design 
and the congestion control algorithm itself. Chapter 3 gives the results from a set of sim-
ulation scenarios, comparing the performance of our AQM design to DCCP. Chapter 4 
gives a discussion before the conclusions follows in chapter 5. As an introduction to 
DCCP see e.g. [8].
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2.1 Two-queue scheduler and inner and outer loop
The proposed AQM design consists of two main functionalities: (i) the “inner loop”, 
which is essentially a Proportional gain controller, running for matching input rate and 
equilibrium queue size in steady state, and (ii) the “outer loop” which is the congestion 
level algorithm and the signaling back to the streaming media sources. The inner loop has 
been proven to provide good working conditions for both TCP and UDP flows [15] at traf-
fic congestion, as the TCP flow can utilize ECN marking, while UDP packets are dropped. 
TCP-friendliness is assured by the AQM itself, as it monitors the number of significant 
active flows, and provides a two-queue scheduler system. The UDP queue inner loop 
working conditions constitute the basis for the UDP outer loop calculations, while the 
TCP queue (consisting of all non-UDP packets) runs only a separate inner loop. 
2.2 P-AQM — the “inner loop”
The AQM in Figure 2 is a Proportional controller (thus “P-AQM”), run separately at both 
the TCP and the UDP queue, and scaling the input traffic at node l (i.e. queue l) given by
(1)
where l is queue number (just for giving all queues and nodes in the network a unique 
queue number), k is time index with granularity dT,  is the control signal giving the 
probability of packet survival, is output link capacity for queue l,  is estimated 
input rate (before any stochastic packet dropping) at period k,  is the proportional gain, 
 is the target queue size equilibrium value, and  is the sampled queue size each 
period k. This equation is slightly modified compared to an earlier publication [4] to give 





Figure 1 The two-queue solution of the “inner loop”. The queue scheduler provides built-in 
TCP-friendliness by monitoring the number of active flows.
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146 Paper Dmatching term (regardless of value of r), while the second term (right term top line) is a 
buffer matching term, thus making this AQM designed to match both the rate and the 
queue size. The buffer matching term is only used when the input rate is larger than the 
output capacity.
In Figure 2, the signal  is the probability of packet survival, given by
(2)
i.e. the value is truncated to lie in the region zero to one. This makes the feedback control 
system non-linear. Note that when , the u-value is above one, but is truncated to one 
through (2). The estimation of the input rate  is performed through a simple one-tap 
re-cursive filter
(3)
where  is a constant selected between zero and one (the smaller value the lower cut-off 
frequency of the low-pass filtering), and  is number of arriving packets or bytes 
(depending on the P-AQM is running in byte or packet mode). A stability analysis for the 
inner loop is performed in an earlier publication [4], which showed that the loop index k
granularity in seconds, dT, should be set to equivalently 50–100 packets service time, and 
K in the region 0.2–0.5.
2.3 ECF (Explicit Congestion Feedback) — the “outer loop”
Rate adaptation (RA) must be carried out at the media sources to avoid further congestion. 
Max-min fairness [16] is chosen as the fairness criteria between the different streaming 
media sources. This implies that the RTT (round-trip-time) of the different sessions do not 
impact the long-term fairness, only the speed in which fairness is obtained. This is in con-
trast to DCCP that adjusts its speed also by RTT measures, in order to stay TCP friendly. 
u∗l k( )
u∗l k( ) max 0 min 1 ul k( ),{ },{ }=
Eq. (1), (2), (3)
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Figure 2 Illustration of how the inner loop P-AQM works. Each loop period dT it counts the 
arrival of bytes to the queue, , and calculates the probability of dropping new arriving 
packets, .
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2.  The AQM design 147The RA engine at the source needs information about available bandwidth. Since our 
AQM is unaware of the layers above the transport layer, and there is no IP or UDP/RTP 
packet header field to transport this information in-band, ICMP Source Quench (SQ) [17] 
packets have been chosen as explicit information carrier of the congestion level, and 
named Explicit Congestion Feedback (ECF). Since the ICMP SQ signaling is directed 
directly towards the sources, the response will also be faster in addition to being much 
more precise. The ICMP SQ header has a 32 bit wide unused field that we allocated for 
our purpose. ICMP Echo packets are also submitted periodically from the P-AQM 
towards the contributing UDP sources to monitor both the average ( ) and maximum 
( ) round-trip delay. The reason for this is that the new aggregated UDP byte rate 
is not completely visible at the AQM node before  seconds after the last ECF 
report was submitted. The time between each ECF report must therefore at least be 
. However, in order for the new aggregated UDP rate to be estimated with good 
accuracy, we define the time separation between each ECF report to be
 [s] (4)
where  is the period where the new aggregate byte rate is stable (this includes both the 
sources that adapt to the information, and any ill-behaving UDP sources not running any 
RA).  is rounded upwards so that divided on dT it gives integer . The new aggre-
gate input UDP byte rate for period n is calculated as
(5)
where  is the number of incoming UDP bytes in the period .
The goal of the RA is to obtain stability in the queue length with low delay and delay jitter; 
at least to avoid empty buffer (to ensure high link utilization) and avoid too full buffer (to 
Inner loopOuter loop
Figure 3 Depiction of the inner and outer loop. The P-AQM runs two separate inner loops for 
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148 Paper Davoid packet drops). The “inner loop” assists in avoiding tail-dropping, but bringing the 
queue length too close to the AQM equilibrium point  causes randomized packet drop 
([4] shows 1% or more packet drop ratio in steady state). The solution is therefore to use 
two separate equilibrium settings for the UDP queue:  for the inner loop, and a smaller 
queue equilibrium point  for the outer loop, . The inner loop runs 
at a finer granularity than the outer loop, see Figure 4. In this figure,  and 
. Thus, the change in queue size for UDP packets over one  period 
will be given as 
(6)
where  is the new aggregate rate wanted by the P-AQM node to obtain  
packets in the UDP-queue, and the output capacity  for UDP is estimated dynamically 
as
(7)
i.e. the capacity c scaled by the number of UDP flows relative to all flows. The working 
condition was to keep the queue size of UDP packets close to . Thus we have that
(8)
where  time index , i.e. the UDP-queue size sample read the last 
inner loop period in  period n (see Figure 4). Solving (6) and (8) explicitly for 
 we get
(9)
Figure 4 The inner loop run at intervals as given by time line tk. The outer loop run at intervals 
as given by time line tn, in this example by granularity . While the granularity of k is fixed 
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2.  The AQM design 149which is the new wanted aggregated UDP byte rate. Since we seek a  that will 
remove the deviation from having exactly  UDP packets in the queue, the terms in the 
numerator will converge to zero and  towards .
To obtain fairness among the different UDP flows, we use additive increase (AI) and mul-
tiplicative decrease (MD). MD is calculated at the P-AQM as
. (10)
To avoid fairness convergence stalling when aggregate input byte rate matches closely 
both capacity and buffer equilibrium,  is signaled if five sequential 
MDs of values above 0.96 has been calculated the previous  periods. 
The additive increase is chosen to be 50% of the value  to
provide smoothness in the increase of aggregate byte rate. In addition, the value is divided 
equally among the sources. Thus, the additive increase per source is given as 
. (11)
So, depending on the relative size of , either  or  is stored 
in the ICMP SQ packets “unused” 32 bit field. Denoting this field , and limiting 
(11) to , each media source controlled by this signaling changes its average byte 
rate to
(12)
where  is the maximum (original) rate of the source.
The media sources might receive ECF-values from multiple AQM nodes, decided by the 
number of such AQM nodes in the network path towards the receiver. The solution is for 
each RA media source to distinguish which node it receives these ICMP SQ packets from, 
and compute as many resulting byte rates as the number of different ICMP SQ senders. 
The media source then simply selects the lowest resulting byte rate, which will ensure 
max-min fairness.
The AIMD rate adaptation presented does not follow the AIMD(a,b) guidelines of [11], 
so it is the fairness between the UDP sources that this algorithm targets only. The TCP-
friendliness is taken care of by the queue scheduling at the router itself. The challenge is 
to monitor and count the number of active TCP and UDP flows. Also, it differs from tra-
ditional TCP-friendliness [18], in that it does not differ its bandwidth share as function of 
RTT.
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150 Paper DIn this paper the media RA engine is assumed to make precise change of the transmitted 
byte rate in correspondence with the  received in the ICMP SQ packets. Typically, 
state-of-the-art rate controllers of live encoders and transcoders are not able to meet the 
exact rate requirements of every group of frames, but we can assume it is met sufficiently 
well when averaging over longer intervals. Another assumption is that the change of target 
byte rate is made effective immediately after the reception of a new . Typically, 
audio and video is compressed in blocks of frames and Group of Pictures (GOP = typi-
cally 12 frames for video, or 480ms for 25 frames per second). The compression 
parameters for CBR mode is optimized so that each GOP produce the same number of 
bytes, while VBR can vary its target rate on a frame by frame basis [21]. This means that 
the change of target rate is not activated until next frame (VBR) or start of next GOP 
(CBR). This will influence the adaptation speed, and might give somewhat higher drop 
probabilities than given by the results of this paper.
Also well worth discussing is our usage of rate adaptive CBR and Poisson sources for 
ECF/P-AQM test, and FTP source for DCCP/RED tests. The latter is simply a source that 
will follow the DCCP packet scheduling guidance perfectly, without having any band-
width requirements, and is proposed by [14]. CBR will follow a steady packet rate 
following the AIMD given by ECF. The Poisson source intensity  will follow the ECF, 
but the packet scheduling variance will vary according to normal Poisson behavior. It has 
been shown that open loop VBR encoding (no rate control) exhibits self-similar and long-
range dependent (LRD) traffic [19,20]. Con-strained VBR has however removed almost 
all LRD [21]. The usage of Poisson source to model VBR in this paper can therefore be 
defended by assuming rate adaptive VBR based on the implementation outlined in [21].
3. The comparison of ECF to DCCP
Figure 5 shows the scenario simulated for the comparison of ECF and DCCP. Communi-
cating pairs is always (even_number,even_number+1). The propagation delays between 
node 0 and 1, and node 1 and receiving nodes, are fixed at 10ms. The delay between the 
sources and the AQM node, termed , is varied to arrange for different RTT scenarios. 




Figure 5 The dumbbell network scenario simulated. AQM is P-AQM for ECF test, while gentle 














3.  The comparison of ECF to DCCP 151and the AQM node. Maximum buffer size is 400 packets. The equilibrium queue size for 
P-AQM outer loop is 70 packets, while RED average target delay is set to 100 packets. 
The RED parameters are set according to [22], and gentle_=adaptive_ =true. For 
P-AQM,  and . The data packet size including transport layer headers 
is 1500 bytes. Both P-AQM and RED is set to byte count mode to adjust correctly for the 
shorter ICMP and DCCP ACK packets.
3.1 Transient behavior
In the first test, five sources are started in sequence at t=0, 10, 20, 30, and 40s, and in the 
second test all five sources are started simultaneously but stopped in sequence at t=60, 70, 
80, 90, and 100s.  and CBR and Poisson source original average bit rates are 
20Mbps. For DCCP, the access bandwidth is limited to 20Mbps, so that the maximum bit 
rate of DCCP will equal that of ECF. Thus, the fair bandwidth share when 1, 2, 3, 4, and 
5 sources are active, is 20, 15, 10, 7.5, and 6Mbps, respectively. While ECF shows stable, 
accurate and fast rate adaptation (Figure 6), DCCP (Figure 7) is burdened with sluggish 
bandwidth (TCP-like) or slow response time (TFRC). The unstable bandwidth of DCCP 
TCP-like will result in varying perceived media quality even in the periods between new 
flow arrivals. For ECF we notice that the convergence time to fair bandwidth is a bit slow 
with CBR sources in the first test because the aggregated rate is adjusted too accurately. 
The Poisson test reveals that a more natural unstable source than this clean CBR will force 
a much faster convergence time. This is known from adaptive control theory as “persistent 
excitation”, in that the system needs to be excited by sufficiently rich input signals for effi-
cient estimation of unknown parameters. In follow-up work also more accurate VBR 
models [19]–[21] will be included in similar tests.
K 0.2= η 0.7=
τa 0.01s=






































Figure 6 The precise feedback provided by periodic ICMP SQ packets make ECF very fast and 
accurate. The curves shows the throughput as counted bytes received per 0.5s at receiving node 3.
152 Paper D3.2 Steady-state behavior
In this section the focus is on packet drop, delay and delay jitter, and fairness of bandwidth 
share. All simulations were run over 100s, and the data results from the first 10s were 
removed in order to suppress the transient effects. The sources were started in sequence, 
but only separated by 10ms. The RTT and the number of sources were varied. 
The packet drop statistics showed as expected that DCCP TCP-like over ECN-enabled 
RED had zero drop, at least for 10 and 30 active sources. However, when 100 sources was 
activated, even DCCP experienced packet drops, at 5.7, 5.3, and 3.2% for RTT=60, 100, 
and 240ms, respectively. DCCP TFRC was run in two tests only, and had slightly better 
performance: zero drop at 30 sources, and 1.2% drop at 100 sources and RTT=100ms. For 
P-AQM tests using ECF RA, the drop statistics showed approximately 0.01, 0.1, and 0.7% 
for the same end-to-end (e2e) RTTs, respectively. Most simulations showed between 99.8 
and 100% link utilization, since the queue buffer almost never drained. DCCP went down 
to 92% utilization at some tests; this was due to the use of too short buffer for RED to 
avoid strong queue oscillations. 
Figure 8 shows the results for average queue delay, queue delay jitter, and fairness. The 
top left plot shows that DCCP over RED is not able to maintain target delay (100 packets 
of 1500 bytes over 30Mbps is 40ms) when the number of sources and RTT is varied. Not 
shown in the figure is a test with 100 DCCP TFRC sources: the results were almost iden-
tical to DCCP TCP-like. Also not shown in the figure is 100 DCCP TFRC sources run 
over P-AQM instead of RED: the results show that delay for the same three RTTs is 
between 40 and 50ms, i.e. 15ms lower. ECF on the other hand is capable of holding its 















































Figure 7 The throughput received at node 3 when using DCCP TCP-like and TFRC: a) shows 
the test with increasing number of sources, and b) shows decreasing number of sources. Notice 
the much more sluggish bandwidth share in comparison with the ECF results in Figure 6.
3.  The comparison of ECF to DCCP 153target delay (70 packets of 1500 bytes over 30Mbps gives 28ms) much better, only for 100 
sources and RTT=240ms (e2e) the average delay drops to about 18.7ms. 
Top right plot shows the delay jitter, which also shows that DCCP delay variance 
increases as the number of sources and RTT increases. ECF is able to control the jitter 
around 2–5ms maximum, except for 100 sources at 240ms which gives 9.6ms. DCCP 
TCP-like with 100 sources has severe jitter due to significant queue oscillations. Not 
shown in the figure are the similar tests with DCCP TFRC over RED and over P-AQM: 
the RED test results were comparable to ECF, while the P-AQM tests were in fact even 
lower (2.8, 3.9 and 10.8ms). 
The bottom left and right plots of Figure 8 shows the fairness of bandwidth share, taken 
from the previous tests of DCCP TCP-like and ECF CBR, where the number of sources 
was 30, and the RTT was 60 and 240ms, respectively. In addition, the 60ms test was 
expanded with results running ECF with a Poisson source, and the 240ms test expanded 
by DCCP TFRC. The ECF CBR tests shows stable fairness close to 1.0, except for the 
























































































Figure 8 DCCP TCP-like and ECF control of CBR sources comparison: Top left: average queue 
delay. Top right: queue delay jitter. Bottom left: fairness at RTT=60ms (e2e). Bottom right: 
fairness at RTT=240ms (e2e). 30 sources sharing 30Mbit/s link means that fairness=1.0 is 
1.0Mbit/s.
154 Paper Dsources started last, which are given higher bandwidth than its fair share. The reason for 
this is that for these sources, the convergence towards fair share is done from above 
1Mbps and towards 1Mbps, while for the majority of the sources, the convergence is from 
below 1Mbps and upwards (as seen in the example of Figure 6a). Notice that for ECF con-
trolling Poisson (i.e. constrained VBR) sources, this phenomenon is gone, and all values 
lie in the region 0.98 to 1.02. The DCCP results shows that the fairness lies in the region 
0.89 to 1.14 and 0.78 to 1.3 for the RTT=60 and 240ms, respectively. 
4. Discussion
The results of DCCP TCP-like show that although it is fast to adapt, the bandwidth share 
never stabilizes, as one could guess since it follows TCP’s AIMD. The fairness among 
DCCP flows is not satisfactory (Figure 8), which is in compliance with similar research 
[23]. Run over RED+ECN, the queue delay grows as the number of sources grows, indi-
cating that RED is marking with too low probability. Also the queue delay jitter grows 
substantially, indicating increasing level of queue oscillations. DCCP TFRC over RED 
shows smoother bandwidth share, but it is slower in convergence time. TFRC gets the 
similar average delay as TCP-like, while delay jitter is lower. One surprise was the nice 
results when running DCCP TFRC over P-AQM+ECN in place of RED+ECN: the target 
delay deviation was less, as was the delay jitter. 
In all tests however, ECF over P-AQM shows superior performance in both the transient 
and steady-state tests. The periodic signaling of 32 bit  congestion metric using 
ICMP SQ packets is the key component. This signaling will of course cost some capacity. 
The original ICMP SQ packet consists of the usual 20 byte IP header and 36 byte for the 
ICMP SQ. For our purpose only 8 of these 36 bytes are usable, so a dedicated ICMP ECF 
type had been more bandwidth efficient. In the transient tests in Section 3.1 the  
was calculated to 160ms, while in the tests in Section 3.2 with longest RTT the  was 
520ms. In the case with 5 sources in Section 3.1, 5 times 56 byte per 160ms gives 14kbit/s 
(0.05%), while 100 sources in the latter test gives 86kbit/s (0.3%). These numbers 
increase with increasing number of sources and decreasing RTT. The periodicity of ECFp 
should therefore be adjusted upwards to avoid signaling traffic load above some defined 
limit. For RTCP it is normally defined to 5% of the RTP traffic, for comparison. DCCP 
also generates overhead due to the acknowledgement packets. In addition ECF over P-
AQM signals ICMP Echo (ping) packets in order to monitor the dynamics in RTT: the 
periodicity of this signaling should also be limited based on number of sources. 
5. Conclusions
This paper has described a novel Active Queue Management approach based on a propor-




5.  Conclusions 155packets, and a novel congestion feedback mechanism ECF, using ICMP SQ packets to 
signal the 32 bit congestion metrics. ns-2 simulations is performed in order to compare 
ECF over P-AQM to DCCP over RED. 
DCCP TCP-like and TFRC over RED showed that the average target delay and jitter was 
increasing at increasing number of contributing sources, and somewhat decreasing at 
increasing RTT. One test showed DCCP TFRC over P-AQM outperformed TFRC over 
RED when it comes to average delay and delay jitter. All stationary tests for ECF showed 
superior performance compared to DCCP. Also, the transient tests revealed that ECF is a 
much more accurate and faster adaptation scheme compared to both TCP-like and TFRC 
variants of DCCP, indicating it will provide more stable perceived media quality with less 
end-to-end delay than DCCP. 
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Abstract
Due to the increasing deployment of conversational real-time applications like VoIP and 
videoconferencing, the Internet is today facing new challenges. Low end-to-end delay is 
a vital QoS requirement for these applications, and the best effort Internet architecture 
does not support this natively. The delay and packet loss statistics are directly coupled to 
the aggregated traffic characteristics when link utilization is close to saturation. In order 
to investigate the behavior and quality of such applications under heavy network load, it 
is therefore necessary to create genuine traffic patterns. Trace files of real compressed 
video and audio are text files containing the number of bytes per video and audio frame. 
These can serve as material to construct mathematical traffic models. They can also 
serve as traffic generators in network simulators since they determine the packet sizes 
and their time schedule. However, to inspect perceived quality, the compressed binary 
content is needed to ensure decoding of received media. The EvalVid streaming video 
tool-set enables this using a sophisticated reassembly engine. 
Nevertheless, there has been a lack of research solutions for rate adaptive media con-
tent. The Internet community fears a congestion collapse if the usage of non-adaptive 
media content continues to grow. This paper presents a solution named Evalvid-RA for 
the simulation of true rate adaptive video. The solution generates real rate adaptive 
MPEG-4 streaming traffic, using the quantizer scale for adjusting the sending rate. A 
feedback based VBR rate controller is used at simulation time, supporting TFRC and a 
proprietary congestion control system named P-AQM. Example ns-2 simulations of 
TFRC and P-AQM demonstrate Evalvid-RA’s capabilities in performing close-to-true 
rate adaptive codec operation with low complexity to enable the simulation of large net-
works with many adaptive media sources on a single computer. 
KEY WORDS
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The Internet is today facing a change of the traffic type dominating the aggregates at net-
work core and edges. Interactive VoIP and videoconferencing are currently having an 
exponential growth of usage, but also one-way streaming media (e.g. VoD and WebTV) 
is experiencing large growth rates [Pal04, UNI03]. Since the majority of this media con-
tent is controlled by technology that does not monitor traffic load nor scale the bit rate 
during the ongoing sessions, serious quality degradation due to traffic overload (i.e. 
packet drops and excessive delays) and throughput unfairness might result. Typically, 
such services probe the network throughput only during session startup, if at all, and ini-
tiates one of a few possible quality versions based on current network state and end user 
terminal characteristics. The MPEG and commercial video communities have developed 
several advanced solutions to answer the media scalability challenge: (i) scalable video 
with base layer and enhancement layers [ISO94], (ii) FGS (Fine Granular Scalability) 
[ISO99], and (iii) several multi-rate coding schemes (e.g. Envivio, Microsoft Intelligent 
Streaming, Real SureStream). (i) has the benefit of efficient file storage, but the total flow 
sent has lower compression efficiency than flows from codecs with only a single layer. 
FGS can be adjusted to finer bandwidth granularity than ordinary scalable coding, at the 
cost of higher complexity and still lower coding efficiency [Li01]. While MPEG-4 FGS 
has failed in the market, the new H.264 SVC might give FGS related technologies a new 
chance [WWH06].1 Multi-rate coding stores typically three tracks with different opti-
mized bit rates in a single file, and the selected track can be switched on-the-fly during 
streaming time. While suffering from the highest storage capacity needs, this solution is 
still receiving most commercial interest, due to its simplicity and good transmission band-
width utilization. 
In contrast to offline coding approaches, which actually build their scalability capabilities 
on coarse network state assumptions, online real-time codecs for e.g. videoconferencing 
can adjust codec parameters on the fly to adapt to the current network state on much finer 
time granularity. This paper presents analysis and tools supporting research within real-
time encoding, but as our conclusions will argue, its architecture is applicable also within 
offline encoding. 
If popular media continues to be non-adaptive, video services may consume much more 
than their fair share of capacity such as when competing with TCP flows at network bot-
tlenecks, and this breaks the best effort Internet2 principles [FF99]. This unfairness adds 
to the already mentioned problems with queuing delay and packet loss. As an answer to 
these network challenges, the IETF has during the last years worked on a new real-time 
1. Still, FGS is very complex and cannot be part of real-time encoding. 
2. Even this paper focus on best effort class of traffic, rate adaptation can also be used within Diff-
Serv classes. Note that also expedited forwarding DiffServ QoS breaks if too many non-adaptive 
applications are requesting it. 
1.  Introduction 161media transport protocol named Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) 
[KHF06], to support the deployment of rate adaptive codecs. UDP has no congestion con-
trol mechanism like TCP. The main idea of DCCP is to continue to use UDP’s non-reliable 
packet flow (no retransmissions in case of packet drops), but make it connection-oriented 
like TCP. The latter will enable better firewall penetration capabilities and the possibility 
to exchange different parameter values at session initiation, such as the choice of conges-
tion control algorithm. TFRC (TCP Friendly Rate Control) is the most fitted DCCP 
congestion control profile for video traffic [FKP06], using equation based control in order 
to obtain smooth rate at an average similar to that of TCP. 
Many other solutions have also been proposed over the last decade to solve these prob-
lems, among them VBR over ATM ABR services [LMR97], RAP [RHE99], MPEG-
TFRCP [MWMM01], LDA+ [SW00], and P-AQM+ECF [LAR05]. All of these have 
slightly different objectives, but agree on the target goal of assisting the network to pro-
vide fair and stable services. The proposals can be divided into two main groups: (i) those 
who are pure end-to-end oriented and only monitor the network state by packet loss sta-
tistics feedback, and (ii) those who in addition also take advantage of more advanced 
network state information, such as the binary ECN marks [RFB01], or explicit informa-
tion on traffic load from each node on the path from sender to receiver. Since the Internet 
community puts a strong focus on scalability, pure end-to-end oriented systems are pre-
ferred. However, there are concerns whether this is sufficient to ensure low delay and 
packet loss in traffic overload situations. Vital parameters are rate adjustment speed and 
accuracy. The interplay with the other media delivery chain functionalities are also of 
major importance, such as traffic shaping, jitter buffer dimensioning and control, and 
decoder robustness to packet losses. The proposed solutions should therefore be com-
pared taking all these parameters into account. 
In order to perform research on vital streaming media parameters, both at network/trans-
port layer and application layer, the setup of true multimedia test networks might seem 
necessary. This can however be very expensive and of little flexibility. Thus, network sim-
ulations, using tools like the ns-2, might seem tempting. The problem with the latter is that 
one is stuck with either using synthetic video/audio models or static audiovisual trace files 
for source traffic generation. Since our goal is to implement media rate control based on 
traffic feedback, the source models need to be rate adaptive. Such modification of syn-
thetic models is straight forward, but then the goal of investigating perceived quality is 
excluded. For this reason real audiovisual trace files must be used in order to inspect per-
ceived quality. One possibility for support of the latter is to use the EvalVid tools-set 
[KRW03] invented by J. Klaue. EvalVid is an open-source project, and supports trace file 
generation of MPEG-4 as well as H.263 and H.264 video. Using it together with the ns-2 
interfacing code suggested by C.-H. Ke [Ke04], perceived quality and objective measure 
162 Paper Elike PSNR calculation can be obtained after network simulation. But still, this does not 
provide a solution for rate adaptive video investigation. 
All this has motivated the design and implementation of Evalvid-RA, a tool-set for rate 
adaptive VBR video investigation in ns-2, based on modifications to the EvalVid version 
1.2 tool-set and the ns-2 interfacing code. The solution framework is generic so that it can 
be implemented within any network simulator, and on any codec, provided that a set of 
guide-lines is followed. The paper is organized as follows: Section 3 gives first an over-
view over the standardized methods for video evaluation. In Section 4 the necessary 
framework building blocks are introduced and explained. The performance of this frame-
work is investigated in this paper using a video rate controller presented in Section 5. By 
running ns-2 simulation example scenarios presented in Section 6, the Evalvid-RA capa-
bilities are demonstrated, focusing on traffic characteristics and rate controller 
performance in various protocol and network environments. The contributions of this 
paper compared to referenced work are 
• The EvalVid v1.2 tool-set is enhanced to support rate adaptive video (Evalvid-RA). 
• The SVBR [HRR97] rate controller is modified to become an adaptive rate controller 
(RA-SVBR). 
• The absence of Long Range Dependency (LRD) in aggregate VBR rate adaptive video 
traffic without the use of traffic shaping buffer is demonstrated using Evalvid-RA’s 
realistic video traffic generators. 
• The quality of rate adaptive MPEG-4 streaming with conversational delay constraints 
is calculated using the Evalvid-RA tool-set (e.g. PSNR). Different protocols (UDP and 
TFRC) and network types (FIFO, RED, P-AQM) are used and compared in mixed TCP 
traffic scenarios. 
The goal of this paper is to present the Evalvid-RA architecture, to validate its perfor-
mance, and lastly to exemplify utilization in adaptive streaming media research, showing 
how increased network intelligence can improve streaming performance. 
2. Related Work 
Evalvid-RA connects multiple independent research areas: (i) media rate control, (ii) 
media traffic characteristics, (iii) network congestion control, and (iv) efficient and error 
resilient coding. Rate control includes sender and receiver buffer dimensioning, to avoid 
both overflow and underflow, as thoroughly analyzed in [RH92]. VBR video traffic char-
acteristics have been reported e.g. by [GW94, BSTW95] with following Markov and 
ARIMA modeling by e.g. [KT97, ALS02, LKK04]. The latter modeling however does not 
take adaptive rate control into account. Network congestion control schemes for media 
content were listed in the Introduction. Since Evalvid-RA includes real media decoding, 
coding efficiency and packet loss resiliency will also be taken into account, as PSNR and 
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human observers. 
In recent years, papers have been published on the topic of the simulation of rate adaptive 
media, and also real experimental studies have been set-up to test e.g. early DCCP proto-
types efficiency. In [ZML04] MPEG-4 trace files are used to calibrate a TES (Transform 
Expand Sample) mathematical model, and rate adaptation is incorporated by adjusting the 
frame size output by a scalar (from rate-distortion curve). The simulation model however 
has no on-line rate controller, and since the traffic is synthetic, perceived quality cannot 
be investigated. In [MS02] the authors set up a simulation scenario where both temporal 
and quantizer scale adaption is possible. But again the traffic is synthetic. H.263 video 
trace files are used in [XLZ05], and the sending rate is controlled by DCCP TCP-like. 
However, the video is not rate adaptive, so the video submission is controlled by overrul-
ing the real-time constraint. In [XH06] models are derived for pre-recorded media 
streaming over TFRC and compared to simulations. The models focus on the impact of 
the TFRC rate changes to the probability of rebuffering events, i.e. events where the 
receive buffer is emptied. Recently, more realistic simulation implementations have been 
published, such as [G06] where rate adaptation using frame discard and FGS has been 
studied and implemented in ns-2 by also inserting the binary content directly into the sim-
ulator packets, thus supporting media decoding and PSNR calculation. The benefit of 
inserting the binary data into the ns-2 packets is that there is no need of keeping track of 
additional simulation time trace files. However, the penalty is higher computational load 
at simulation time, limiting the practical size of the network and number of simultaneous 
video sources. [BENB06] is an example of a recent experimental study of real VoIP traffic 
using DCCP, using real applications and networks. 
To the best of our knowledge, Evalvid-RA is the first tool to create realistic “online” rate 
adaptive streaming media traffic. It includes 
• a simulation time rate controller to modulate the quantizer scale used by a real codec 
• realistic frame packetizing 
• the ability (through ns-2) to choose network complexity, protocol and queue manage-
ment support 
• a framework that is scalable to a large number of simultaneous video sources 
• and finally at the receiver side being able to restore the media files supporting PSNR 
and other QoS metrics calculation. 
Due to the trace file approach of Evalvid-RA, absolute delay and delay jitter impairments 
to the media decoding process can be investigated in a post-process, thus decoupling net-
work and receiver media player constraints. Although we recognize the importance of 
mathematical models for traffic and queue statistics analysis, we believe that the complex-
ity of the heterogeneous networks makes realistic simulation a better tool, especially when 
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jective tests. 
3. Video Quality Evaluation 
The quality of a video transmission depends on the impression a human observer receives 
of the delivered video. Though traditional network metrics such as bandwidth, packet 
loss, jitter and delay, certainly influence the video quality, the perceived subjective quality 
impression of a human observer is nevertheless the most important factor. The subjective 
video quality test results are expressed by means of e.g. the mean opinion score (MOS) as 
defined by the ITU. The MOS is a scale from 5 (excellent) to 1 (bad). In contrast, objective 
video quality metrics are calculated by computers. Basically, these can be divided into 
pixel-based metrics, like SNR or PSNR, and psycho-visual metrics. The latter approach, 
which is based on models of the human visual system (HVS), has been shown to outper-
form standard quality metrics like PSNR in most cases [WP02, Win05]1. However, 
sometimes the absolute value of the video quality and its correlation to subjective tests is 
not the most important factor but rather the relative quality regarding a certain optimum. 
An example would be the comparison of different transport protocols with an assumed 
error-free transmission. In these cases simple metrics like PSNR are still adequate. 
Another downside of psycho-visual metrics is their complexity and, thus, huge computa-
tional overhead compared with PSNR. 
If the influence of network characteristics and parameter optimization is to be assessed in 
terms of real subjective video quality, a dedicated metric should at least be included in the 
target function of the optimization. We recommend the application of the video perfor-
mance estimation method standardized by ANSI [T1.03], since it outperforms PSNR and 
similar methods as shown in e.g. [WP02]. Though a lot of research about video quality 
assessment has been done – and is still in progress – the field is by no means finished. 
Nevertheless a variety of reasons has been identified why objective metrics like PSNR are 
not adequate for performance evaluation. In [ZKSS03] the influence of the frequency and 
amplitude of quality fluctuations in layered video transmission has been investigated. It 
has been shown (amongst others) that it is better to minimize the frequency of fluctuations 
even if the average PSNR decreases. 
Another problem which must be faced is the quality assessment of long video sequences. 
Usually one quality indicator per video sequence is calculated, which describes the 
impression of an average (non-expert) human observer. This is well fitted for the rela-
tively short video sequences for which these metrics are verified. However, one quality 
indicator is not enough for longer video sequences since short but sharp disturbances 
could be masked by the averaging over longer time spans. Since periodically occurring 
1. I.e. their results come closer to subjective tests. 
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assessment method should also reflect this. One possible solution is the calculation of the 
video quality – with any method – in a sliding window of, e.g., 10 seconds. The quality 
indicator of each window is compared to the quality indicator of the corresponding video 
part before transmission. The frequency of degradations could be used as overall quality 
measure for the transmission instead of the averaged quality indicator. Another possibility 
is the specification of a threshold for a tolerated number of quality indicator deviations. 
The Evalvid-RA tool-set provides a method which can calculate these figures for long 
videos. For this purpose the miv.exe tool from EvalVid v1.2 is used. This quality indi-
cator is introduced and explained in detail in [GKKW04]. 
There is no generally accepted method to access the quality of a video transmission sys-
tem. Though some aspects of the problem have been discussed in this section, an in-depth 
study would be beyond the scope of this paper. The citations in this section provide a good 
start for further reading. 
The Evalvid-RA framework supports the use of any metric since the calculation of actual 
quality values is separated from the simulation process. Only PSNR-calculation is 
included directly in the tool-set, but the use of subjective metrics has successfully been 
tested in [WBSS04], [ITS] and [Sar]. The included MOS calculation tool uses a simple 
mapping of PSNR values to MOS (defined in [Ohm95]) which nevertheless achieves 
quite good correlation with [T1.03] in most cases. 
4. The Evalvid-RA architecture guidelines 
An efficient tool-set for network simulation must be scalable so that even large networks 
with many sources and many network nodes can be simulated on a single computer. Two 
major challenges result from this ambition: (i) perceptual quality inspection at receiving 
nodes, and (ii) the implementation of an adaptive rate controller having access to both 
media content and network state feedback. The first challenge could easily be solved by 
using real binary packet data as packet payload in the network simulator. However, such 
an attempt will degrade the simulator performance significantly. A more efficient 
approach is to use unique packet identifiers to support video frame assembly as a post-
process. The existing EvalVid tools [KRW03, Ke04] uses this approach, by introducing a 
trace file generation process, a network simulator process, and a post-process. The second 
challenge is however in conflict with the division between pre-process and network sim-
ulation process, because it is only the pre-process that has access to the media and codec 
itself. Thus, one need to find a method supporting the exchange of necessary information 
between those two processes. Obviously, the solution is dependent of the kind of rate con-
troller in use. 
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Traditionally, video rate controllers are divided into three categories: (i) constant bit rate 
(CBR), (ii) variable bit rate (VBR), and (iii) quality based (open loop VBR). In CBR, the 
rate controller constraint is to produce a constant number of bits per time unit such as the 
Group of Pictures (GOP) (if it has a constant number of frames per GOP). To achieve this 
goal for a hybrid codec using DCT transform (e.g. MPEG), the quantizer scale (which 
holds the quantization value matrix for the DCT transformed 8x8 pixel blocks) is consid-
ered changed for each macro-block (16x16 pixel block) [JTC99].1 The bit rate budget is 
optimized looking at several sequential video frames, causing an algorithmic delay in the 
rate controller. Due to this delay, interactive applications are better off with a VBR rate 
controller, which trades lower delay for higher bandwidth variability. Other benefits with 
VBR are more constant quality and higher multiplexing gain potential. VBR typically 
considers quantizer scale changes at each new video frame, or even only at each GOP. The 
third option, open loop VBR, is actually coding without any rate controller, i.e. the quan-
tizer scale is fixed during the whole sequence2, thus producing the highest bit rate 
variability. The bit rate produced is highest in high motion scenes, and when there are 
many details and hard contrasts. 
To limit the size of the trace files needed as input to the network simulation, they are cap-
tured at frame granularity, i.e. the size of each frame in bytes is stored in a log file. This 
rules out CBR, since in that case we would have needed access to sizes on macro block 
granularity3. The rate controller choice will therefore be based on VBR. Before deciding 
on the granularity of the rate controller, the interplay between the pre-process and network 
simulator must first be considered. 
4.2 The pre-process 
The goal is to have an online rate controller in the network simulator, but without having 
to do the media encoding itself, since that will demand too much CPU resources during 
simulation time. The media encoding must be performed in a pre-process. In MPEG-4 
[ISO99], the valid quantizer scale values are in the range 1 to 31, with 1 producing the 
highest quality and bit rate. The key idea is then to encode the media with open loop VBR 
for all possible quantizer scales4, store the frame sizes per quantizer scale in separate 
files, so that the online rate controller in the network simulator can select a new quantizer 
1. Wavelet coding as in MJPEG2000 should also be possible within Evalvid-RA framework. 
2. Still, the different frame types may use different quantizer scales, e.g. I-frames use scale 8 while 
P-frames use scale 12, and B-frames scale 16, but fixed during the sequence. 
3. This is however not a big sacrifice, since the most challenging research are within interactive 
media, where the algorithmic delay of CBR should be avoided. However, it also rules out H.264 
slice mode: a future Evalvid-RA upgrade to H.264 should therefore include slice granularity 
trace files as an option. 
4. Here we choose to use the same quantizer scale for all types of frames. 
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and most correct option is to allow the rate controller to consider a new quantizer scale 
only at the start of a new GOP. By keeping the GOP size fixed, the rate controller will 
always find an I-frame as the first frame after trace file switching. The concept is depicted 
in Fig. 1 for GOP size of two frames, and only three different quantizer scale values 2–4. 
The synchronized GOP boundaries will ensures a refresh of the motion prediction algo-
rithm, and all succeeding P- and B-frames in that GOP will be based on that I-frame. 
Changing to another quantizer scale during a GOP is however also possible without caus-
ing too noticeable artifacts, but a real encoder with rate controller would then produce the 
next P- or B-frame based on a slightly different compressed I-frame (i.e. the same frame 
but not the same quantizer scale) than the one used in the simulation. To explain this with 
an example, let’s consider a codec that produces 12 frames per GOP and only I- and P-
frames (the I-frame is number 1, while frames 2–12 are P-frames). The rate controller has 
chosen quantizer scale 5 for an ongoing GOP. At frame number 7 in that GOP, the rate 
controller suggests changing to scale 10, since the bit rate budget is somewhat overrun. A 
real live encoder would then produce frame 7 (P-frame) based on frame 6 having a quan-
tizer scale of 5. However, using a separated “offline” encoder and live rate controller (seen 
from the network simulator), frame 7 is already produced in the pre-process, based on 
frame 6 having a quantizer scale of 10 also. Although the artifacts produced would not be 
too much noticeable (verified by own experiments not documented further in this paper), 
this observation concludes that the only correct option is to have equally sized GOPs and 





















































Figure 1 The Evalvid-RA main concept by letting the simulation time rate controller choose 
correct frame sizes (emphasized boxes) from distinct trace files valid for each quantizer scale. The 
figure shows a simplified example of a 25fps video using three quantizer scale values and GOP 
size of two (one I- and one P-frame). 
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Or
eTo summarize this subsection, the pre-process must run an encoder for each media file 
that shall be used in the network simulation 31 times at open-loop VBR mode (quantizer 
scale 1–31), and with fixed GOP size, e.g. 12 frames (see Fig. 2 upper left corner, where 
the pre-process tools are shown schematically with input and output files). In addition, 
each of these files must be traced to produce 31 frame size trace files. This process is per-
formed only once for each media file, and the trace files can be used over and over again 
by new network simulations. The required tools are one encoder and one trace file gener-
ator. Since Evalvid-RA 1.0 builds on EvalVid v1.2, the codec choice was limited to 
MPEG-4 encoders. (However, the current EvalVid 2.0 supports also H.263 and H.264 bit 
streams. In principle every codec which can be encapsulated in an MP4-container as 
defined in ISO/IEC 14496-12 and -14 could be used.) In this paper we have used ffmpeg’s 
MPEG-4 encoder [LGP] configured to produce equally sized GOPs with fixed quantizer 
scale. The EvalVid v1.2 mp4.exe program has been used to produce the trace files. 
4.3 The network simulation 
The next step is the network simulation as shown in Fig. 2 (upper right corner). In a real 
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Figure 2 An overview of the Evalvid-RA framework: pre-process, network simulation, and post-
process. The 30 trace files st_*.txtserve as input to the network simulator. This example 
shows two video sources competing for network capacity with two FTP over TCP applications. 
The source S0 to destination D0 is selected as primary flow. 
4.  The Evalvid-RA architecture guidelines 169different content. In trace file simulation though, it is common to use the same trace files 
simultaneously as media input for many or all sending nodes. If the starting position inside 
the trace files is decided randomly and independent for each source, and if the trace files 
are big enough, this will approximate independent and different sources. In addition, the 
flows starting time in the simulation can also be randomized. This solution will also be 
used here, but in addition, each source is running independent rate controllers, and these 
can be pre-set to different target bit rate averages. As they in addition will react on inde-
pendent network load feedback while running independent rate controllers, it can be 
concluded that the approximation of independent source modeling is even more valid in 
our case. Also, in Section 6.4 and 6.5 we will show that different VBR rate controlled 
media genres give almost the same traffic characteristics. This is confirmed in earlier 
work, e.g. [HRR97]. 
To improve the simulator performance, the trace files are read into memory only once to 
avoid frequent accesses to external files. In our case we have 31 trace files, with equal 
number of frame size traces. All files are read into memory during simulation initializa-
tion, and organized like a matrix (also stored in frame_size.dat), similar to the 
simple depiction in Fig. 1. Along one of the axis is the frame number count (time), while 
on the other axis is the quantizer scale 1–31. Through simple indexing, the source nodes 
can start at a randomized frame number count, while the independent rate controllers 
(explained in Section 5.2) calculate the GOPs quantizer scale that is used as index along 
the other axis. 
Typically, one of the sources is selected as the primary flow (Fig. 2, S0–D0 path), i.e. the 
flow that will be included in the post-process (see Fig. 2 lower part), where the received 
media will be decoded and perceptual quality like PSNR and MOS values are calculated. 
This flow must be started at frame number 1, so that the decoded media can be directly 
compared to the original media, frame by frame. The rest of the flows are used as traffic 
generators of real rate adaptive media. If desired, more than one flow can be selected as a 
primary flow, and more than one original media file can be used as source material. In the 
latter case, using N different original media sources, N matrices of frame sizes must be 
read into memory in the simulation initialization phase. 
To assist the post-process, the quantizer scale used for the primary flow must be logged 
during simulation time. This information is stored in the senders trace file (st_be_0 in 
Fig. 2), together with packet sizes and sending times. Given a simulation time MTU 
parameter, each frame is typically fragmented into several packets. The packets belonging 
to the same frame are either submitted back-to-back, or smoothed over one frame interval, 
eventually smoothed by the TFRC sending buffer (see Section 5.3), decided by simulation 
time parameters. Received packets are logged at receiving nodes (e.g. rd_be_0 in 
Fig. 2), storing packet number, time, size, and if missing (detected by received packet 
numbering not being sequential), tagged as lost. The frame_size.dat will together 
170 Paper Ewith the other simulation time output files support the received media file binary reassem-
bly and decoding to be performed in the post-process. 
4.4 The post-process 
The main post-processing functionality is depicted in the lower left corner of Fig. 2. Using 
the trace files generated during network simulation (dashed lines from the right), together 
with the media files produced during the pre-process (dashed line from the top), several 
statistics and measures can be calculated from the simulated traffic. As in the original 
EvalVid [KRW03] with the ns-2 interface [Ke04] the following can now be produced: 
• loss rate statistics 
• delay statistics 
• assembly of received compressed media taking packet loss and/or delay into account 
• decoding of (possibly) erroneous compressed media 
• playing decoded media 
• calculate PSNR and/or MOS (decoded media compared to original media) 
The first two in the list can be calculated for all flows, while the rest is only available for 
the primary flow(s). The added functionality, and corresponding challenge, is the assem-
bly of received compressed media. Due to the rate controller, the actual media transmitted 
is a mix between some or all of the 31 quality variants. Thus, the logging of actual quan-
tizer scale used is a key component, functioning as a pointer to the correct input file. Thus 
the Evaluate Trace program et.exe of EvalVid v1.2 was modified to et_ra.exe. It 
opens all 31 MPEG-4 compressed files for reading, then scans all of them following the 
size of each compressed GOP and logged quantizer scale, to find the correct start position 
inside the used MPEG-4 file of every GOP. In this way the correct binary information is 
copied into the resulting MPEG-4 file, which is the rate adaptive primary media file sub-
mitted into the network, given the network state feedback at simulation time. Packet 
losses during simulation will result in corresponding frame loss. The resulting MPEG-4 
file will then typically have a varying quantizer scale, but inside each GOP, the quantizer 
scale is fixed. 
A list of the complete Evalvid-RA tools package is given in the Appendix. 
5. Adaptive rate controller 
Having established the framework guidelines, the online rate controller running at simu-
lation time can now be selected. This rate controller will have very limited input 
information from the encoder. If assuming connection to a live (online) encoder where 
low delay is of critical concern, there is no a priori information of the visual complexity 
5.  Adaptive rate controller 171of the next frame or GOP. The actual number of bytes spent per frame can however easily 
be monitored, using the information from the input trace files (depicted as st_*.txt in 
Fig. 2). The rate controller constraints are thus target average bit rate, the bit rate variabil-
ity allowed, plus a possible peak rate limit, all which can be calculated by the rate 
controller itself. 
5.1 Shaped VBR (SVBR) — A compelling candidate 
The two first constraints can efficiently be controlled by a leaky bucket. Leaky buckets in 
different variants are also commonly used by most offline and online rate controllers. 
When searching the literature, the Shaped VBR (SVBR) by M. Hamdi et al. [HRR97] is 
a compelling candidate, since it is of low complexity, and also designed to work on GOP 
granularity. Their paper stress however that the quantizer scale q producing the average 
Table 1 List of terms used in this paper and their respective definitions 
Term Definition Units 
r Leaky bucket rate, i.e. the average video rate bits/GOP 
b Leaky bucket size bits 
X(k) Leaky bucket fullness at time k bits 
R(k) Leaky bucket input during GOP k bits 
Estimate of Leaky bucket input during GOP k bits 
Q(k) static quantizer scale used during GOP k 1–31 
adaptive Leaky bucket rate used during GOP k bits/GOP 
adaptive Leaky bucket size used during GOP k bits 
G GOP size frames 
current network update of rate bits/GOP 
previous network update of rate bits/GOP 
averaged leaky rate used for TFRC bits/GOP 
partial TFRC rate feedback (number i of N) bits/GOP 
Bi TFRC sender buffer backlog at feedback i packets 
df decay factor used for forcing sender buffer to drain  










172 Paper Etarget bit rate r should optimally be known a priori. We found that this requirement could 
be relaxed without having significant impact on performance, see Section 6.2. 
The SVBR is using a leaky bucket LB(r,b) where r is the target average bit rate and b is 
the bucket size (see Table 1 for paper variables overview). The larger the bucket size, the 
more rate variability is allowed, producing a more stable quality [LOR98]. The media 
packets do not experience additional delay because the LB(r,b) is used as a virtual buffer, 
meaning that the packets go straight into the network (or network sending buffer as in 
TFRC), but is counted in parallel by the LB(r,b). The latter makes it very suitable for inter-
active communication. The leaky bucket fullness X(k) is calculated at the start of every 
GOP k as [HRR97] 
(1)
where R(k−1) is the actual bits spent during GOP k−1. When X(k) is close to zero, the rate 
control algorithm behaves as in open loop, i.e. with the quantizer scale Q(k)=q. When it 
is close to b, however, it behaves more like CBR, i.e. R(k) is attempted to be close to r. 
The quantizer scale Q(k) is then calculated as 
(2)
assuming that the scene complexity changes slowly from GOP to GOP (i.e. it follows a 
predefined rate-distortion curve), and  is an estimate of the bits to be spent during 
GOP k. When the scene complexity increases substantially, (2) will calculate too small 
Q(k), giving too high R(k). This will be “compensated” for in the GOP k+1. For pre-stored 
media and live media allowing a delay equal to one GOP, the next GOP scene complexity 
will be known a priori, and such bit rate over-shoots can be avoided. For more details on 
how to calculate  we refer to [HRR97]. 
5.2 Rate Adaptive SVBR (RA-SVBR): the needed modification 
Although SVBR was designed for static values of r, b, and q, we have found that r and b
actually can be variables influenced by network state feedback. Using r and b as upper 
limit values used when the network is in non-congested state,  and  can 
be calculated whenever the congestion control algorithm suggests a new allowed average 
bit rate rnew. Since these events are not synchronized to the GOP periods, (1) must be mod-
ified to take this into account. Scaling the bucket size  (the time index k is 
omitted in the time varying  and  from now on), and letting i∈[0,G−1] being the time 
index for the network feedback event counted as the position in the active GOP of size G
frames, the equation becomes 
(3)
X k( ) min b max 0 X k 1–( ) r–,{ }( ) R k 1–( )+( ),{ }( )  ,=
Q k( ) Q k 1–( )R k 1–( ) Rˆ k( )⁄=
Rˆ k( )
Rˆ k( )
r' k( ) r< b' k( ) b<
b' br' r⁄=
r' b'
X k( ) min b' max 0 X k 1–( ) r'–,{ }( ) R k 1–( )+( ),{ }( )  ,=
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there is no network feedback during a GOP,  and . We 
have named this SVBR modification RA-SVBR. Fig. 3. depicts an overview over RA-
SVBR local operation and its interface towards the live network feedback (right) and 
media encoder trace files (left). 
The major limitation of a GOP based rate controller is that the new rate might be delayed 
up to the time duration of one GOP before effectuated, depending on the time the network 
feedback event occurs relative to the local GOP period. The result might be packet drops 
in the network due to traffic overload. However, (3) makes sure that the bit budget is cor-
rected in the next GOP period. A more complex rate controller could take advantage of 
the possibility of changing the quantizer scale parameter one or multiple times during a 
GOP, as discussed in Section 4.2. 
The major advantage of the rate adaptive version of SVBR is that any  can be sup-
ported, provided that the quantizer scale needed is within its upper limit. One is not 
restricted to supporting only the 31 discrete quality variant bit rates — the rate controller 
ensures that any  can be supported, when averaged over some few number of GOP 
periods. It is important to note this, since this makes a significant difference to multirate 
coding where typically only 3–4 different rates are supported. 
Very small  forces the rate controller to select large quantizer scale values. The general 
video quality when using the very highest quantizer scale values is not very good — vis-
ible blocking artifacts show up. In addition, since the quantizer scale value is upwardly 
bounded to 31, an arbitrary small  can not be supported. Thus, , where rmin
is dependent on the current scene complexity. 
In practice, this means that also other rate scaling techniques could be considered, such as 
lowering the frame rate and/or reducing the spatial resolution. Such changes can be sup-
ported by signaling repeated headers to the receiver, giving new values for these 
parameters to the decoder. The simulator implementation could also take lower bounds on 
quality into consideration and alternatively terminate a session if the allowed throughput 
is too small. Such information could of course also be used as input to admission control 
systems in order to prevent starting new flows when available bandwidth is too small. All 
these features are on the priority list for future Evalvid-RA updates.
5.3 Supported network feedback systems
In general, any congestion control algorithm can be supported. For best possible stability 
and link utilization, an average rate limit should be calculated and used as . In this paper, 
two different congestion control mechanisms are tested and compared using the Evalvid-
r' roldi( ) G⁄ rnew G i–( ) G⁄( )+= b' bold i G⁄( ) bnew G i–( ) G⁄( )+=
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174 Paper ERA tool-set: TFRC [FKP06] and P-AQM+ECF [LAR05], where the latter is a proprietary 
solution where more accurate network state information is exploited.
The two methods differ significantly. Whereas TFRC relies on either packet drop statistics 
or ECN tagging (e.g. from RED routers) observed at receiver and signaled back to sender 
using acknowledgment packets, P-AQM+ECF uses explicit packets with congestion state 
information based on both input rate and queue statistics directly from each P-AQM 
enabled router on the path. Furthermore, TFRC requires each packet to be of similar size 
(TFRC is packet rate oriented, not bit rate — TFRC-SP is another TFRC profile where 
packets per second is constant and size per packet is a variable, to better suite VoIP appli-
cations [FK07]), while P-AQM+ECF do not impose any such limitations. Since the output 
from the VBR encoder can not be guaranteed to produce frame sizes that can be frag-
mented into integer number of packets, byte stuffing has to be used where the actual 
packet size is less than the fixed TFRC packet size. Clearly, this is bandwidth waste. Even 
further, TFRC uses strict traffic shaping, in that the TFRC rate is the maximum rate: pack-
ets in the transmit queue are submitted at the TFRC packet rate, as long as there are 
packets in the queue. In P-AQM+ECF, the packets are submitted directly into the network 
without any traffic shaping. The benefit with the latter approach is no additional transmit 
buffer delay, while the disadvantage is much more bursty traffic. However, as will be 
shown by simulations in Section 6.4, there is no significant LRD (Long Range Depen-
dency), so the router buffer occupancy should be controllable. 
P-AQM+ECF calculate r′ directly, and is interfaced to adaptive SVBR by just passing this 

























Figure 3 RA-SVBR with the updates from the network and its selection of frame size information 
from the available trace files (eventually real frames from online coder in a real implementation). 
6.  Example Evalvid-RA simulation and results 175fication to (3) to ensure that the buffer queue is kept reasonably small. The coupling 
between the TFRC packet rate and adaptive SVBR is therefore decided to be given as 
(4)
where ,  being the TFRC rate calculated as bytes per 
GOP and Bi is the instantaneous TFRC transmit queue backlog at the TFRC rate feedback 
events and . The averaging operation in (4) is necessary due to the fact that 
TFRC feeds back N updates per GOP. The term  with the decay factor df = 100 
ensures that the queue backlog is drained over time. A smaller decay factor than 100 
would have drained the queue faster, but we observed that the TFRC feedback system 
became unstable (queue oscillations bigger and bigger). We also simulated with df = 1000 
to show increased stability at the cost of some increased shaping buffer delay. 
6. Example Evalvid-RA simulation and results 
To demonstrate the capabilities of Evalvid-RA some simulation examples are described 
and the results are discussed in this section. The ns-2 simulation model runs the RA-
SVBR source and a dumbbell network topology providing feedback as depicted in Fig. 3. 
The actual video sources used are described in the next section. 
6.1 Test sequences and the Evalvid-RA pre-process 
The video clips for the initial simulations were selected from the official MPEG test clips. 
This way, our results can be verified by independent researchers. A 1836 frame video 
sequence was created using a collage of the clips (in given order) News, Football, Akiyo, 
Stefan, and Paris, at CIF resolution and 30fps (giving a duration of 61.2s). These clips can 
be downloaded from e.g. http://www.tkn.tu-berlin.de/research/evalvid/cif.html. All 
sources were using this sequence, however started at different time and frame number 
(and looped to enable continuous media), thus avoiding traffic synchronization as dis-
cussed earlier. The simulation study also covers more elaborate simulations, testing five 
different IP router architectures. For that study, seven minute long clips from The Matrix 
(genre “Action movie”, CIF, 29.97 fps) and from “An Inconvenient Truth” (genre “Doc-
umentary”, CIF, 25 fps) are used to create even more realistic network traffic. The latter 
media can also be considered as advanced videoconferencing content, in that there are 
shots with text, presenter in front of slides with computer graphics, and some shots with 
natural image content. 
Following the Evalvid-RA pre-process these sequences were first compressed with 
ffmpeg 30 times (static quantizer scale values ranging 2–31 are supported by ffmpeg). The 
GOP size was fixed to 12 frames with B-frames turned off to avoid algorithmic codec 
delay1. Then the mp4.exe trace tool was used on each of these MPEG-4 files to produce 
X k( ) min b'' max 0 X k 1–( ) r–,{ }( ) R k 1–( )+( ),{ }( )  ,=




176 Paper Ethe ASCII trace files giving the compressed frame size and type. These 30 trace files were 
used as basis for the Evalvid-RA ns-2 traffic generator vbr_rateadaptive.cc in 
order to produce realistic video traffic, where each frame is fragmented into MTU sized 
packets before submission. Note that an optimal packetizer would fragment frames to 
packets at macro block boundaries – similar to the slices defined in H.264 – to enhance 
error resilience. This approach is not possible in the current version of Evalvid-RA since 
the trace files from the mp4.exe tool are generated with frame size granularity, not 
macro-block or slice granularity. 
6.2 Adaptive SVBR performance vs. ffmpeg’s VBR controller 
As a first validation of the implementation, a comparison of the RA-SVBR and ffmpeg’s 
rate controller was performed. Using the MPEG test sequence, both RA-SVBR’s r-param-
eter and ffmpeg’s own 1-pass VBR rate controller (using the -b switch) were set to 
600kbit/s. b in RA-SVBR was set equivalent to 1.5 GOP size in bytes. We noted that 
ffmpeg’s rate controller used some GOPs before stabilizing the rate output, at start it was 
a bit too high. RA-SVBR was simulated in ns-2 using the MPEG sequence produced as 
described in Section 6.1. There were no bandwidth bottlenecks and network feedback 
reading was turned off. This ensured that the RA-SVBR rate controller was working at 
bit/s fixed during the whole session. The resulting ns-2 trace files were 
used as input to the et_ra.exe tool for MPEG-4 file assembly. This file and the file 
generated by ffmpeg were now decoded with ffmpeg to raw YUV files. These two YUVs 
were compared to the original MPEG test sequence to produce the PSNR results, which 
are shown in Fig. 4a). There is only a minor difference in performance. Not surprisingly, 
the ffmpeg’s own rate controller produces the best result, since it can vary the quantizer 
step from frame to frame, and even macro-block to macro-block, and not only from GOP 
to GOP as in RA-SVBR. Inspecting the figure more closely, one can see that the I-frames 
have significantly better PSNR (about 1.5–2.0 dB), while the P-frames have almost the 
same PSNR. This is achieved by lowering the quantizer scale of the I-frames, thus pro-
ducing a better I-frame which is also a better key-frame for the motion estimation of the 
following P-frames. Nevertheless, this comparison proves that the quantizer scale adjust-
ments made by RA-SVBR and its implementation follow the proposed performance as 
given in [HRR97]. 
Fig. 4 a) – c) also show the different complexity of the clips compromising the MPEG test 
sequence: News (frame 1–300) is medium, football (300–400) high-motion, Akiyo (400–
700) is very low complexity, thus the PSNR values get very high, Stefan (tennis player, 
700–800) is very complex, thus giving very small PSNR values, and at last Paris (800–
1836) which is high to medium. 
1. B-frames are however fully supported by Evalvid-RA. 
r' r 600= =
6.  Example Evalvid-RA simulation and results 1776.3 TFRC and P-AQM initial performance comparison 
In this section, a simple scenario with VBR traffic only is tested using the MPEG 
sequence, in order to address behavior specific for homogeneous video traffic and net-
work characteristics. The TFRC streaming media flows are routed through a network with 
either ordinary FIFO or RED routers with ECN enabled, while adaptive UDP is streamed 
over P-AQM with ECF signaling. A simple dumbbell network topology was used. The 
bottleneck link capacity was 40 Mbit/s with a propagation delay of 10 ms. The access net-
work capacities were 32 Mbit/s 1 with 5 ms delay (each side of the bottleneck link), thus 
producing a total one-way propagation delay of 20 ms. 64 media sources were started at 
random time, uniformly distributed over the first 16 s period of simulation time, but all 
ended simultaneously at 64 s. The only exception was the primary flow that started at 
10ms and ended at 61.21 s. Each source had a target RA-SVBR average bit rate set to 
1. to make sure that the access network does not cause any form of queuing 










































Open loop VBR Q=2
RA−SVBR @ 600kbit/s
Figure 4 Comparison of PSNR values of RA-SVBR and ffmpeg’s rate controller in test sequence. 
b) The quantizer scale values Q used by RA-SVBR in test sequence in a). c) The bit rate of Q=2 
VBR and RA-VBR at 600kbit/s. 
178 Paper Er=1.0 Mbit/s. The fair share bandwidth after all sources have started was however 
40Mbit/s/64=625 kbit/s. The challenge of the network congestion control and the rate 
adaptive SVBR was then to make the sources produce 625 kbit/s on average (after 16 s, 
packet headers included), ensuring bandwidth fairness and smallest possible delay 
between sender and receiver. The end-to-end delay budget includes sender buffer (TFRC 
only), packet transmission delay, propagation delay, and network router queuing delay. 
MTU was set to 1036 bytes for the TFRC case, and 1028 bytes for the P-AQM case. 
These numbers resulted from 1000 byte payload, 20 byte IP header, 8 byte UDP header 
(P-AQM) and 16 byte DCCP/TFRC header [KHF06]. In a real implementation the RTP 
protocol could have been used additionally — this would have added typically 12 bytes. 
The RED router (used by the TFRC simulations) was configured to gentle adaptive RED 
with the target delay set to half of the maximum queue buffer size. The buffer size was set 
equal to the bandwidth-delay product (BDP) assuming an RTT of 200 ms1, which gives 
0.200 x 40e6 / 8 = 1 MB, i.e. approximately 1000 packets (assuming 1000 byte packets). 
The RED target queue equilibrium was thus about 500 packets. Smaller queue equilib-
rium was also tried but resulted in severe queue length instability. P-AQM, which is 
designed to control aggregate traffic with small persistent queue sizes, was configured to 
a target queue size of only 50 kB. Both RED and P-AQM were run in byte count mode. 
Transmitter (encoder) frame discard as additional rate control was not allowed. 
Table 2 lists the simulations and their parameters and results, showing ∼ link utilization 
and zero loss for all the simulation cases, except s5 which uses packet drops to signal 
congestion. 
1. The RED router must be set to cope with typical average RTT of the flows traversing it, and not 
the special case with low RTTs as in this example; this also makes it more robust to handle many 
flows, see e.g. [CC03]. 
Table 2 Ns-2 simulation results 




s1 P-AQM+ECF — 88.2 0.0 
s2 RED/ECN+TF
RC 
1000 89.9 0.0 
s3 RED/ECN+TF
RC 
100 90.0 0.0 
s4 RED/ECN+TF
RC 
40 89.6 0.0 
s5 FIFO+TFRC 100 92.0 1.1 
6.  Example Evalvid-RA simulation and results 179Fig. 5 shows the end-to-end delay for simulation cases s1–s4. S1 (P-AQM) has very low 
delay, at equilibrium it is below 30ms. The TFRC simulations s2–s3 show that there is a 
significant period in which the delay is very high. An inspection shows that this delay is 
both due to excessive queue delay and significant shaping buffer backlog. S4 shows that 
a too low decay factor leads to unstable behavior. We believe, the reason is that the stable 
packet submission of TFRC is discontinued by the completely drained shaping buffer. The 
TFRC “Fast Restart” functionality, which should assist in stability for self-limiting 
sources, was however enabled. 
The Evalvid-RA post-processing tools for the primary flows were now used to generate 
PSNR and MOS values for s1–s3, given three different delay constraint scenarios: (i) no 
delay constraint, (ii) receiver play-out buffer size constraint (PoB), and (iii) absolute play-
out buffer time constraint (PoD). In (i) all received packets were used in the frame assem-
bly process (by et_ra.exe), while in (ii) packets were dropped if the packet inter-
arrival jitter was higher than a specified receiver play-out buffer size could tolerate (due 
to memory limitation). In (iii), an absolute play-out time was specified relative to the 
frame transmission time, due to the real-time constraint. We tested the simulated scenario 
with 150 ms and 500 ms equivalent play-out buffer size constraint and 150 ms absolute 
play-out delay constraint. The latter is reflecting the recommended one-way delay for 
conversational media. Fig. 6 displays the results for s1 and s3. Since these scenarios had 
zero loss (due to the ECN and ECF signaling), the PSNR values reflect two other QoS 
parameters: bandwidth and delay. Bandwidth fairness can be examined by calculating per 
























Figure 5 The packet delay end-2-end for the primary flow, including traffic shaping buffer, 
transmit delay, propagation delay and router queue delay. 
180 Paper Eflow bandwidth, using e.g. Jain’s Fairness Index [JCH84]: it was better than 0.99 for all 
simulations (1.0 is perfect fairness), showing that the bandwidth was fairly distributed 
over the flows. P-AQM performs best at all tests, due to its superior end-to-end delay per-
formance, both in receive frame jitter and absolute delay. However, the delay caused by 
TFRC’s traffic shaping buffer and RED router affected the perceived quality of TFRC in 
terms of objective PSNR values. Constraint (i) gives almost the same PSNR as P-AQM, 
while (iii) shows that the absolute delay of 150ms results in PSNR degradation in the 
order 1–10dB. This degradation is due to the fact that the decoder has to render the last 
successfully decoded frame when the current frame number is not yet arrived at the 
receiver. In case (ii), a PoB of 500 ms is sufficient to handle most of the inter-arrival 
packet jitter to avoid too much PSNR degradation, while with a PoB of 150 ms, a lot of 
frames will be dropped due to buffer limitation so that decoding collapses. Statistical 
delay and PSNR values for the tests s1–s3 are shown in Table 3, with corresponding aver-
age MOS values shown in Fig. 7.
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s1 30.3 104.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 0/1836 

























Figure 6 The resulting PSNR values (frame by frame) of the primary flows in s1 and s3 
simulation, given the different delay constraints. 
∞
6.  Example Evalvid-RA simulation and results 181This subsection has demonstrated that the perceptual quality of interactive video flows is 
not only a function of bandwidth and packet drop ratio, but also on end-to-end delay. The 
network feedback systems are shown to cooperate closely with the adaptive rate controller 
so that the aggregate traffic gives link utilization close to capacity while packet drops are 
limited. Due to the inherent TFRC traffic shaping, it is probably natural that this non-
bursty traffic can be strictly controlled. The non-traffic shaped traffic output of the P-
AQM+ECF system is however not so evident since it submits the VBR traffic directly into 
the network. The reason why this works well is examined in the next subsection. 
6.4 Adaptive VBR rate control avoiding LRD 
In [GW94] and also later work by others it was proven and demonstrated that VBR video 
traffic exhibits long range dependence (LRD). LRD traffic characteristic means that the 
resulting rate (measured in bytes per frame or per GOP) occupied by the VBR coder varies 
significantly and that its ACF (autocorrelation function) has significant values for large 
s2 212.1 939.4 33.7 32.8 19.1 29.2 1259/1836 
s3 231.2 1379 33.1 31.5 19.3 28.8 1250/1836 
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Figure 7 Average MOS values calculated from the PSNR values following guidelines in [KRW03, 
Ohm95]. A reference MOS value is calculated for a 1.0 Mbit/s flow of the same sequence, which 
would have resulted if there were fewer than 40 flows in the bottleneck. 
182 Paper Elags n, i.e. the ACF  as  and  (compared to the exponential fast 
decay ,  and , valid for Poisson sources). With other words, 
the VBR coder traffic output has a self-similar behavior. Obviously, such traffic makes it 
very difficult to have high link utilization without risking periods with persistent packet 
losses due to queue buffer overflow. However, the work cited did statistical analysis of 
VBR open-loop coders only, i.e. no rate controller was present at all. Applying VBR rate 
control means that an average bit rate is established, possibly also with variance con-
straints. This is exactly what is gained by adaptive SVBR in the form of (3) and (4). 
[HRR97] also shows that the rate controller almost completely eliminates any LRD, i.e. 
it becomes more like SRD (short range dependent). This is why the deployment of VBR 
rate controllers makes high link utilization obtainable, since the aggregate of SRD 
sources will exhibit Poisson characteristics. When scaling both the r and b of the leaky 
bucket in SVBR, variability is also reduced per source to adjust to the potentially 
increased variance of the aggregate. Thus, congestion control combined with adaptive
rate controllers makes way for even more flows and stabilizes the network throughput at 
high utilization. The accuracy of the feedback system and buffer dimensioning then deter-
mines if this can be accomplished with small buffer delays. 
An Evalvid-RA ns-2 simulation was carried out to substantiate the claims made above. It 
was similar to the P-AQM simulation described in the previous subsection, except that it 
was run over 300 seconds to get more data for the statistics. All flows were looped back 
to the beginning of the trace files when finished, except for the primary flow that stopped 
at 61.2 s as before. In Fig. 8 the primary flow rate is shown together with flow 4 and 5. 
ρ n( ) n β–∝ n ∞→ 0 β 1< <
ρ n( ) αn∝ n ∞→ 0 α 1< <
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Flow 5, start at 15.6s
Flow 0 (primary flow)
Flow 4, start at 4.1s
Figure 8 Three of the 64 flows, showing the VBR behavior, and the adaptive rate control slowly 
adjusting the rate to the 600kbit/s fair application rate. 
6.  Example Evalvid-RA simulation and results 183Note that since flow 5 starts at 15.6 s, it is one of the last flows to start in the 0–16 s start-
ing period, thus its convergence against the fair bandwidth share is slower than “normal” 
(e.g. compared to flow 4). This plot shows that it takes some time before the flows become 
stationary. However, the aggregate of the flows entering the bottleneck router has a sta-
tionary behavior much sooner, as shown in Fig. 9. The reason for this is that the 
congestion control of P-AQM works on the aggregate, while the AIMD behavior of the 
sources themselves control the fairness issue. Here the aggregate bit rate has been calcu-
lated using four different averaging time units: 20, 40, 200, and 400 ms (= GOP). As 
shown by the curve for GOP sized averaging rates, stationary behavior is obtained already 
at approximately 20 s. Its variability at smaller time scales is much higher. However, the 
figure shows that the averaging operation reduces the variance considerably, which is typ-
ical for Poisson and Poisson-like traffic aggregates. Calculating a histogram of the packet 
inter arrival times (Fig. 10) reveals that the traffic is indeed Poisson-like, since a negative 
exponential distribution shape is produced. 
The only exception is the spike at 0.27 ms, caused by the frequent event of multi-packet 
frames arriving back-to-back (1028 B packets in 32 Mbit/s access links have 0.27 ms 
spacing). Calculating the autocorrelation function of the bit rates as shown in Fig. 9, gives 
the results as shown in Fig. 11. 
With 400 ms average time windows, the sequence is clearly uncorrelated. At smaller time 
scales a correlation peak at the lag corresponding to 61.2 s is evident. This is not surpris-
ing as the flows repeat themselves after this amount of time. This is a result of a 
“synthetic” aggregate behavior and motivates a modification of Evalvid-RA to jump to an 







































Figure 9 Averaging at larger and larger time scales reveals a stationary time series. 
184 Paper Earbitrary GOP after ending the trace file instead of jumping to the very beginning. Never-
theless, the envelope shape reveals that the ACF converges fast to zero at increasing lag, 
as is the nature of Poisson-like traffic sources. 


























Figure 10 The histogram of the inter arrival time of packet received at bottleneck router 


























Figure 11 The envelope of the autocorrelation function of aggregate input traffic to bottleneck 
router, calculated at four different time units. Lag units are scaled to fit corresponding time unit. 
6.  Example Evalvid-RA simulation and results 185It is the near Poisson traffic nature that makes it possible to control an aggregate of VBR 
rate controlled video streams close to full link utilization, with zero packet loss and very 
small queue delay. As future bottleneck router capacity increases, higher link utilization 
is obtainable without adding delay, possibly even decreasing the delay at the same link 
utilization. 
6.5 Mixed VBR and TCP traffic 
In this section we aim to demonstrate the Evalvid-RA capabilities in video transmission 
protocol analysis using more realistic Internet traffic and running a high number of differ-
ent work loads in order to compare the different protocols and network architectures. The 
focus is on relative performance, thus we present the results as PSNR values as function 
of the number of VBR flows. 
A common bottleneck link of 40 Mbit/s is shared by 32 long-lived New Reno TCP flows 
(e.g. continuous FTP download) and 120 sources generating HTTP Web traffic using a 
recommended model generating Poisson distributed flow arrival times and Pareto distrib-
uted flow sizes (with shape factor of 1.35) [KHR02]. The access network capacity is 
3.0 Mbit/s, while the rest of the parameters are similar to Section 6.3. In this environment 
the VBR flows are transmitted. We vary the number of VBR flows from 2 up to 128, using 
the clips from “The Matrix” and “An Inconvenient Truth”. In addition to P-AQM and 
TFRC over RED/ECN routers (TFRC 1), we also test TFRC over RED without ECN 
marking (TFRC 2), TFRC over ordinary FIFO routers (TFRC 3), and non-adaptive 



































Figure 12 PSNR values as function of number of VBR flows in mixed network traffic. Play-out 
delay constraint is 150ms (videoconferencing delay constraint). 
186 Paper E1.0 Mbit/s UDP flows over FIFO routers (UDP). To obtain reference PSNR values (“ref.” 
curves in Fig 12 and 13), we also simulated a single UDP flow with target bit rates 
1.0 Mbit/s, 740 kbit/s, 570 kbit/s, 392 kbit/s, and 240 kbit/s, corresponding to the fair 
bandwidth share in the different cases. 
In Fig. 12 the results for the videoconferencing 150 ms delay constraint case are depicted, 
while in Fig. 13 the corresponding results for the VoD/WebTV 2 s delay constraint case 
are shown. The P-AQM performance is equal and above the reference quality, where the 
reason for the latter is in fact statistical multiplexing gain (SMG): since both movie clips 
have large variations in their bit rate for all quantizer scales Q, and for Q=2 the bit rate 
range is approx. 0.25–4.5 Mbit/s, there is room for other flows to exploit other flows 
inability to fully utilize their fair bandwidth share. The flows are upper bit rate limited at 
1.0 Mbit/s, explaining the absence of SMG at 2 VBR flows. With 128 VBR flows, the fair 
bandwidth share is below the minimum bandwidth at Q=2, which also renders SMG 
impossible. P-AQM is robust also in mixed traffic due to a two-queue scheduler that sep-
arates the UDP and TCP traffic and marks the TCP packets with ECN as in RED routers 
[LAR05]. Non-adaptive UDP streaming also achieves very high PSNR values (but not has 
high as P-AQM due to packet losses) before it collapses above 32 flows due to very high 
packet losses. It must be noted that the high performance of non-adaptive UDP is on the 
cost of starved TCP flows! It is also evident that TFRC performs best when run over ECN 
enabled RED routers. Performance drops a little when ECN is not supported, while ordi-
nary FIFO queues gives TFRC the lowest performance. The better quality of TFRC at the 



































Figure 13 PSNR values as function of number of VBR flows in mixed network traffic. Play-out 
delay constraint is 2s (VoD and WebTV delay constraint). 
7.  Closing Remarks and Conclusion 1872 s delay constraint is due to the fact that most frames do arrive with a latency between 
150 ms and 2 s. Again, like in Section 6.3, this delay is a combination of traffic shaping 
buffer delay and RED and FIFO queuing delay. TFRC also pays a PSNR penalty at any 
number of flows, in that it has constant packet size, and thus must often use bandwidth-
wasting byte stuffing. 
All simulated cases had bottleneck link utilization above 99.0%. Packet drops increased 
with the number of VBR flows: for P-AQM it was in the range 0.001–1%, for TFRC 
0.01% with ECN, 0.1–2% without ECN and with FIFO, and ill-behaving UDP 0.6–89%. 
Jain’s Fairness Index of the VBR flows was better than 0.99 for all TFRC and P-AQM 
simulations. When comparing all long-lived flows, the index was 0.96 or better. Also 
worth noting is that the results for the two media clips were very similar, demonstrating 
that VBR rate control reduces LRD and thereby genre differences. 
7. Closing Remarks and Conclusion 
In this paper we have presented Evalvid-RA, a framework and tool-set to enable simula-
tion of rate adaptive VBR video. Evalvid-RA’s main capability is the generation of true 
rate adaptive MPEG-4 VBR traffic, i.e. the codec output is dependent of the aggregate 
traffic passing through the network bottlenecks. In addition, the received media traces are 
used to restore true media files that can be visually inspected and PSNR and MOS scores 
can be calculated when comparing with the original material. The tool-set includes an 
online (at simulation time) rate controller that, based on network congestion signals, 
chooses video quality and bit rates from corresponding pre-processed trace files. 
Evalvid-RA’s capabilities were demonstrated by the simulation of a VBR rate controller, 
modulated by TFRC and P-AQM+ECF congestion signals. Up to 128 simultaneous inde-
pendent VBR sources were run, together with 32 long-lived TCP flows and background 
Web traffic generated by 120 independent sources. The 420 second network simulation 
took about 10 minutes to complete on a three year old laptop running ns-2 under Cygwin. 
Thus, even higher numbers of sources should be feasible. 
Statistical analysis of P-AQM+ECF controlled VBR traffic revealed that the traffic aggre-
gate did not exhibit self-similarity. That’s why high link utilization and controlled queuing 
delay and packet loss is obtainable without strict traffic shaping as e.g. TFRC is using. The 
P-AQM system had both the highest PSNR score and could also support more flows at 
reasonably high PSNR values. The cost of these achievements is however a new router 
algorithm (at least located at the bottleneck link) and some additional signaling traffic. 
The corresponding simulations of TFRC revealed that the performance was increasing 
with higher network router intelligence. They also showed that delay constraint results 
were both dependent on the traffic shaping buffer backlog and router queue backlog. Our 
solution of draining the traffic shaping buffer could probably be improved, e.g. by using 
188 Paper Eframe discard if the buffer contains more than e.g. 2–3 frames, depending on the applica-
tion. But then, also other means should be developed that prevent unstable TFRC behavior 
when using such aggressive buffer draining. 
Evalvid-RA can be used as a test tool for new ideas and early implementations. The usage 
of TFRC for media applications is expected to grow substantially in the coming years and 
improved performance in real-time applications with strict delay constraint, such as vid-
eoconferencing, would make it even more valuable. Obviously, the Internet community 
prefers simple scalable solutions over new ideas involving e.g. new router architecture as 
in P-AQM. However, this does not prevent the use of novel architectures in dedicated 
media networks, such as digital-TV. 
More advanced Evalvid-RA usage includes fairness and delay performance tests in sce-
narios with multiple bottlenecks, heterogeneous RTTs, and scenarios where some sources 
are self-limited while others are bottleneck limited [Phe04]. Advanced routers with selec-
tive packet drop can be tested with new error resilient media features, since PSNR and 
MOS scores can be calculated in the Evalvid-RA post process. Work on rate adaptive 
media over wireless networks will be more and more relevant. In fact, such work has 
already been started at NTNU using Evalvid-RA and ns-2 802.11 models. 
Future tool enhancements could include support for audio codecs and more video codecs 
(such as H.264/AVC, which is already supported by Evalvid 2.0), as well as transmitter 
frame discard and relaxed quantizer scale constraints. The quantizer scale modulation 
demonstrated in this paper can in fact be expanded to also include temporal and spatial 
scalability, perhaps even modality changes, provided that the scaling follows a predefined 
rate-distortion curve. Ordinary multirate coding can be supported, with trace files result-
ing from optimized CBR or VBR rate controlled media, with arbitrary quantizer scale 
values on frame, slice, or even macro block granularity. In fact, this awakens the idea of 
using the multiple precoded media with fixed quantizer scale (as used in Evalvid-RA to 
simulate real-time codecs) also as content on real streaming servers, thus enabling stream-
ing media services of pre-stored VoD content with rate adaptation at much finer 
granularity than ordinary multirate coding. Some sample tests reveal that the additional 
storage cost is six times that of storing only the highest quality stream, which can be jus-
tified with the dropping prices of storage media. In such a way Evalvid-RA could also 
become not only an analysis concept, but also a concept of implementation, and a bridge 
in rate adaptive media deployment. 
By publishing the Evalvid-RA source code online, we hope that the Internet real-time 
media research community successfully uses this tool-set to investigate, develop, and 
optimize adaptive media codecs and network architecture jointly, so that current and 
future adaptive packet video systems are better suited to handle the varying wired and 
wireless network capabilities and conditions. The latest version of Evalvid-RA can be 
7.  Closing Remarks and Conclusion 189downloaded from http://www.item.ntnu.no/~arnelie/Evalvid-
RA.htm. 
APPENDIX
Listing of the Evalvid-RA tools 
Table 4 is included to ease the understanding of what tools are included in the Evalvid-
RA download package, their origin, their purpose, and how to use them. Since all tools 
are command-line based, they are accompanied by sample script files (Linux shell scripts 
and ns-2 TCL scripts). 








ffmpeg No manyQ.sh To encode video file with the full range of 




manyQ.sh Create frame size trace files of all encoded 






Simulation: Module running RA-SVR and 















Simulation: modified udp.ccin where sender 
trace files are written, including tx time, 















Simulation: modified udpsink.ccin where 
receiver trace files are written, including rx 
time and packet type. 
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Abstract
The increase in Internet streaming media deployment and consumption has created a 
network stability challenge. The reason is that in overload situations, such sources con-
tinue submitting packets at an unmodified rate. The elastic applications using the TCP 
protocol will back-off and receive a throughput below their fair rate. The DCCP/TFRC 
congestion control mechanism is one possible remedy. However, due to its steady packet 
rate requirement, the end-to-end delay constraints of conversational real-time media like 
VoIP and videoconferencing can be ruined by the TFRC transmit buffer and router 
queue backlog.
In this paper the P-AQM alternative is presented. P-AQM routers provide more accurate 
traffic load state than RED routers, to ensure high link utilization yet low queue backlog. 
The paper gives the theoretical stability criteria of P-AQM with explicit congestion feed-
back (ECF) and explicit rate feedback (ERF). Elaborative ns-2 simulations compare sce-
narios with a mix of MPEG-4 VBR video and TCP traffic, demonstrating P-AQM 
robustness and performance. The ECF and ERF max-min fairness is explained and com-
pared to TFRC using both CBR and VBR traffic in a GFC-2 network scenario. The paper 
also discusses deployment strategies both for the general best effort Internet as well as 
specialized networks. 
KEY WORDS
Congestion Control, Video rate adaptation, Active Queue Management, Control Theory, 
Max-min fairness. 197
198 Paper F1. Introduction
The Internet is facing a stability challenge due to the rapid deployment of multimedia ser-
vices, such as VoD, IPTV, VoIP, and videoconferencing. The main reason for the worry 
among the Internet research community including the IETF is the lack of congestion con-
trol of the media services, since the majority of services use the UDP protocol [Phe07]. 
Many LAN and WAN operators set up firewalls that prevent unknown UDP services to 
enter, to avoid starvation of the elastic TCP traffic. The IETF DCCP protocol is a new pro-
tocol that is aimed to assist this situation [KHF06]. DCCP includes presently a choice 
between two different congestion control mechanisms, TCP-like and TFRC (TCP 
Friendly Rate Control), including fine tuning parameters that are negotiated during the 
connection-oriented session start-up phase. The DCCP flows are unreliable of nature as 
UDP flows are, to avoid re-transmissions of lost packets since late arrival packets have 
limited value for real-time applications.
However, many early-adopters of DCCP report of worse than UDP performance, through-
put far beyond fair rate, and broken real-time latency budgets [BENB06, Phe04]. TFRC 
[FKP06], the most suited DCCP congestion control mechanism for video traffic, is an 
equation based congestion control method that is designed to give equivalent throughput 
as if it were TCP, but at a much smoother rate. TFRC uses fixed packet size, and adapts 
its packet rate based on TFRC feedback packets. Since the media source has variable rate 
output, a transmit buffer must be located between the media source packetizer and the 
actual packet sender. This buffer introduces latency, and may cause TFRC to violate real-
time latency budgets [LK07]. The coarse network state feedback given by packet losses 
or ECN marks may result in unfair throughput when the bottleneck is shared by a mix of 
short and long flows. The unfairness gets even worse if some of the flows are self-limited, 
such as VoIP [Phe04].
The active queue management system P-AQM (Proportional Active Queue Management) 
with explicit congestion feedback (ECF) optimizing live streaming performance was pre-
viously published in [LAR05], providing an UDP congestion control architecture that 
minimizes UDP flow latency with a global max-min fairness constraint. P-AQM+ECF 
provides max-min fairness by exploiting more detailed network state information than in 
ordinary FIFO or RED/ECN equipped networks. Thus, it belongs to the class of solution 
where network intelligence has been increased in order to overcome the aforementioned 
weaknesses of pure e2e (end-to-end) systems like TFRC. Low e2e latency is obtained by 
low router queue backlog and by allowing rate controlled VBR media injected directly 
into the network using legacy UDP or RTP protocol, without any sender buffer. It has been 
shown [HRR97, LK07] that rate controlled VBR media does not exhibit self-similarity, 
and thus controlled queue backlog at high link utilization ρ can be obtained. 
2.  Related Work 199P-AQM is an AQM router that calculates the traffic load, using ECF to signal this infor-
mation back to the sources. The main contributions of this paper are the presentation of a 
modified version named P-AQM+ERF (Explicit Rate Feedback), a control theoretical 
analysis of the complete feedback loop of both ECF and ERF systems, and the demonstra-
tion of its global max-min fairness capabilities.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 the related research is 
outlined. In Chapter 3 the P-AQM with ECF and the new ERF signaling is explained, and 
a control theoretical analysis is given to show its robustness to varying RTTs, capacity, 
and number of flows. Elaborative ns-2 simulations verify the analysis in scenarios with a 
mix of different traffic (TCP, CBR, MPEG-4 VBR). The following Chapter 4 motivates 
and demonstrates P-AQM’s max-min fairness capabilities, accompanied by GFC-2 
(Generic Fairness Configuration version 2) [Sim94]. Chapter 5 discusses deployment 
issues before the conclusions are given in the final Chapter. 
2. Related Work
Many solutions have been proposed over the last decade to solve the challenge of support-
ing robust low-latency and fair video streaming in packet switched networks. Among 
these are VBR over ATM ABR services [LMR97], RAP [RHE99], MPEG-TFRCP 
[MWMM01], and LDA+ [SW00]. However, there are actually more similarities between 
P-AQM (with ECF or ERF) and many of the congestion control mechanisms invented for 
elastic traffic, including ATM ABR services [KJF+00], MaxNet [WAZ03], and especially 
to XCP [KHR02] and RCP [DKZSM05]. XCP and RCP are designed to overcome the 
poor link utilization of TCP flows over network paths with large bandwidth-delay product 
(BDP). The network load is calculated as a weighted sum of the input rate difference to 
output capacity, and the current queue backlog. Both must be regarded as rather radical 
modifications to TCP, so co-existence with TCP flows is a challenge. Other more incre-
mental approaches such as Fast TCP [JWL04] and High Speed TCP [Flo03] are generally 
outperformed, on the cost of more difficult deployment strategies in the current Internet. 
Among the new radical approaches, the key issue is how spare capacity can be utilized 
and max-min fairness can be obtained with as simple as possible architecture in order to 
provide a scalable approach. The different ATM ABR suggestions did either provide exact 
max-min fairness with too high complexity, or only approximate max-min fairness with 
relaxed complexity. MaxNet uses integrated link prices to find the bottlenecks in a simple 
manner, but fairness is only achieved if all sources use the very same utility function. Max-
Net, XCP, RCP, and P-AQM all need a multi-bit network state feedback. The one-bit ECN 
marking, supported by many routers today, can improve TCP throughput to some extent, 
but is far from sufficient in obtaining max-min fairness. 
200 Paper FTo the best of the author’s knowledge, P-AQM is the first approach that adapts research 
supporting elastic flows over large BDP, to scalable streaming media. The result is a scal-
able architecture that minimizes source and network delay, utilizes available bandwidth, 
and scales the media bandwidth to global max-min fairness. As an example, long-distance 
VoIP services over P-AQM supported best effort Internet will have equal bandwidth to 
competing short-distance VoIP.
3. P-AQM: appropriate congestion control for adaptive 
streaming media 
3.1 Media characteristics
Video sources are typically encoded using hybrid DCT transform codecs (e.g. MPEG and 
WMV) producing I-, P- and B-frames, structured in GoPs (Group of Pictures). Interactive 
communication uses short GoP periods (typically some hundred milliseconds in duration 
[JTC99]) for increased error resilience, and B-frames are not used to avoid algorithmic 
delay. The codecs have basically two different rate control operations: CBR and VBR. 
While CBR produces constant number of bits per GOP with variable quality, VBR mode 
produces variable rate at more constant quality. The latter is the natural choice for inter-
active videoconferencing and VoIP transmission over IP networks, since CBR mode have 
to include algorithmic “look-ahead” delay in order to fine tune the quantization parame-
ters within each GoP to produce constant bit rate. 
Most rate controllers use some variant of the leaky bucket algorithm. This means that even 
if the quantization parameter scale is changed only once per GoP, the leaky bucket rate
can follow the network feedback information quite accurately. In practice, the result is that 
the media source can adapt to the suggested rate when seen over a large enough time win-
dow (in the order of 0.5–1.0s). The AQMs inside the network must take this into account. 
Even more important is the fact that rate controlled media does not exhibit any Long 
Range Dependencies [HRR97, LK07]. In sum, the conclusion is that media like video and 
audio can be VBR encoded and submitted into IP networks without any transmit buffer, 
and still be rate controlled so that the aggregate of real-time and elastic traffic can have 
high capacity utilization and controlled low delay. 
3.2 P-AQM: more accurate IP network state feedback 
To obtain these goals, an efficient communication channel between network bottleneck 
routers and media rate controllers must be established, which signals accurate network 
traffic load information. The solution is thus to add some intelligence into the IP network, 
but in the same time ensuring that the solution is scalable, and works for all kind of traffic 
(both elastic and real-time). 
3.  P-AQM: appropriate congestion control for adaptive streaming media 201The solution presented in this paper is P-AQM routers that monitor both aggregate input 
average media (UDP) rate r (bytes/s) and instantaneous queue backlog size q (bytes). 
Fig. 1 shows that the P-AQM router separates the TCP (and TFRC) traffic from the UDP 
traffic with a two-queue scheduler, and merge them again with a byte oriented round robin 
(RR) scheduler. The RR weighs the two queues based on the number of flows, thus obtain-
ing decoupled fairness: TCP friendliness is therefore obtained even if the VBR rate 
control algorithm does not include this constraint. Since real-time media traffic sources 
are non-elastic, and also have a significant variance in output rate, the average UDP rate 
must be calculated over a time window comparable to a typical GoP size (τ2 in Fig. 2 is a 
fixed value and equal to 0.5s in this paper). P-AQM is designed to do this. In addition, in 
its periodic feedback design, it will postpone the start of the next average rate calculation 
until the transition period (τ1) from old to new rate is exceeded. τ1 is actually an estimate 
of the average RTT of all flows passing through the P-AQM outbound link, calculated by 
the router itself. P-AQM+ECF acquires this information through the use of ICMP Echo 
packets between the P-AQM routers and the sources. The new P-AQM+ERF simplify this 
by using an RCP-like protocol in replace of UDP: RCP carries special header fields for 
both the rate and the RTT, where the latter is calculated by the sources instead. 
In the end of period n (see Fig. 2), P-AQM calculates the wanted input rate for the next 
period, rn+1, so that either the queue is drained to equilibrium value (∆q=0) if there has 
been an overload period, or the input rate is increased, if possible, to have a higher link 
capacity utilization. P-AQM+ECF calculates the aggregate rate, and signals either a rel-
ative multiplicative decrease MD∈[0.1,1), or an absolute additive increase AI. In order to 
calculate the AI, the difference  is divided on the current number of media 


































Figure 1 P-AQM decouples e2e congestion controlled traffic (TCP/TFRC) from non-elastic 
(UDP) with a two-queue scheduler. The TCP buffer sizing is as ordinary FIFO or RED queue, 
and has both tail drop and ECN marking. The shorter UDP queue uses P-AQM rate control 
(input rate estimation  and queue backlog ∆qn) calculating the feedback rn+1. rˆn
rn 1+ rˆn–
202 Paper FChapter 4) the MD and AI is signaled explicitly from every router on the path, using 
ICMP source quench packets. In the revised P-AQM+ERF version the equation is modi-
fied to calculate the wanted absolute flow rate directly. This simplifies the signaling to 
obtain max-min fairness, in that this value can be tagged directly into each packet (in its 
application header part, or in the RCP header), and only updated by a downstream router 
calculating a lower value. The resulting value received by the destination node is signaled 
back using RCP ACK packets or RTCP. 
3.3 P-AQM rate equations 
The P-AQM+ECF rate equation is given as 
, (1)
where d=τ1+τ2 (see Fig. 2), cu is the output link capacity, ∆qn is difference between 
wanted queue equilibrium N∗ and queue backlog size Qn, and α and β are constants to pro-
vide stability. The derivation of (1) from the variant presented in [LAR05] is given in 
Appendix A, while noting that . By dividing the update term of (1) on an 
estimate of the number of flows , the initial P-AQM+ERF rate equation is given by 
, (2)
where upper-case R is flow rate, as contrasted to r which is aggregate rate. However, it 
was discovered (section 3.4) that the stability region became dependent on the ratio 
between τ1 and τ2. To become independent, a better approach is to divide the rate excess 
and queue backlog terms on d instead of τ2. The final P-AQM+ERF equation is thus
. (3)
rn 1+ rˆn αd cu rˆn–( ) τ2⁄ β∆qn τ2⁄+ +=
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Figure 2 The relations between estimated rates , feedback rates events rn, timing periods n 
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3.  P-AQM: appropriate congestion control for adaptive streaming media 203 is directly calculated as the output capacity divided on the calculated rate per flow, as 
in RCP. Thus, 
. (4)
P-AQM+ECF stability analysis will be presented first, followed by P-AQM+ERF. 
3.4 P-AQM+ECF stability analysis 
The derivative of rate change part of (1), i.e. , can be approximated as . Thus 
. (5)
The stability criteria of P-AQM with ECF feedback loop will now be analyzed by apply-
ing traditional control theoretical methods, assuming a fluid flow model with continuous 
P-AQM router input rate . Defining , i.e.  is the excess input rate 
compared to output capacity, one can write 
(6)
where  and , and where the  arguments are due to that  
and  are observed at time  (discrete index n) before the derivative is observed at time 
t (discrete index n+1). This is actually the very same equation as found in the analysis of 
XCP [KHR02] and RCP [DKZSM05], except for the definitions of the scaling factors ξ
and θ. This difference is due to the stepwise adjustment of rate for the media sources in 
P-AQM once per congestion signaling period (which is larger that RTT), while in XCP 
and RCP there is typically multiple updates per RTT. 
This homogeneous differential equation can now be Laplace translated. Following well 
known Laplace translation rules, where X(s)=L{x(t)}, and observing that 
, we now have 
(7)
where the e−ds terms take care of the feedback delay d. If running this system with a ded-
icated reference signal u(t) on the right hand side, we get the Laplace transform of the 
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204 Paper FThe transfer function from u(t) to x(t) can now be expressed as 
. (9)
The open loop transfer function A(s)=D(s)F(s) is thus 
. (10)
Classical Bode/Nyquist stability criteria say that a closed loop is stable if the open loop
transfer function has a gain < 1 when the phase of the same function crosses −π, i.e. 
(11)
(true for all loop functions crossing magnitude 1 only once, as in this case). The open loop
magnitude and phase is given as 
(12)
observing that |e−d⋅jω| = 1 for all ω, and 
, (13)
respectively. Defining ω180 as the frequency where the phase is −π, and ωz as the fre-
quency where the gain is 1, the stability criteria is ωz<ω180. Putting (12) equal to unity
and inserting ξ = α/τ2 and θ = −β/(τ2d) leads to 
. (14)









Figure 3 The Laplace transformed block schematic of the feedback system, where 
 and . The transfer function is 
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3.  P-AQM: appropriate congestion control for adaptive streaming media 205. (15)
The latter has to be solved numerically, and a solution will only exist as long as α/β>1. 
In order to ensure that solutions exist for (14) and (15), the values of α and β have to be 
bounded. In order to find this stability bound, a coordinate system with axis α and β as x- 
and y-axis, respectively, can be drawn. (αi,βi) is selected and inserted into (15). If now 
also (14) is fulfilled, the (αi,βi) coordinate is within the stability region. Finding the (αi,βi)
pairs that make ω180=ωz enables drawing a line separating the stable and unstable region. 
Actually, this region is independent on the absolute values of d and τ2, only on their ratio, 
as shown in Fig. 4. 
In order to find known stability conditions within the stability region, closed expressions 
for α and β can be found when first deciding on the relationship between the nominator 
break frequency in (10), ωb=θ/ξ (i.e. where the nominator term has produced a phase shift 
of π/4), and the crossover frequency ωz. Bodes simplified stability criteria says that for 
stability robustness, the break frequency should be located at a lower frequency than the 
crossover frequency, so that the phase can “climb” from −π towards −π/2 and thus create 
a larger phase margin (i.e. the open loop phase at ωz). E.g., if choosing ωb=θ/ξ=0.5ωz and 
































Figure 4 The stability region is below the convex lines. The stability area decreases at 
decreasing τ2/d ratio. The dashed line shows (α,β) pairs with constant ωb=0.5ωz and τ2/d=0.99: 





206 Paper FTo ensure stability, (13) says that , i.e. 
. (17)
In Fig. 4 it is also shown (the dashed line) how the gain margin increases as the α and β
is made smaller and smaller (the α is 0.99, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, and 0.4 times the limit 
set by (17), while β is calculated using (16)). The increased stability is however achieved 
at the cost of slower settling time of the control loop. In Fig. 5 the Bode and Nichols plot 
of the largest gain margin is shown. In order to maintain a constant gain and phase margin 
at dynamic delay conditions, the P-AQM router should update (17) at every periodic 
update, and thus recalculate both α and β. 
3.5 P-AQM+ERF stability analysis and verification 
Due to the fact that the rate change part of (1) and (2) is identical except for the scaling 
factor , the stability analysis is exactly the same. In particular, it has the same stability 
dependency property: α and β must be dynamically updated in the P-AQM nodes to cap-
ture any temporary changes in τ1 and τ2, in order to keep a constant phase margin. In order 
to avoid this unwanted dependency, the P-AQM+ERF rate equation was changed to (3), 
in where it is observed that the rate change asked for will be valid for τ2+τ1 (s), and not 
only τ2. This causes a modification of the stability equations, in that all τ2 terms is 
replaced by d. Thus, the stability area will remain constant and independent of the network 
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Figure 5 Bode plot (open loop) and Nichols plot of the loop margins for ωb=0.5ωz, of the 
example where αis 0.4 times the limit given by (17). 
Nˆn
3.  P-AQM: appropriate congestion control for adaptive streaming media 207delay d. The actual stability region curve will be almost identical to the τ2=0.99d line in 
Fig. 4. 
In order to verify the correctness of the stability analysis, the algorithm is implemented in 
ns-2 for simulation purposes. A simple dumbbell network scenario with 10 competing 
2Mbit/s CBR flows all flowing through a 16Mbit/s bottleneck link. The CBR source is 
submitting 400 byte packets, and is capable of rate adaptation through packet rate modu-
lation. The end to end RTT in Fig. 6 is 100ms, while it is 400ms in Fig. 7. β=0.4 for all 
simulations (chosen as an example), while α is varied. As can be seen, stable queue per-
formance is obtained in satisfactory correspondence to the mathematical analysis depicted 
in Fig. 4: α=0.1 makes a very unstable and oscillating system, 0.5 makes it marginally sta-
ble, 0.85 is well inside stable area, 1.3 marginally stable, and 1.7 unstable. The claim of 
RTT independence also holds, taking into account that the update frequency of P-AQM is 
lower at high RTT, thus creating a slower settling time. While α clearly influence the set-
tling time, the estimation of the number of flows via (4) may cause packet drops if it 
underestimates the true value, which may happen when many new flows arrive simulta-
neously. This is also a known phenomenon in RCP. 
However, the main motivation behind P-AQM was the support of variable rate coded 
media (VBR). VBR encoded video has significant traffic variability, both from GoP to 
GoP, but perhaps most noticeable within each GoP, due to the frame size differences of I-
frame, P- frames, and B-frames. This variability actually shows a positive effect in the 
aforementioned problem with flow number estimation, i.e. (4) needs fewer cycles before 




















































d) α = 1.7
Figure 6 Test scenario with RTT=100ms and P-AQM N* of 40kB. β=0.4 and α varied 0.1–1.7, 
to show unstable and stable queue performance. 
208 Paper Fflow, guiding the packetizing of video frames to packets. Increasing the MTU to 700 
bytes, and using a video test sequence consisting of a collage of official MPEG test 
sequences (News, Football, Stefan, and Akiyo) in CIF resolution at 30fps, results are cre-
ated for variable number of non-synchronized adaptive MPEG-4 VBR flows targeting (if 
no network bandwidth contention) 1Mbit/s on average. The Evalvid-RA tool-set for ns-2 
is used for this experiment. Through adaptive setting of the quantizer scale in the range Q 
= 2–31, the average bandwidth can be compressed down to a minimum of approximately 
200kbit/s. All flows are passing through a bottleneck link, which capacity is varied from 
16 to 256Mbit/s, and the RTT is varied from 10 to 800ms. The VBR flows are all started 
within the first seconds of the simulation, and mean and standard deviation queue delay 
is measured during 10–60 second of the simulation period (transient part removed, and 
95% confidence intervals calculated based on 12 independent runs). Simulations reveal 
that τ2 must be greater than the average GoP size in order to maintain a stable queue size, 
which is reasonable. The target link utilization capacity was reduced from 100% to 95% 
(except for the highest link capacity), which is achieved by changing cu to 0.95cu in the 
equations. The reason for this is that the VBR aggregate has significant rate variability, 
especially for low number of flows, meaning that router queue delay jitter should be lim-
ited on the cost of some 5 percent link utilization. This also means that the queue will be 
drained completely if the input rate is smooth CBR. Lastly, in all simulations, there is TCP 
background traffic consisting of long-lived flows (the RTT and number of TCP flows are 
equal to that of the VBR flows) and short-lived flows (Web traffic modeled by Poisson 






















































Figure 7 Test scenario with RTT=400ms and P-AQM N* of 40kB. β=0.4 and α varied 0.1–1.7, 
to show unstable and stable queue performance. 
3.  P-AQM: appropriate congestion control for adaptive streaming media 209The results are displayed in Fig. 8 to Fig. 10. All results are obtained for α=0.75 and 
β=0.35, τ2=0.5s, and target UDP and TCP queue equilibrium size is 35kB and 350kB 
respectively. The first figure shows that the delay is almost independent of RTT (the 
800ms RTT is so high that the TCP traffic struggles to keep high utilization, i.e. the TCP 
queue drains completely occasionally, which in turn also decreases the UDP queue due to 
RR). Fig. 9 shows that when the number of flows increase, and thus the bandwidth per 
flow decrease, the queue delay actually first decreases somewhat (30 flows). The reason 
for this is that the bit variability of VBR flows decreases at lower bit rates. However, for 
40 and 50 flows the delay increases again, which is a result from the fact that the fair band-
width share is approaching the lower bound constraint of 200kbit/s. Fig. 10 shows that the 
method scales with larger link capacities, which actually implies that the queue delay 





















Figure 8 Mean and average bottleneck UDP queue delay as function of RTT. The bottleneck 
bandwidth is 16Mbit/s, the number of VBR flows is 20, which equals the number of long TCP 




















Figure 9 Mean and average bottleneck queue delay as function of number of VBR flows (20 long 
TCP flows for all cases). The bottleneck bandwidth is 16Mbit/s, and RTT=50ms. 95% CI 
calculated based on 12 replicated independent runs.
210 Paper Flization was run (256FC). The result reveals that full capacity is obtainable with low delay 
when the capacity and the number of flows are high enough. Since the traffic aggregate 
converges against a Poisson process at higher capacities, this result is in fact a direct out-
come of well-known M/D/1 traffic theory, where the queue waiting time can be expressed 
as 
(18)
where m is the service time of one packet. Thus, at a given link utilization ρ, the queue 
delay is directly inverse proportional to link capacity. For all tests, there was no packet 
drops during the stable period of the simulations, and the total link utilization (including 
both TCP and UDP traffic) was in the region 90–98%. To conclude, these results supports 
the mathematical analysis and the envisioned VBR performance, in that the method pro-
vides stable VBR operation, which scales well with RTT, N, and . 
4. Throughput fairness 
Streaming media consists generally of long-lived flows, so it is quite fundamental that the 
deployed congestion control algorithm maintains a stable and fair bandwidth allocation. 
The fairness should be independent of RTT and number of bandwidth bottlenecks, to sup-
port equal quality of short- and long-distant VoIP and videoconferencing. The concept 
global max-min fairness [BG92] has exactly these requirements. This is in contrast to the 
TCP congestion control, which gives long-lived flows a throughput proportional to 
 where , thus the name proportional fairness [KMT98]. A third class 
of fairness control is called Utility max-min [She95], where e.g. MaxNet belongs. This 





















Figure 10 Mean and average bottleneck queue delay as function of capacity. The RTT = 50ms. 
Target queue size is 40kB, and number of VBR (and long TCP) flows is 20, 40, and 120, 
respectively. 95% CI calculated based on 12 replicated independent runs.
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4.  Throughput fairness 211max-min fairness. It will be argued that P-AQM fulfils these requirements, supported by 
simulation experiments.
4.1 Is one more bit enough?
One important question is: how accurate must the network load feedback signal be? In 
VCP [XSSK05] the authors claim that a two-bit ECN marking will create much more effi-
cient network state feedback than the established one-bit ECN. Two bits make room for 
signaling “low-load”, “high-load”, and “overload”, while the fourth state could signal 
“ECN/VCP not supported”. A new state is computed each time slot tp, which by the 
authors is suggested to be close to 200ms. This replaces the one-bit ECN marks that signal 
the traffic load as a continuous flow of 0 and 1 marks (the more 1’s the higher the traffic 
load). 
A thorough analysis of VCP reveals however a fundamental weakness in its design that 
may create a serious starvation of long flows. The flaw is the combination of periodic 
updates and AIMD based on worst link state on a flows path towards its destination. In 
persistent traffic high-load/overload situation, a link’s utilization on average is typical 90–
100%, which is highly dependent of the AQM in use. The instantaneous input traffic load 
may vary between 90–110% or more. Now, imagine a network flow that, lets say, passes 
through two bottlenecked links. Lets say that the AQM algorithm controlling these links 
together with the rate control algorithm on average calls periodically (tp) for three additive 
increase and one multiplicative decrease. Further, let’s assume that there are only long-
lived steady flows. Thus, each period have pMD=0.25 probability of creating a MD, and 
pAI=1−pMD=0.75 probability of creating AI. A flow transversing both these links will, if 
the statistics are considered independent, observe a probability of at least one MD per tp










Figure 11 P-AQM+ECF nodes signal directly from the routers using ICMP packets. P-
AQM+ERF signals only from the end user terminal. The total path does not need to consist of P-
AQM routers only. 
212 Paper Fof . Put more generally, having a path 
of L congested links in equilibrium with independent but assumed equal probability pMD
of decrease rate message per congestion signal period, the probability of at least one MD 
message per period is 
(19)
This means that long flows with multiple bottlenecks will see larger probability of MD 
than short flows with fewer bottlenecks. To see how this affects VCP, the following was 
simulated in ns-2: A parking lot topology has 3 bottlenecked links. Each bottlenecked link 
carries two long flows and two short (cross-traffic) flows. The link capacities are 
10 Mbit/s, thus, the max-min fair share per flow is 2.5 Mbit/s. The long flow RTT is 
112 ms, while the short flows RTT is 28 ms. Ns-2 simulation shows that, when the VCP 
routers tp periods are not synchronized (as would be the case in real life), the load factor 
they calculate can be regarded as independent of each other. As Fig. 12 shows, the long 
VCP flows throughput are starved (continuously lowering the throughput). In compari-
son, the long TCP flows are not starved. None of these are close to obtaining global max-
min fairness (2.5 Mbit/s). To conclude: neither one- nor two-bit ECN marking fulfills the 
fairness requirement. 
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Figure 12 The VCP long flows are starved by the short flows. TCP is more robust since the 
probability of being 50% reduced is proportional to its current bandwidth. 
4.  Throughput fairness 2134.2 P-AQM: max-min fairness for media flows demonstrated 
Obviously, more detailed network state information is needed. When inspecting VCP, 
MaxNet, XCP, RCP, and P-AQM, it is only RCP and P-AQM that accomplish global max-
min fairness [BG92], without requiring synchronized or global fine tuned network param-
eters. If the relative AIMD signaling is replaced by absolute measures of rates performed 
by e.g. RCP routers/switches, the network would be able to differ between the flows 
actual bottlenecks and eventually other saturated links. Actually, RCP manages to do this 
in a scalable way. The only problem is that RCP is dependent on that the sources scale 
their bandwidth smoothly to exact what the RCP calls for. In contrast, P-AQM is designed 
to control CBR and VBR video sources, where the latter has significant bandwidth 
variance.
In this subsection the global max-min fairness properties of P-AQM+ECF, P-AQM+ERF 
and TFRC is demonstrated and compared by ns-2 simulations of a GFC-2 network archi-
tecture (Fig. 13), chosen because GFC-2 was explicitly designed to reveal max-min 
performance of traffic control architectures [Sim94]. The sources used in the simulations 
are rate adaptive CBR (synthetic) only, and rate adaptive VBR (MPEG-4) plus TCP flows. 
Capacity unit C was set to 20 Mbit/s, and delay unit D to 5 ms (giving 65 ms propagation 
delay for the B-flow entering network at far left end). The global max-min fair throughput 
distribution for this setting is given in the Fig. 13. 
In Fig. 14 the P-AQM+ECF is simulated with rate adaptive CBR sources only. The rate 
throughput is averaged over 0.6 s time window. The number of sources is the same as in 
Fig. 13, and they are all started with the same random seed uniformly within the first 5 s 
of the 30 s simulation time. Due to the smooth source rate, the convergence time of P-
AQM+ECF to max-min fairness is slow, as expected. The P-AQM+ERF behavior shown 
in Fig. 15 reveal that this method is much faster, and after approximately 12 s all sources 
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C = 20Mbps gives global maxmin fair rates :
B=G=2Mbps, A=F=4Mbps, C=D=E=14Mbps, H=21Mbps.
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Figure 13 The GFC-2 network consists of multiple link bottlenecks. The number of flows is given 
in parentheses. All flows with similar character name should be granted equal throughput. Only 
the A- and B-flows are long flows, the rest is short (cross-traffic) flows. 
214 Paper Fdelay was approx. 75 ms (95% link utilization) and approx. 120ms (100% link utiliza-
tion), the difference being queue wait time added with 50 kB queue equilibrium. The 
TFRC simulation (using RED/ECN routers) of Fig. 16 shows that stable max-min fairness 
is not reached. In fact, if not the H-flow was self-limited to 25 Mbit/s, and C- D- and E-
flows limited to 17 Mbit/s, the results would have been even worse. Some of the long 
flows (A- and B-flows) are granted only one third of their max-min fair share of capacity. 
E2e delay was approx. 240 ms at 30 s simulation time, but still increasing. 
In Fig. 17–19 the GFC-2 networks were simulated with MPEG-4 VBR sources, using the 
Evalvid-RA tool-set. The throughput was averaged over 1.6 s (approx. 3 GoPs). All 
sources were of CIF quality at 30 fps, and a self-limiting upper rate of 1 Mbit/s was 
applied. The aggregate video traffic load would not be high enough to cause congestion, 






























Figure 14 P-AQM+ECF routers and rate adaptive CBR traffic. The legend is valid also for all 
subsequent plots. 




















Figure 15 P-AQM+ERF routers and rate adaptive CBR traffic. 
4.  Throughput fairness 215using the normal number of GFC-2 sources as outlined in Fig. 13 (22 sources). Thus, the 
number of sources was increased by a factor 8 (at every source location) to 176 sources: 
this enabled saturation of the third and last (right) link. Thus, the sources are either satu-
rated to 250 kbit/s (B- and G-sources) or 500 kbit/s (A- and F-sources), or their self-
limited rate of 1 Mbit/s. To test the networks at even more complex scenario, four greedy 
cross-traffic TCP sources were started at 15 s passing through the four non-congested 
links. This ensures that all links are saturated after 15 s, but since the number of TCP 
flows is much smaller than VBR flows, the max-min throughput sharing is almost 
unchanged. In all three simulation cases it was confirmed that these four TCP flows got 
approximately their fair share of the bandwidth (which was 6, 12, 26, and 18 Mbit/s, 
respectively). Fig. 17 and 18 show that P-AQM is very close to perfect fairness. The ECF 
version converges faster with VBR sources compared to CBR sources, but still the ERF 





















Figure 16 TFRC over RED/ECN routers and rate adaptive CBR traffic. 































Figure 17 P-AQM+ECF routers and rate adaptive VBR traffic. 
216 Paper Fversion is the fastest and most stable. The TFRC results of Fig. 19 shows that its perfor-
mance is more subtle: in the last part of the simulated period some G-flows have much 
more bandwidth than some A-flows. The TFRC bandwidth is also heavily affected by the 
TCP flows entering at 15 s, while the P-AQM systems are not. The bandwidth variability 
of the self-limited flows (all three cases) is due to their VBR nature, which have higher 
variance at high bandwidth compared to low bandwidth. 
Fig. 20 shows the e2e network delay experienced by one of the eight MPEG-4 VBR B-
flows entering the GFC-2 network at the left end (passing all six bottlenecks). It showed 
approximately 120 ms on average for P-AQM (ECF and ERF), while TFRC has much 
larger and increasing delay. It is also evident that the TCP flows started at 15 s brings a 
delay spike into the TFRC system, while it is almost invisible in the P-AQM systems. 































Figure 18 P-AQM+ERF routers and rate adaptive VBR traffic. 































Figure 19 TFRC over RED/ECN routers and rate adaptive VBR traffic. 
5.  Deployment issues and discussion 2175. Deployment issues and discussion 
It has been shown that P-AQM+ECN and ERF exhibit stable performance, and global 
max-min throughput distribution between the competing sources. It is superior to TFRC 
both in e2e delay and fairness considerations. The cost is added intelligence put into the 
network. The feedback signaling is either direct from routers (ECF and ERF may use 
ICMP SQ), or only from end node (for ERF only, RTCP is an option if RTP is used on top 
of UDP, eventually through the use of RCP or RCP-like protocol, or to piggy-back this 
information in reverse direction packets of interactive communication). The streaming 
server (or real-time encoder) must support a rate control that reacts on the feedback. 
The Internet carries of a mixture of layer 3 and 4 packets. The P-AQM must use its UDP 
queue for all delay-critical flows. The TCP queue is used for the rest (TCP, DCCP/TFRC, 
etc.). The P-AQM TCP part uses ECN marking as RED routers do, but with a different 
AQM algorithm [LAR05]. Gradual deployment is quite feasible, since other type of rout-
ers (e.g. FIFO or RED/ECN) can co-exist. If the network bottleneck is located at the P-
AQM router(s), the performance will be identical to an all-P-AQM network. If some FIFO 
or RED/ECN routers also exhibit congestion, the performance will diverge. In the ERF 
regime, it should be possible to combine packet loss or marking statistics and the P-AQM 
flow rate suggested at the destination node, calculating an equivalent R(k+1), which is 
used as the feedback information. Ill-behaving UDP-sources (non-congestion controlled 
high rate UDP sources) is a problem for all networks: in P-AQM, such flows could be 
identified and given packet drops starving those flows to their real fair rate constraint, e.g. 





























Figure 20 The e2e delay of the three VBR GFC-2 cases (longest B-flow, 100% 
link utilization target). 
218 Paper Ffollowing the strike concept of FRED [LM97]. This is actually part of the P-AQM imple-
mentation found at www.item.ntnu.no/~arnelie/Evalvid-RA.htm. 
Dedicated networks, e.g. Web-TV over cable or satellite, can be tailor made with P-AQM 
nodes only. The final TV program multiplex can actually be located in the satellite tran-
sponder, i.e. the precious transponder capacity can be almost 100% utilized: the TV 
sources will adapt their output according to the P-AQM feedback loop algorithm, and 
ensure low delay at marginal packet loss. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper the P-AQM feedback algorithm, proposed as an efficient control algorithm 
for conversational rate adaptive CBR and VBR video over UDP, has been analyzed by 
classical control theory methods, and stability region bounds have been settled. These 
bounds was then verified by ns-2 simulations, where both rate adaptive CBR and real rate 
adaptive MPEG-4 traffic was used as input, on top of TCP background traffic. Further, it 
was argued why the P-AQM architecture, with its ECF or ERF feedback signaling, would 
give global max-min fairness throughput. This was also verified by ns-2 simulations of a 
GFC-2 network. When compared to the end-to-end regime controlled TFRC, the perfor-
mance benefits are many: controlled and low network delay, no transmit buffer (which 
also adds delay), and no starvation of long flows violating the max-min throughput distri-
bution. While it is true that added network intelligence is required, a gradual deployment 
of P-AQM routers in the Internet is quite feasible. Dedicated video networks, such as 
cable-TV and satellite, will benefit from the possibility of low delay and low packet loss 
probability at close to full link utilization. 
Appendix A. The derivation of the new P-AQM+ECF rate equation 
In [LAR05] the P-AQM nodes calculates for each period n a congestion metric based on 
aggregate input rates r and current queue backlog ∆qn=N∗−Qn, where N∗ is wanted queue 
backlog size in equilibrium, and Qn is instantaneous queue size at end of period n. It was 
argued that P-AQM should calculate its new aggregate rate (to be valid for the next period 
n+1) as 
(20)
where τ1 is the average RTT of the flows in the aggregate (between this router and the 
source) and τ2 is the reminder time of the congestion signal period.  is the estimation
of average input rate in τ2 part of period n, and cu is the current capacity of the UDP queue. 
Note that the equation was missing scaling constants at both the rate difference and queue 
backlog factor. Denoting τ1+τ2=d, (20) can now be rearranged to 
rn 1+




6.  Conclusion 219(21)
where  is the change in rate asked for, but only measurable in time τ2 (see 
Fig. 2). Solving for ∆r one gets 
. (22)
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The season when to come, and when to go, 
To sing, or cease to sing, we never know.
Alexander Pope — English poet (1668–1744)223
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Abstract
Musical collaboration over telecommunication networks has marvellous possibilities 
when it comes to musical education, practise and performance. The deployment and use 
of high-capacity digital networks makes it possible to obtain end-to-end audio and video 
latency of 5−20 milliseconds, which is similar to the audio time delay typically experi-
enced between musicians on a stage. The main challenge of reaching this latency budget 
over digital packet switched network such as the Internet, is how to control the queuing 
delay of the IP packet experienced at each router on the network paths between each 
participating musician. Other important aspects are video and audio codec latency, and 
error resilient tools needed to cope with situations where IP packets arrive too late or 
have been lost in the network. This paper gives an overview of resent research (work-in-
progress) in this field, including network simulations, conducted at the NTNU, and sug-
gests how these techniques can be utilized under live concert performances.
A.1 Introduction
Enabling musical collaboration over IP networks will open new possibilities for both pro-
fessionals as well as novice musicians. Without the need for using high-cost professional 
equipment and leased lines, education, practise, “jam sessions” as well as live profes-
sional performances can be possible over today’s IP networks, provided sufficient access 
bandwidth and high-capacity core networks are used. The introduction of high bandwidth 
IP networks such as WDM [1] creates the super-highway backbone for supporting the 
deployment of new resource demanding multimedia services, including both high-fidelity 
audio and video. The term Distributed Multimedia Plays (DMP) has been launched [2] to 
indicate Collaborative Virtual Environments for synchronized musical performance.
However, traffic congestion will occasionally happen, and parts of the network path will 
have more limited capacity, such as the access networks. Care must be taken to maintain 227
228    Distributed Multimedia Plays with QoS guaranties over IPthe latency budget. Network latency per link consists of three parts: propagation delay 
(~2.0e8 m/s in optical fibres), transmission delay per IP packet (inversely proportional to 
bandwidth), and queuing delay (router buffering). Internet generally provides only best-
effort communication, while real-time traffic typically will require special treatment in 
order to guarantee some limits are met on the variable queuing delay. Quality of Service 
(QoS) in IP networks introduces differentiation in how IP packets are treated. IETF tech-
nologies such as IntServ [6] (reservation based per flow) and DiffServ [8] (prioritization 
of a small set of classes) have been standardized and implemented with limited success so 
far as QoS mechanisms to support real-time requirements over IP networks. Only IntServ 
can guarantee latency requirements (queuing delay). However, IntServ does not scale 
well in large networks, because each router has to keep state information on every flow 
requiring special treatment. A new method based on the scalable DiffServ has been pro-
posed [2][3], where the multimedia traffic class indeed is given latency guaranties. The 
method also relies on the usage of low-latency and error resilient audio and video codecs 
if DMP is the targeted application. 
The paper will give an overview of the proposed QoS scheme and codec requirements, 
show simulation results, and finally give suggestions for applications utilizing DMP 
enabled networks.
A.2 QoS network architecture
A.2.1 Latency budget
The latency budget of the channel between musicians consists of:
1. audio delay musician−microphone (if any)
2. audio encoding delay / video encoding delay (including buffering), IP packetizing 
delay
3. IP packet transmission delay
4. end-to-end propagation delay
5. router queuing delay
6. audio decoding / video decoding
7. audio delay loudspeaker−musician
This study investigates encoding/decoding delay and IP queuing delay, with a focus on 
the latter, which also is the only dynamic delay. The distance alone determines propaga-
tion delay. E.g. Trondheim-Oslo experience 2ms delay while Trondheim-Madrid will 
have 15ms. Transmission delay each 1500 byte IP packet over 1Gbit/s link is 12 µs and 
A.2  QoS network architecture 2290.4ms over 32Mbit/s link, and is therefore of limited importance. Thus, given the distance 
and an overall channel latency budget of 20ms, codec and queuing delay together (ignor-
ing the other parts of the budget) must not exceed 20ms minus propagation delay. I.e., 
DMP QoS requirements will be easier to achieve the smaller distance between the partic-
ipants. This motivate for good traffic control in order to extend the DMP radius as close 
to the maximum radius (given by the distance with 20ms delay) as possible.
A.2.2 Traffic Control Algorithm RL-QoS
DMP needs QoS mechanisms even when deployed over high-capacity networks. The rea-
son is that since the delay must be kept low, only short buffers are available. At the same 
time, we want to utilize available capacity almost 100%, because Gigabit networks enable 
this possibility without having severe delay penalties. In this way, each source can send 
with maximum available fidelity. This gives a traffic load operating close to saturation. In 
order to balance the sources output rates against network throughput, one needs a very fast 
QoS mechanism that is able to scale dynamically the traffic flows up and down, both at 
traffic congestion nodes, but also at the origin sources. This is what the invented “RL-
QoS” mechanism does. In [2][3] RL-QoS defines three traffic classes. The routers identify 
these classes by reading the TOS (Type of Service) field of IPv4 or Traffic Class field of 
IPv6. TC1 is the highest priority class, and will among other things be used for QoS algo-
rithm signalling. TC2 is the target multimedia streaming class itself, using RTP/UDP/IP 
protocol. Guaranties on latency are implemented using one-hop feedback “scale-mes-
sages”. TC3 is the ordinary TCP/IP best-effort traffic class, for data transfer where delay 
is not critical (elastic applications like web-browsing and ftp). 
A special calculated metric is used for implementing congestion avoidance for TC2 class 
packets. In contrast to other congestion avoidance techniques, this method ensures that the 
routers in addition to scaling the traffic locally, also signals the traffic load globally via its 
directly connected routers and hosts. The effect is that an overloaded network is brought 
under control very fast. In contrast to RTP with RTCP signalling, which signals packet 
loss only end-to-end, RL-QoS will scale the traffic at all nodes all the time. Simulations 
have shown that it is possible to control network traffic “avalanche” within 5−10 ms [3]. 
Also, a connection is created between traffic control mechanisms in the network and at 
the sources, giving the sources the best possibilities to adapt to the available network 
resources at any time. Scalable codecs can adapt their bit rate to fit the instantaneous net-
work throughput bit rate. 
As in ordinary FIFO queuing, packets must be dropped when arriving at full queues. 
However, RL-QoS also deletes some packets when free buffer memory is available. This 
is based on statistical probability dropping, where the probability is a calculated metric 
based on past, current, and predicted traffic load [2]. The first version of the RL-QoS does 
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 not schedule each flow separately, but all incoming TC2 packets are treated equally. If the 
router also reads the RTP header, intelligent packet drops can be performed, based on tim-
ing and flow information. Using Kalman filtering can also enhance the traffic load 
prediction. All these enhancements will be investigated in follow-up work. 
Figure 1 shows the model simulated in [2][3]. It assumes 30 Mbit/s dedicated access net-
work and 1Gbit/s shared core network. The results showed that traffic avalanches were 
taken care of by statistical packet dropping, reacting within 5−10ms so that (1) the total 
queuing and transmission delay per packet never exceeded 10 milliseconds, and (2) that 
the percentage of packet drop in transient periods (5−10ms) never exceeded ~20%, that 
(3) packet drop on average is around 0.2% inside core network, and finally (4) that all core 
network links had utilization around 99.9%. 
Figure 2 shows the queuing delay statistics through the whole system of the non-dropped 
packets. No packets arrived later than 9.5 ms. Thus, the target requirement of 10ms for 
this sample system was met.




















Scale - msg 
  
Figure A.1 The sample high-capacity network simulated in [2] and [3] to give quantitative 
results applicable for DMP. Core network is 1Gbps, while access network is 30Mbps. Network 
path is assumed consisting of five routers, with three in the core network. Cross-traffic ensures 
that the traffic injected into system is above capacity. The RL-QoS scaling signaling (TC1) is 
shown as dashed lines, while video/audio traffic (TC2) is shown as solid lines. The target overall 
latency was 10ms.
A.3  Audio and video codec requirements 231A.3 Audio and video codec requirements
A.3.1 Codec latency
The latency budget gave the total codec delay in the order of 1−10 ms, depending of dis-
tance and RL-QoS latency requirement. This number is far below the delay of current 
real-time codecs used for videoconferences. The latter has a total latency budget of 
~150ms, while DMP has at least one decade stronger delay requirement. The result is that 
a video codec run at 25 fps (40ms per frame) must use I-frame compression only, or 
increase the frame rate significantly to also include temporal compression. There exists 
low delay audio coding for MPEG-4 (LD-AAC) but its 20ms delay is still double the 
requirement, although investigations [11] show that under certain conditions the delay 
requirement can be extended 10−20ms. The conclusion is that to achieve these hard 
latency requirements, very little compression buffering can be used, compared to normal 
buffering done in current state-of-art video and audio coding principles. This results in 
lower compression efficiency and higher bit rates. However, this challenge is met by the 
high-capacity network.
Still, to help reduce the basic data rate generated from a scene, and create as independent 
statistics in the streams as possible, the RL-QoS simulations assumes object-based cod-
ing, and that video and sound objects are tracked, captured, and compressed in real time. 
Each object is treated as an entity with its private RTP/UDP/IP traffic stream. There will 
always be some dependency between streams, but this approach will reduce this to a min-












Total delay PDF through the system
Delay [µs]
Figure A.2 Packet delay Probability Density Function of total system. Average delay is about 
7.5ms, and maximum delay about 9.5ms.
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be performed on each object. Scene description can e.g. be according to MPEG-4 (BIFS), 
and the synchronization and multiplexing as defined in MPEG-4 are entirely handled by 
the RTP/UDP/IP combined header [9]. Setup and release of services is assumed handled 
by the RTSP protocol. 
A.3.2 Error resilience and scalability
Besides the codec delay requirements, there are two other main challenges. In traffic con-
gestion periods, somewhat high packet loss can be experienced. Thus, to avoid perceived 
quality of service below a certain threshold, strong error resilience qualities are a must. 
The second challenge is that the encoder must be able to adjust its average bit rate (real-
time near-CBR mode is assumed) so that it is kept below the current channel throughput. 
The benefits of using 2D-interlaced video encoding to enhance error resilience is just dis-
covered [5]. The same approach can also be used for audio in the temporal domain. The 
basic idea is that the RL-QoS enabled routers never will drop more than one packet 
belonging to the same frame, by inspecting the RTP header. Thus, low complexity error 
concealment can be performed by interpolation. Thus, in this way, using two-fields per 
frame, up to 50% packet loss can be tolerated, without loosing the capability of doing 
good performance decoding.
A.4 Live concert performance over IP
In contrast to worldwide concert performances such as the opening of the Nagano Olym-
pic Games in 1998, which were one-way interactive, the target DMP application for RL-







Figure A.3 2D-Interlaced video encoding, where each field, consisting of a 2x2 sub-sampled 
frame in both horizontal and vertical direction, is streamed over its own private RTP/UDP 
session.
A.5  Conclusions 233mance of three separated concert stages (ballet, brass-band, symphonic orchestra). The 
videos can be projected on big on-stage screens in the background, also including the con-
ductor. The conductor can adapt to remote events as if everything is happening locally. A 
dedicated DMP control centre might be needed to make combined visual and audio con-
tent suitable for TV broadcast and/or web streaming. As stated in chapter A.2.1, the 
distance between the different stages must not exceed the latency budget due to propaga-
tion delay. 3000km (equals ~15ms) might be the maximum distance if 20ms total delay is 
the budget, giving only 5ms for both queuing and codec delay. In the future this latency 
budget might be fulfilled using Optical Burst Switching [1]. Current packet switching 
technology imposes shorter distances for DMP.
An RL-QoS enabled network can of course also be used for ordinary videoconferencing, 
with relaxed QoS requirements.
A.5 Conclusions
The proposed traffic control scheme RL-QoS has been introduced. RL-QoS builds on 
DiffServ in the sense that it differentiates the IP traffic into a small number of classes. 
However, it supports latency guaranties for RTP/UDP traffic by using short buffers, sta-
tistical packet dropping, and traffic load signalling to neighbor routers and hosts. Network 
simulations show that RL-QoS enabled routers and terminals can guarantee strong packet 
queuing delay requirements. Thus, the method is a promising solution for implementing 
Distributed Multimedia Plays, i.e. musical collaboration over IP networks, which requires 
around 10ms network latency. The use of low-delay audio and video codecs is also a must 
if DMP application is targeted. Strong error resilience can be obtained by using 2D-inter-
laced video coding in combination with the RL-QoS architecture.
DMP Control
TV/Web production
Figure A.4 Example of two-way interactive DMP. Here, three stages with musicians 
simultaneously performing a concert (only two depicted).
234    Distributed Multimedia Plays with QoS guaranties over IPFurther work within this field will include investigation of enhanced traffic prediction 
using Kalman filtering, simulation of interlaced video coding over RL-QoS network, and 
implementation of RL-QoS algorithms on high-performance hardware.
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2D interlaced video
Unpublished concepts, ideas and results of improved video error resilience235
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2D interlaced video for improved video error resilience
Arne Lie and Leif Arne Rønningen
Abstract
Packet and frame loss in video decoding causes performance degradation, which is most 
often tried concealed by utilizing information from previous successfully decoded 
frames. I.e., time redundancy is explored as an error resilience tool. One possibility 
explored in very limited depth is to use spatial redundancy. Spatial redundancy must 
however first be created by dividing the video frames into sub-frames, consisting of 
almost identical copies of each other, with reduced resolution.
B.1 Description
Beside from a small discussion in [LR03], the ideas on “interlaced coding” have not been 
published. One publication that comes close is [HR03] where the authors seek to utilize 
true interlaced1 video signals for concealment strategies. In “interlaced coding”, progres-
sive video as e.g. 720p, or eventually true interlaced as 1080i, each frame is divided into 
sub-frames with corresponding smaller resolution. E.g. for a 4:2:0 YUV signal of CIF res-
olution, the luminance frames of 352 x 288 pixels is divided into two 352 x 144 pixel 
1. i.e. as in e.g. interlaced PAL and NTSC signals, where the capturing time of two sequential inter-










Figure B.1 An overview of interlaced coding principles combined with possible object 
segmentation and arbitrary shaped MPEG-4 coding.237
238    2D interlaced video for improved video error resilienceframes, with “interlaced lines” as commonly used in both analog and digital TV signals. 
The difference is that these two frames, or “fields” as they are called in e.g. interlaced 
PAL, is having the very same capturing time. The two chroma signals should be divided 
in a similar manner as the luminance signal, corresponding to their resolution (in 4:2:0 
YUV they have quarter the resolution each compared to the luminance frame). Two sep-
arate encoding and decoding chains must be provided. Inevitable, the achieved robustness 
comes at the cost of some added complexity and some reduced coding efficiency. The pro-
cess is sketched in Figure B.2 (the communication channel is depicted as “RTP/UDP/IP” 
box), and labeled “1D interlaced coding”.
Even more robust concealment strategies open if the sub-frame divisioning is performed 
using other pattern than strict lines. This can be utilized even for two sub-frame division-
ing, in that each sub-frame is given each other pixel in both horizontal and vertical 
direction. Generally, this can be labelled “2D interlacing”. To increase the error resilience 
even more, again at some added complexity and some loss in coding efficiency, one can 
divide the frames into four sub-frames. This is sketched in Figure B.3. The “big surprise” 
is how strong the error resilience becomes. Added robustness can be achieved if one of 
the four IP flows is transmitted as high-priority class in e.g. a DiffServ enabled network, 







Figure B.2 In 1D Interlacing, each frame is divided into 2 sub-frames with half resolution (both 
luminance and chroma). Missing pixels are corrected before rendering time as an average value 













Figure B.3 In 2D 4-frame Interlacing, each frame is divided into 4 sub-frames with quarter 
resolution (both luminance and chroma). Missing pixels are corrected before rendering time as an 
average value of the 8 closest available pixels.
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The concept of 1D and 2D interlaced coding has been implemented in a software program, 
working directly on uncompressed 4:2:0 YUV signals. The performance in terms of 
PSNR measures has not been calculated, but some example sequences have been tested 
with the algorithm for visual inspection. The algorithm also supports shaped objects, and 
suitable content where obtained by “shooting” a person in front of a blue wall. The next 
four figures (CIF resolution) show typical example frames in four different cases, where 
“protected” means that one flow is submitted with DiffServ EF, and is assumed having 
zero packet loss:
• 1D interlaced coding, one protected flow, the other flow experiencing 25% information 
loss (Figure B.4).
• 1D interlaced coding, no protected flows, total flow experiencing 20% information 
loss (Figure B.5).
• 2D 4-frame interlaced coding, one protected flow, the other flows experiencing 66% 
information loss, giving a total of 50% information loss (Figure B.6).
• 2D 4-frame interlaced coding, no protected flow, total flow experiencing 20% infor-
mation loss (Figure B.7).
The blue pixels in the person’s texture (left frames) give the indication of where the infor-
mation loss is located and the amount of loss in that frame. Using a real codec, the 
packetizing of CIF resolution video would require very small packets in order to have 
such many regions of uncorrelated errors. However, for resolutions like 720p, 1080i, or 
especially 1080p, each frame will be fragmented into many well-sized IP packets, even 
when using H.264. The method is as such not quite as powerful for low-resolution video. 
When run over networks using AQMs, such as RED and P-AQM, the packet dropping at 
traffic contention epochs will be randomized. Thus, such “error patterns” as exemplified 
will not be uncommon. The randomization is important since this increases the possibility 
of finding error-free pixels in the pixel neighborhood, to enable successful concealment. 
When inspecting the results, it is obvious that 2D interlacing is better than 1D interlacing. 
20% information loss can easily be tolerated for the 2D example using flat best effort 
network.
Future work in this area should include the implementation of 1D and 2D interlacing with 
MPEG-4 and H.264 codec. This would enable measurement of the exact cost of complex-
ity and performance loss, so that the method’s performance could be compared to other 
error resilience tools. The method should also be possible to combine with temporal con-
cealment strategies.
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Figure B.4 1D interlacing, 1 protected flow, 25% loss total. Left: before concealment. Right: 
after concealment.
Figure B.5 1D interlacing, single class, 20% loss total. Left: before concealment. Right: after 
concealment.
B.2  Implementation and result examination 241Figure B.6 2D Interlaced 4-frame coding, one flow protected, 50% loss total. Left: before 
concealment. Right: after concealment.
Figure B.7 2D Interlaced 4-frame coding, single class, 20% total loss. Left: before concealment. 
Right: after concealment.
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Appendix C
P-AQM and VBR rate control implementation: 
pseudo code 
Ns-2 implementation of P-AQM and VBR rate adaptation expressed in pseudo code243
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C.1 P-AQM + ECF & ERF pseudo code
The P-AQM router algorithm is implemented in C/C++ the file p_aqm.cc found at 
www.item.ntnu.no/~arnelie/Evalvid-RA.htm for use in ns-2 simulations. The 
variable names used here in the pseudo source code deviates somewhat from the C/C++ 
implementation, but conforms with the variable names used in Paper D and Paper F. How-
ever, they may include additional information to enhance the readability. Initialization of 
variables is skipped. The difference between ECF and ERF mode is easily seen since both 
versions are inserted but separated with a C-syntax look-alike #ifdef switch. 
The ECF version monitors the flows RTTs by sending periodic ping packets. The feed-
back ECF_feedback is sent as a 32 bit floating point number in ICMP SQ packets. If this 
number is less than 1.0, it is a multiplicative decrease (MD) ratio. If it is larger than 1.0, 
the number indicates an additive increase in bit/s. The ECF version avoids using new 
packet types at the cost of added signaling.
The ERF version can be implemented with the same signaling mechanisms as ECF, but 
can also skip this completely and instead use packet header fields for insertion of the 32 
bit ERF_feedback. This could be e.g. RCP packet headers, or any proprietary other solu-
tion. If this header allows, it can also have a field for storing the RTT calculated by the 
end systems, to assist the P-AQM’s router need for these values. 
The get_active_udp_flows function is not explained. As currently implemented in 
p_aqm.cc, it is a full state engine that counts all active flows per ECF or ERF time win-
dow period. If a recently active flow is not present with any packets in the next window, 
it is not counted. The less complex “zombie” flow counting estimation method of SRED 
was tested but found to have inadequate performance.
The “inner loop” period is static and in the order of 10 ms, while the ECF and ERF periods 
are dynamic and in the order of 500 ms. The u_tcp and u_udp ratios (between 0 and 1) 
are used in the enqueue function of p_aqm.cc to mark or drop incoming packets. Typi-
cally, in steady state, none of the UDP packets are dropped because all flows conform to 
the rate adaption mechanism of the “outer loop”. However, the TCP packets are dropped 
or ECN marked to control normal TCP congestion control mechanism. If found desirable, 
the u_tcp calculation can be replaced by the RED algorithm, modified to take into 
account a variable output capacity c_tcp.
The core AQM pseudo code is here:
for (each “inner loop” k) do {
r_tcp[k] = N_arrivals_tcp * gamma + r_tcp[k-1] * (1 - gamma);245
246    r_udp[k] = N_arrivals_udp * gamma + r_udp[k-1] * (1 - gamma);
tcp_flows = get_active_tcp_flows(k);
udp_flows = get_active_udp_flows(k);
flow_ratio = tcp_flows / (tcp_flows + udp_flows);
c_tcp = c * flow_ratio;
c_udp = c - c_tcp;
/* only c_tcp < r_tcp[k] included here: prob. for packet survival*/
u_tcp = (c_tcp / r_tcp[k]) + (N*_tcp - N_tcp[k])*K/r_tcp[k];
/* only c_udp < r_udp[k] included here: prob. for packet survival*/
u_udp = (c_udp / r_udp[k]) + (N*_udp - N_udp[k])*K/r_udp[k];
if (#of k inner loops since last ECF > ECF_period) {
r_stable = monitored UDP rate in tau_est period;
eUDP = (10% of N*_udp) * (1-flow_ratio) - N_udp[k];
tau_1 = monitored average RTT;
tau_2 = ECF period - tau_1;
d = tau_1 + tau_2;
#ifdef P-AQM+ECF
/* The ECF feedback calculated based on Paper F eq. (1) with
modification in scaling as in eq. (3) */
r_ecf = r_stable + alpha * (c_udp-r_stable) + beta * eUDP/ d;
if (r_ecf <= r_stable) 
ECF_feedback = r_ecf / r_stable; /* MD */
else
ECF_feedback = (r_ecf - r_stable)/ udp_flows; /* AI */
#else ifdef P-AQM+ERF
/* The ERF feedback calculated based on Paper F eq. (3) */
R_erf[n+1] = R_erf[n] + (alpha * (c_udp - r_stable) 
+ beta * eUDP / d) / N_est[n];
N_est[n+1] = c_udp / R_erf[n+1];
ERF_feedback = R_erf[n+1]; /* Absolute rate per flow */




In addition, there are per packet functionality associated with packet arrivals and depar-
ture, i.e. the enqueue and dequeue functions, respectively. The enqueue pseudo code is 
here:
for (each arriving packet for this outbound link) do {
if (packetType belongs to TCP queue) {
lucky = random_uniform(0,1);
if (lucky < u_tcp)
enqueue_tcp(packet);







else /* packet belongs to UDP queue */ {
lucky = random_uniform(0,1);






The main part of the dequeue function is the fair queue scheduler, combining the two 
queues for output. In the C/C++ implementation, it is actually built up as a discrete tabu-
lated form, mapping a flow_ratio to a pattern of zeros and ones collected in an array, 
which distribution corresponds to flow_ratio. Thus, its granularity is packets, not 
bytes. Future work should include a FQ RR scheduler that take into account the bytes 
spent as a weighting factor. The dequeue pseudo code is here, showing the simple use of 
the FQ RR array system:
while (there are still packets in queue) do {
type = fair_queue_scheduler[j]; /* 0 means UDP, 1 means TCP */





if (j > max_length)
j = 0;
}
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The RA-SVBR algorithm, which is the rate adaptive version of the SVBR by Hamdi et 
al., is implemented in C/C++ in vbr_rateadapt.cc found at www.item.ntnu.no/~arne-
lie/Evalvid-RA.htm for use in ns-2 simulations. Here are its main parts expressed in 
pseudo code. The variable names chosen are kept as close to the original implementation 
and Paper E as possible, but deviations are inserted to assist better readability, where 
found appropriate.
/* In initialization phase */
for (i = all Quantizer scale variants of the video) do {





/* In running code, once per new video frame: */
q = 8; /* chosen as scaling quantizer in TCL code */
for (each new frame period time k) do {
Q = current quantizer scale;
k = current time position in video;
size = memory[Q][k]; /* size in bytes of next frame to go */
x = #of full MTU packets;
y = bytes left for last packet;
/* all packets for this frame are sent back-to-back: */




R[k] = R[k-1] + size;
if (this is last frame of current GOP) {
r = new_rate(ECF_feedback || ERF_feedback);
b = new_Leaky_Bucket_size(ECF_feedback || ERF_feedback);
X[k+1] = Equation 1 in Paper E;
e1 = 1 - (1 - X[k+1]/b)^5; /* eq. from Hamdi’s thesis */
e2 = (X[k+1]/b)^5; /* eq. from Hamdi’s thesis */
r_open = r * Q / q; /* Based on Eq. 2 Paper E */
if (r_open > r)
Rtemp = (1-e1)*r_open+e1*r; // Eq. 8 in Hamdi paper
else
Rtemp = e2*r_open+(1-e2)*r; // Eq. 9 in Hamdi paper
/* The quantizer scale next GOP is calculated based on 
Equation 2 in paper E: */
Q = closest_integer(q * r_open / Rtemp); 
}
}
Finally it should be mentioned that the implemented code can be compiled for bursty or 
smooth operation, as well as with a priori or non a priori next GOP complexity knowl-
edge. The bursty variant submits all packets belonging to a frame directly into the network 
C.2  The RA-SVBR pseudo code 249with no extra delay (no transmit buffer smoothing). The smooth mode submits the packets 
with equal inter-departure time gap, smoothed over one frame interval. The a priori 
variant uses the knowledge of the size of the next GOP period to make an improved selec-
tion of the next GOP quantizer scale value, in order to meet the leaky bucket constraints. 
Thus the a priori method has somewhat lower bit rate variance compared to the non a pri-
ori variant, where the most significant difference is observed during scene change events. 
Typical video conference sessions have none or very limited number of scene changes. 
All use of Evalvid-RA SVBR implementation in Paper E and F employs the bursty variant 
of the a priori method (lowest possible delay for typical video conference type of 
application).
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